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Konami unearths Casttevania- I i

^

Bloodlines for Sega Genesis, the
I-.

most challenging, most chilling f
adventure in vampire hunting I

j j
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history! As whip-wielding John • j3s=4s|'.X-€^

or master lanceman Eric, pursue

your bloodstained destiny across Europe chasing the latest, evilest Incarnation

of horror. Countess Bartley. Shudder at 6 stages of shocking new graphic sights

and sounds from your worst nightmare. Skele-dragons, spear thrusting

minotaurs. grotesque giants and ghastly creatures are dying to slay you with

n .......1 gruesome attacks and strange powers. So take up your

sacred weapons and begin, lust remember that you
already have one foot in the grave. 4C3
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Nintendo',

big-time—

up your SNES hotter than those other lame bloo^^vts flghting

games. And these are the reasons that had us laughing hard enough

to squirt milk out of our nose. Thanks for the killer comments, and for

telling everyone why Clay Fighter has 'em beat in the streets!
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28 On Location! At Accolade
Accolade has been busy, bringing Bubsy back in a new catventure that'll make

you purr, and more.

33 HotatthoAnades
Survival Arts and Raiden II turn up the heat at the arcades this month.

34 Cover Feature: NBA Jam Comes Home
NBA Jam’s finally here for the Super Nintendo, Genesis, and Came Gear

systems. Here's a complete look at the new carts. Plus: Play as Bill Clinton and

Al Core with our top-secret tricksi

42 ProRevtews
42 Genesis: Sonic the Hedgehog 3, Castievania Bloodlines, Zooi, Mega

Turrican, Action 52, family Feud, Joe & Mac, Fido Dido, Chester

Cheetah.. .Wild Wild Quest.

€0 Sega CD: Ground Zero, Texas; Double Switch

66 Super NES: Bugs Bunny in Rabbit Rampage, Super Alfred Chicken,

X-Caliber 2097, Turn and Burn: No-Fly Zone, An American Tail: Feivel

Coes West, Kendo Rage, Barbie Super Model, Beethoven's 2nd, Chester

Cheetah.. .Wild Wild Quest, Preview: Fatal Fury 2

110 NES: Wayne's World

1 14 3DO: Total Eclipse, Night Trap

122 Jaguar: Raiden

142 Came Boy: Kirby’s Pinball Land

144 Lynx: Ninja Caiden

146 Came Gear: Road Rash, The Addams Family, Bartman vs.

Radioactive Man

126 The Sports Page
NHL Stanley Cup (SN), Winter Extreme (SN), World Soccer '94 (SN), Champions

World Class Soccer (SN), Super Coal 2 (SN), Pel& (C), and World Cup

Soccer (CC)

139 Hole-Player’s Realm
Our ProReview of Young Merlin casts you Into a fantasy kingdom ofgood

versus evil. Our two-page ProStrategy Guide safeguards yourJourney!

8 Letter from the GamePros

12 The Mail

18 The Cutting Edge
Cet a glimpse of the future with RPI Technologies’ Virtual Reality glasses.

22 On LocaHoa: Skitehin’

Roll into the Great White North for a look at the making of EA Canada's

answer to Road Rash!

Cover credit Couilesy H8A Properties. Inc.



Snap in all the power you need with the hottest new rechargeable

battery paks from NAKI. Battery paks for *GAME BOY® and

*Game Gear‘d so powerful they'll create a gaming explosion!

Forget conventional batteries. Be kind to the environment. No tangling

wires to slow you down. Nuke your GA/l/li BOY or Came Gear

with pure power for hours of playing action! Rechorge overnight or plug

in and ploy. NAKI's battery paks help you get o grip with their ribbed

ploygrip surface.

Solar Pok™ f« GAME BOY

Mini 4fcode™ for GAME BOV

'GAME BOY and Super Nintendo are registered Irodemorks ol Nintendo of Ametictt.

'Gome Gear ondGerresis are registered Irodemorks ol Sega Enterprises L.T.D.

Arlion Pok, Turbo Twins. Pro Ployer, Mini Arcode ond Solar Pok ore trodenomes of NAKI Internolionol USA Inc.

© 1993 NAKI International USA Irx. All Righls Reserved.

Look for NAKI's totally nuclear family of rechargeables including

the oward winning Turbo Twins’ for Game Gear. Complete Action Pak
’

for GAME BOY line of rechargeables with AC Adaptor/Recharger and

NAKI's Solar Pak” for GAME BOY charges up from the sun's energy.

Now that's really nuclear!

/ The Gamer's Edge
To power up with NAKI, coll the

NAKI CONSUMER HOTLINE all -800-824-NAKI.

Or (heck us out at the following retoilers; Ames, Bobboges, Captron,

Circuit City, Funco Land, Sears Funtronics, Good Guys, Incredible Universe,

J.C. Penney Catalog, Loneco, Macy's, Meiier, Software ETC, Video Concepts,

The Wiz, Witmark, and most other ma{or retailers nationwide.



152 GamePro Lab Report
Innovation's living up to its name with the multisystem Ultra Stick and
Super Charger. Plus, Tyco Toys wants to give you a charge with their new
Power Plug.

156 S.W.A.lPn
Secret weapons and tactics from the CamePros.

164 The Fighter’s Edge
Tournament-winning combos and strategies for competitive fighting games.
This month we'll knock you out with tactics for Fatal Fury and Mortal

Kombat II.

178 Short ProShots

A quick look at the latest games!

182 Overseas ProSpects
We've rounded up the latest Super Famicom carts: Super Godzilla, Ardy Light-

foot, Dragon Ball Z-2, Kamen Rider, Katsuya Onizuka Super Virtual Boxing

184 ProNews
All the video game news that’s fit to print.

190 AdrerHser Index



Launch Squeak into action to

remove enemies from the path.

loin Bubble and Squeak on their

land of Grool from the evil Kat of

coins tjD buy freedom for Squeak’s

Squeak. Explore vast levels filled wil

and plenty of excitement!

Using teamwork and imagination
Stardust Caverns, the Neverglades :

the Sed Crawlers, Flying

down! You’ll need to use

them and bring peace^ack to

the magic realm.

Scan feature allows you to see

dangers and traps.

Pick up and place objects to

to new levels.



L
ately, there's been story after story in

the newspapers, magazines, and on

television about the hottest topic around:

violence and sexism in electronic games.

Senators are calling some video games

“trash" and "sexist" - Mortal Kombat and

Night Trap seem to be the main targets.

Other legislators are calling for a ban on

controversial games.

To say that the debate is heated is an

understatement. On the table are issues like

ship as the answer, though, because if

even one person is in line to buy a prod-

uct, it deserves to be on the store shelf.

At the same time, we're all for a system

that provides everyone with clear game-

content information, so that video game

consumers - from the youngest gamer to

the grandparent buying a gift for a grand-

child - is better informed. For that reason

alone, we encourage an industry-wide rat-

ing standard that everyone is happy with.

". . .mhalmak^ titles like Mortal Kombatand Street Fierier //

popular isn’t the violence, Ws the game play,"

whether violent video games cause players

to be more aggressive, and if a video game

rating system would help curtail excessive

violence in society as a whole,

The release of CD games with foil-

motion video and the advent of more ad-

vanced systems like 3DO and Jaguar -

hardware that can display near photo-re-

alistic graphics - means that games are

evolving into interactive movies. Most

parents wouldn’t let their preteen watch

Terminator II, but they permit them to

pull the heart out of an opponent in a

video game.

Yessir, we're in the middle of this is-

sue. The GamePros here in the office like

playing games and feel that what makes

titles like Mortal Kombat and Street Fight-

er II popular isn’t the violence, it’s the

game play. We’re not looking for censor-

Take a look at our masthead. Tbe

name of the group that heads up

CamePro is Infotainment World. Break out

the word “Infotainment," and you’ll under-

stand our mission. We are here to provide

you with "info” about your “entertain-

ment.” In the case of CamePro, it’s the

best information on the most popular

video game products. VWth PlayRight, it’s a

newsletter for parents, to inform them

about the electronic entertainment prod-

ucts their kids are playing. With the new

Sectronic Entertainment magazine, it’s a

look at the higher-level gaming offered by

computers, CDs, on-line services, and oth-

er game platforms. To paraphrase a fa-

mous saying, we believe Infotainment

means “power" - the power for you to

make an informed decision about elec-

tronic entertainment.
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THE SEGACD

BEWARE THE
BANZAI DROP!

LIVE-ACTION
VIDEO OF EACH
SUPERSTAR!

BRACE YOURSELF! A supercharged lineup of SO Superstars collide

in the ultimate World Wrestling Federation* slugfest! Ballistic Tournament
battles, "No-Holds-Barred" brawls, thrashing in and out of the ring action,

brutal fight-to-the-finish Steel Cage matchups,.. and more!

Do you have what it takes to escape this ring of steel? It's time to
unleash the Rage in the Cage^“!

KOMING SOON
MORTAL KOMBAT'

ON SEGA CD"!
JlCCIaim
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Quit crying
about getting hacked,

or how your

shoes hurt,
or how you

can't shoot
outdoors.

* lust shut up





VUeo Vixens - The

Sexism Debate
I’m writing about Sue Packard's

November letter in which she

claims that women wear only

bikinis in video games. Well,

here are three who wear more -

Chun Li in SF II, Sonya in MK,

and Ripley in Alien 3. And any-

one who thinks that there are

no men in underwear hasn’t

seen the guys in Super Adven-

ture Island, Super Ghouls ’n

Ghosts, and WWF Royal Rumble.

Patrick McKeegan

Brampton. Ontario

ArViur’s unperwear In Super

Ghouls ’n Ghosts for the SKS.

Women aren’t the only ones in

distress in video games. How
about Mario in Mario is Missing?

Marvin Mahayag, NY, NY

Mario in distress.

Video Vices - Cut the

Commerdats
Please print this message to

Sega: I'm sick of your commer-

cials that imply we Came Boy

players are vulgar freaks of

nature. Nor are we as stupid as

dogs, as another commercial

suggests. Stop insulting me

and my friends.

Tomasz Strzeiczyk

Ontario, Canada

The Magazine Biz
How can I write to Scary Larry

or Slasher Quan?

Steven Schrandt, Mansfield, OH

(You can reach any of us by

writing to our office. The

atUress Is on page 14. Ail the

lettws, which add up to

thousands per month,

are opened and read.

- Bonehead)

In your December issue,

you reviewed Turtles Tourna-

ment Fighters for the SNES,

but there were no ratings.

Why was that?

Hector Escobedo, Los Angeles, CA

(Talk about embanassing! The

ratings were there when we
proofed the pages - / think

Shredder got to them

at the priori Hoe
yago.- Bro’ Buu)

I need tips for old

games. Can you help me out?

Aaron Burgin, Long Beach, CA

(SWATPro can! Check out our

odier magazine, SWATPro. In

addition to having hundreds of

tactics and stratogles for the

latest games, iVs got a section

called Classic SWAT,

which gives tips for

all of those not-so-

moldy oklles.

-Andromeda)

Super NES Game ProRte

Teenage Mutant

Ninja lUrtles:

Tournament Fighters
(By Konamf)

You want Street Fighter action

widwut Street Fighter II? Here’s

a serious SFII rdone that can

bring Street snobs as well as

fledgling Bghters out of ttieir

shells.

6AMEPR0 •

Classic SWAT, and way more.

When you give release dates

for games, are you talking

about the release in California?

Preston Eckman, Boise, ID

(We’ll consider everything for

the contest Here are some Ops:

Use strong colors; portraygame
characters In creative ways; put

yourname and city on the back;

don’t use regular pencil; don’t

covff the envelope with tape;

and don't write messages all

over your art. Good luck!

Maybe you'll win the

cool prize we're giv-

ing away!
- Captain Sguldeo)

Let’s Get IMmicat
How many colors can the

Came Gear show on-screen

at once?

Chris Schiaffo, Allentown, PA

(The Game Gear can

disiHay 32 colors at

one rime.

-Video Head)

(Those dates are for the nahon-

wide rdease. The manufactur-

ers tell us when they are

planning to release the games

nationwide, butthedah

sometimes change at

the last moment.
- The Unknown Gamer)

In your magazine, Chips &
Bits is advertising Super

Return of thejedi for sale at

$59. 1 thought it wasn’t com-

ing out until later.

Tony Gutierrez, Manteca. CA

There may be oidy 32 of 'em, but

the colors are dazzling in Ecco the

Dolphin for the Game Gear.

You’ve often mentioned some-

thing called the Game Gear

cable. What is it?

(You have sharp eyes, Tony.

Chips & Bits takes advance

orders on merchandise that is

expected In the next six months

or so. Super Return will be out

later in ’94, although no release

dato Is set Call Chips S
Bits at (802) 767-

3033 fw mote Info.

- Lance Boyle)

Can aspiring artists like me
send in art on regular paper

for your monthly art contest,

or do we have to draw on

envelopes?

Ivan Diaz, Modesto, CA

Mrs. Charlene Cooper,

Claymont, DE

(You can buy the Gear-to-Gear

cabto s^rately forabwt $15.

It enabl^ you to fink up two

Game Gears for simultaneous

head-to-head competition in

games, such as Mortal Kimbat

and Streets of Rage 2. Note that

you need to have two

copies of whatever

game you’re play-

ing, one tor eadi

hand-held system.

- Miss ChievtHts)
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Is it possible to convert Pro

Action Replay codes to Came

Genie codes, or the other way

around?

Nick Lauseng, Herington, KS

FiglWa’ Words
What does thejapanese writ-

ing in the background of Chun

Li's stage in SF II mean?

Jon Craves. Allen, TX

(There’s no way to this as of

now, but it may hap-

pen some tlay.

- The Lab Rat)

Out unUi the Olil, In

with the Hew
I must have a Jaguar. Where

can I get one?

Creg Lalone, Sterling Heights, Ml

(The car? Ata dealership near

you. The game system? For

now, only in New York or San

Francisco toy or electronics

stores. A national roll-

out of the Jag is com-

ing soon.

- The mia)

(These are signs. One adverhses

a Poultry Shop, another

reads High Voltage,

and the last says

General Store.

- Boss Music)

When I’m fighting in China in

Super SF II, there's this strange

laugh that randomly comes on.

Also, when I finish the game

with M. Bison, his dosing

statement is something like

“Not even the ancient one was

brave enough to challenge

me." Are these clues to a

secret character?

Long Yu, Vancouver, British

Columbia

If you want to drive a Jag, you’ll

have to head for die coast.

(Hope. That cackling sound is

from a chicken, according to

Capcom, because there’s a

Poultry Shop nearby. Capcom

also says that there are

no secret characters to

be found.

- Hack ’n’ Slash)

On the cover of the SF II Turbo

manual there’s a blurry old

Dhalsim teleports frm Ote center.

I’m confused. The cover of your

October issue announced

Atari’s 64-bit Jaguar, but your

November cover said it was

"Nintendo's New 64-bit Sys-

tem!” Which is it?

Ryan Celeslie, Arnold, MO

(Both! Atari started selling its

64-bitJag in New York and San

Frandsco fust befrnv Thanks-

giving, atd Nintendo has

announced its new 64-

blt system, Prtgect

Reality, which Is due

in '95. - Earth Angel)

man in the center under the

word Turbo. What's going on?

Mitch Cook. Creensboro, NC

(That’s Dhalsim. He’s

teleporting, which is

whyhe kuAs ready to

disappear.

- Game Over Man)

Halloween in Hawaii -eight-year-old Teal Willingham of Kaneohe

shows off Chun Li’s moves.

Why are there High Scores in

Mortal Kombat? it's impossible

to get my Initials among them,

even though I’ve won the

game with enough points to

qualify for a High Score.

Chris Kunigenas. Berkeley, CA

(Those scores are simply targets

Mortal scores.

I recently beat Super SF II.

Since I did it without continu-

ing once, I got to see the cred-

its. Under Special Thanks, they

listed the name Dr, Dave. Is

this the Dr. Dave from Came-

Prol

What’s with the white blood in

Samurai Shodown for the

Neo*Geo? I paid big bucks to

have an accurate, uncensored

version of the arcade game. If

I wanted a “milk mode," I

would’ve waited for Nintendo

to come out with their version.

Bruce Richter, Lyons, II

(You'd have to get the Japanese

Neo»Geo to see whatyou want.

The Japanese version of

Samurai Shodown has

all the uncensored

bloodand fatalities.

- Lawrence of Arcadia)

Samurai milk.

What was the best-selling Sega

Genesis game of 1993?

Chris Stassis, Canada

Ed Haggard, Honolulu, HI

(That’s him! Dave Winstead, AKA

Dr. Dave, used to work for

GamePro, but he now works tor

Capcom asanRSD specialist.

He no longer writes

for the magazine.

- Sladter Quan)

(Many Karts battled for number

one, but the Most Kash resulted

from a record-setting Marketing

Kraze. The actual sales Rgures

won’t be official for another few

months, but it’s unlikely that

Sonic Spinball, Aladdin, or

Jurassic Park will come out on

top in the world of

Money Kombat Any

More Klues necessary?

- Manny La Mancha)
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Games, Games, Games
When the goalies score in

NHLPA Hockey '93 and NHL

Hockey '94 for the Genesis,

why don’t they get credit for it

in the stats?

Creg Sayuk, Vallejo, CA

(Goalies rarely score, either In

real life or in mleo games.

According to £4 Sports, soft-

ware limitations prevent the

goalie’s stats from showing

both the goals he prevents and

the goals he scores. ShouU the

goalie accidentally knock the

puck into his own
goal, It’s credited

to the last oppo-

nent to touch It ~

Coach Kyle)

Danny Leone, 12, of Weston,

Ontario, will check anyone who
gels between him and his

GamePro/

Remote System for the SNS or the Genesis.

Envelope of the Month

Patrick Throgmorton, Iowa City, M

Reailer Beport

Of the thousands of letters

we receive each month,

almost half comment on

violence in video games.

Here’s the estimated break-

down for those letters that

express opinions;

84% - Violence in games

has no effect, parents

should back off.

14% - Extreme violence

in games should be cen-

sored, parents should

monitor closely.

1.9% -All violence, no

matter how minor, should

be deleted from games,

.1%- Can’t understand

the fuss about games with

violins.

Whaddaya Think?
This is your magazine,

so tell us what you'd like

to see in it. Send your

suggestions to:

Magawie
Dear Editor

P.O. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402
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CLIFFKANGER
DARK WIZARD
DRACULA UNLEASHED
DUNE
ESPN BASEBALL
ESPN SUNDAY F/BALL
EUROPEAN RACERS
HOME IMPROVEMENT
JEOPARDY
NFL '94 JOE MONTANA
JURASSIC PARK
LETHAL ENFORCER
MEGA RACE
MORTAL KOMBAT
NFLS GREATEST TEAMS
NHL '94

OUTOF THIS WORLD
SLIPHEED
SON OF CHUCK
SONIC CD
STAR WARS 3-D REBEL
STELLAR-FIRE
SUPER BATTLETANK 2

TERMINATOR
THIRD WORLD WAR
WARRIOR OF ROME HI

WHEELOF FORTUNE
WINGCOMMANDER
WORLD SERIES BBALL
WWF RAGE / CAGE

ALADDIN
BARNEYTHEDINO
BRETT HULL HOCKEY
CASTLEVANIABLOOD
CLIFFHANOER
ESPN BASEBALL
ESPN SUNDAY F/BALL
ETERNALCHAMPIONS
JOE & MAC
LETHAL ENFORCERS
MADDEN NFL -94

MICKEY'S ULTIMATE
MORTAL KOMBAT
NBA JAM
NFL Q.B. CLUB
NHL '94

NIGEL MANSELL RACE
PINK PANTHER
PIRATES GOLD
ROAR OF THE BEAST
ROBOCOP VS TERMIN.
SOLDIEROF FORTUNE
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 3

STAR TREK: NEXT GEN.
STEVEN SEGAL
STREET FIGHTER 2 CH.

TOEJAM* EARL 2

TOM * JERRY FRANTIC
VIRTUA RACING
WWF ROYAL RUMBLE
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Snowboard

R Doom!
Zoom into Action with SEGA Genesis ! Grab your lightning shield and
roll into action. ..Swing from vine-to-vine, dodge the deadly traps and launch a slew
of souped-up spin-attacks through mega-sized zones filled with hidden rooms and
secret passageways! Count on trusty Tails' to airlift you out of danger, and record

your progress using the new Game Save Feature. Experience the ultimate in ultra-

sonic power on a ring-grabbing, super-Sonic ride that will keep you spinning!

NEW ON
Seoa Gbnesie

I

I

I

i

1



Taking You into the Technology of Tomorrow

The HMSI glasses look like

a pair of ultra-high-tech sun-

glasses - you can even fold

them up and stick them in

your pocket. The unit contains

a built-in movement tracker

and a CD-quality audio sys-

tem. According to RPI, the

HMSI uses technology devel-

oped by the Air Force, based

on their research into human

vision dynamics for their own
virtual reality display systems.

Conzo VR gamers may
want tojump into RPI’s Cyber-

chair. The full-body gnit auto-

matically adjusts to the contour

of your body and contains a

built-in joystick. I’he high-tech

hot seat senses and responds

to hand and arm motions as

well as the controls. For exam-

ple,<h^hair tilts and swivels

if you feap into turns during a

If on-line VR appears, the

core of the operation will like-

ly be a system unit and head-

mounted display (HMD),

which RPI already has avail-

able. Their Personal Simulator

MediaStation2 is a variation of

a 486 notebook personal com-

puter. In feet, although one of

the MediaStation's primary

functions is as an on-line VR
game system, it will also serve

as a personal computer and

Hot as “Virtual”

as You Think
As fer-out as this setup sounds,

it may be a reality soon. If RPI’s

game plan is successful, the

company’s on-line system will

be operational next year on a

major telecommunications car-

rier; RPI is reportedly looking

into AT&T, U.S. Sprint, and

MCI, among others.

The guts of the MediaSta-

tion is an RPI video card called

the PixelPump, which pro-

duces the unique look-around

stereo visuals necessary for

virtual reality graphics.-To see

the MediaStation’s VR environ-

ment, you can use RPI VR

glasses called the HMSI (for

Head Mount Sensory Interface)

or plug in an external monitor.

VR Games, the Reality
RPI has three unnamed on-line

VR games in development

now, which may or may not

appear as final products. When

they become available, RPI

reports that you’ll be able to

download upgrades, new lev-

els, better weapons, and new

characters on a weekly basis.

driving game or a flight simula-

tor. Like some arcade machines,

the Cyberchair can produce

rumble and thump effects, but

it can also produce hot and cold

sensations to create the illusion

of zipping through different

environments.

For the ultimate VR experi-

ence, RPI has an awesome
full-body device called the

Orbotron. You’ve probably

seen something like it in the

movie Lawnmower Man. Yoy
,

hook yourself into an elevat-

ed seat that looks like a chair

suspended inside several con-

centric circles. As you dangle

off the ground with a VR

head-unit on, you’re com-

pletely at the mercy of a 360-

degree virtual world.

BytheWhizz

I
When electronic

’

games begin flow-

ing across the information

superhighway, they may very

well take gamers into virtual

reality. RPI; Advanced Tech-

nology Group is a hot San

Francisco-based VR company

that’s creating a new brand of

VR hardware, and it’s even

tested an on-line VR computer

network called ImagiNet.

Hardware, VR-style
The hardware’s impressive.

Put oh their 3D head-mounted

stereoscopic glasses equipped

with speakers, then hook a

special game unit into your

telephone line, and you’ll be

able to explore virtual Imagi-

Net worlds and adventures

with people around the globe.
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A 3D multi-player sculp-

ture art system will enable

users to create a lifelike piece

of art in three dimensions.

Several people will be able to

contribute "hands-on" design

input to an art piece, and on-

line art patrons will be able to

order their own copy of the

finished product.

Another RPI game enables

you to create and destroy

objects. In Cybot, you and

other on-line engineers will be

able to create one robot or

several robots, again in 3D

space. Then you’ll guide the

'bots to build their own mecha-

nized city. You’ll be able to

store cities on-line and modify

them. Of course, if your video

game tastes tend toward more

aggressive activities, you can

build robots for battle and

engage in mechanical warfere

with on-line adversaries.

You'll be able to fly in VR

via RPI, too. There’s a game in

the works that will blast off

for sci-fi combat inside a bat-

tle-scarred, artificial planet.

You’ll have to negotiate a

massive system of tunnels,

which, like a roller coaster,

will take you on sudden dips,

dives, and loops. RPI plans to

make this game interactive in

arcades as well as in home VR

systems. You’ll be able to Join

in the action either as a friend

or a foe anytime, anywhere.

Additionally, according to

RPI, game developers such as

Electronic Arts, Origin Systems,

and Spectrum HoloByte are

working on game codes for VR

gaming, in the event on-line

VR hardware becomes a reality

soon, in fact, some computer

games already have VR track-

ing capability programmed

into them for eventual use

with virtual reality hardware.

(RPI; Advanced Technology Group,

San Francisco, CA, 415/7n-3226)

Swung with the

JUwas, AWT, and
Division

ByOieWhia

if you can't wait for virtual reali-

ty games to reach your home,

you’ll likely have the oppor-

tunity to dive into unique VR

worlds in your arcades, cour-

tesy of Alternate Worlds Tech-

nology and Division Inc. AWT
has already put its foot into the

VR arcade world. Maybe you’ve

checked out theirWolfenstein

VR system. Based on the clas-

sic computer game, Wolfen-

stein, it’s a fast-paced, first-

person-perspective gun game,

where you fight Nazis. Now
they’ve Joined forces with Divi-

sion, a VR hardware developer,

to bring a new VR experience

into the arcades.

Division has developed

multiprocess or accelerator

boards and graphics boards

that provide conventional PCs

with the capability of display-

ing VR arcade visuals. The

boards pump stereo graphics

through a proprietary Division

head-mounted display. The

muscle behind all thisVR

graphics power is the Division

VR computer called the Provi-

sion 1 00. The Provision is a

compact, workstation-size unit

that you can set up anywhere.

That’s really all you need to

know about the complexity of

the hardware, except that bas-

ing VR in a PC makes it simple

for your local arcade operator

to load and unload Provision

AWT VR games.

Surf’s Up
The first game off the drawing

boards will be Surfing with the

Aliens. This game is so fresh

that the story line is still under-

going fine-tuning, ^sically, it’s

a multi-player space station

shoot-em-up. Up to four play-

ers undertake a close-quarters

bug hunt. To move through

the alien-filled station, you

must find weapons, door keys,

and tools. Players can zap each

other, but destroying some

creatures and beating some

obstacles requires cooperative

game play. In the arcades,

players will be able to buy into

a game at any time. Surfing

was never more lethal.

(Alternate Worlds Technology,

Louisville, KY, 502/58S‘42«;

Division, Redwood City, CA,

415/364S067)



Finally you can answer that question. With the National

Championship Tournament in Bill W&ish College Football for SuperNESl
R’s the game that lets you pit the best48 teams against each other Like

Alabama, Miami, Vfyshington, Florida, Michigan, Nebraska, Georgia. And see
in a

class by itself.

Bill W&ish
captures the character of the

college game. The triple

option, wishbone, and 2-point conversion. College rules, formations, and schernes.
Thewide-opengameplay.ThespeedoftheSouth,poweroftheMidwest,

'

finesse of the West. Classic rivalries. Flabid fans. It's inhere. I

You can even settle the question of who’s the best college team of all time.

Because the game includes the top 24
greatest teams since the ’70s. Teams like

Alabama 78, Pittsburgh ’80, Nebraska ’83,

Auburn ’83, Oklahoma ’85, and Colorado ‘90.



I

S\SPQRTS

COLLEGEomm
summum

In designing this game, Bill V\Msh has definitely

done his homework The famed coach has
scripted a variety ofgameplans. So you have the best line ofattack to

the game. Bill's^o scouted all the teams. Giving you a gold mine of insider

information and
team tendencies.

ft's the fastest,

most explosive

football yet. Bluff

yourplays. Set your

own audibles. Make
the tight calls and
you could wind up
#1 in the rankings

after the National

Championship
12-team playoff

tournament.

dives in from the fwo. But you're sSW

down by one. Gut check Sme;
kick for the tie orgo for the fwo and the

national championship?

The action’s neverbeen more in your lace.

360° roving replay and panning stadium cams
delivera closer view of the Held. The gameplay
is incredibly fast, the hits more intense.

Call (800) 245-4525 anytime. And choose
the number one team in college football.

Roving Peplay.
Use it to do yourhomework on the

other team. Tben crack their defense
wide open with a score.

Hit's in the game, it's in the game!"



ON LOCATION
EA Canada Skitchin

' gf'
There’s more hap-

penin' in Canada

than just ice hockey: Video

games are happenin’!

Electronics Arts Canada

(EAC) is the brains behind the

Great White North’s awesome

answer to Road Rash 2...

Skitchin for the Genesis!

The rough-and-tumble action

wiii be the same, but with

smaller wheels - Skitchin is all

about the unrefined art of

roller-blading.

On a Roll A
Roller blades are fast overts
ing skateboards as the trari^

portation of choice an^g
many urban young^tfple, so

EA’s Canadian programming

team took to the streets to

find real bladers for the action

and real graffiti artists to give

the game an unusually realis-

tic look and feel.

You pk* CD tunes like “Psycho

Deep Fry-’’

Don’t liy Has atHome
Therein lies the game’s poten-

tial popularity. In fact, Skitchin

probably skates as close to

the edge of the current debate

over violence in video games

as any cart EA’s produced.

“Everybody knows it’s illegal.

No way is it a sanctioned

sport." Chow explains. ‘We

point out that it’s an outlaw,

rebellious activity."

'irmeve!

Mpeput!

The Disclaimers
Chow says the design team

went back into the cart several

times to temper or delete any-

thing that could be considered

overly violent. “Most of what

could be considered violent is

portrayed in a humorous way
as slapstick," he says. “It’s our

responsibility to take out any

gratuitous images."

Tm-player split-screen nmie for

eompetkive ^itchin.

What’s Skitchin? It’s a term

spawned in the streets of New
York City. According to Stan

Chow, EA Canada's home-

grown Skitchin producer,

“Skitchin is the combination of

two terms - skating and

hitchin'. A New York newspa-

per reporter saw a bunch of

people roller-blading and

grabbing onto cars for extra

added acceleration, and he

coined the term."

Wanting; Dont try this at home...

or anywhere!

In fact, another first in

Skitchin will be a disclaimer at

the beginning of the program,

warning players that the cart

contains fictionalized portray-

als of stunts and activities

that are extremely dangerous,

and that attempting these

actions or stunts may cause

serious injury.
I j The Spectre reports live for

The Shop DtHle has the good stuff.
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SkHchia!
Skitchin is a wild, urban roller-

blading cart. Similar to

* Road Rash 2. you play

via a behind-the-

skater view, and

the object is sur-

vival of the fittest.

You and several CPUV opponents glide down

traffic-dogged, debris-

^
. laden blacktop in a race

for bucks. Naturally, you

can bump and dump the

opposition or pick up objects

for king-size trashing, You’ll

be able to skate against a bud

or fire up a tournament for

eight players.

The main way to get

ahead, however, is...right,

Skitchin. The game interface

features a rear-view window

that shows you when cars are

moving up behind you.. If your

timing's right you can slide to

the side and hitch a ride for

speed, distance, and power. If

your timing's off. the resultant

collision sends you flying off

the road!

If you like to show off,

you'll be able to hit ramps dur-

ing the race and grab some

air. The controls will enable

you to pull slick airborne

moves, which three Judges

will rate.. .if you can avoid tak-

ing a header when you land.

Rough? You bet! If you

have any qualms about

impressionable youthful

btaders getting a crazy

notion, you might want to pass

on this skating adventure.

The Graffiti Game Mode screen

The rockin’ roller-blading

will cover 1 2 locations around

Canada and the U.S. and will

feature digitized skylines of

actual cities. But that’s not all

that’s real in this cart. Check out

the following interviews, g

VMtEHOUSE SKATIHG

CamePra. Stan, how did you

figure out all the slick blade

moves for Skitchin?

Stan Chow; We went to the

Skate Ranch in Toronto. It’s a

big skating area, which used

to be for skateboarders, but

now it’s where all the cool

bladers hang. Basically, we

met some guys and asked

them who was the best skater.

They turned us on to Troy.

CP: So you videotaped him at

the Ranch?

Stan: No. We rented a huge

warehouse and set up some

ramps. Then we videotaped

Troy doing all his best moves

and anything else we could

think up.

CP: How long did the

taping take?

Stan: It took several days,

but Troy was cool. He gave

us some great ideas for cho-

reographing every move.

CP: So how's it look?

Stan: The animation in

Skitchin’ is awesome. It's all

tricks, flips, 360s. It blows

Road Rash away! Skitchin’ has
|

more animations and more

variety of game play.

CP: Hey, Stan, do you skate?

Are you in the cart?

Stan: No way! I wasn’t into

roller blades when we made

the cart, but I’m into it now!

Check Out These Air Moves!



CamePro: Stan, there’s some

great graffiti art in Skitchin

that really gives the game a

unique urban grunge person-

ality. Who did the art?

Stan Chow: The graffitti

artists were a hard crew to

pin down. We actually got in

a car and did an exhaustive

tour of the city to find every

piece of graffiti art on every

wall in Toronto.

CP: So then you found these

guys bombing a wall?

Stan; Well, we picked a style

we liked and took some pho-

tos. The tough part was try-

ing to get in touch with the

mystery artists. Luckily, we
found a phone number on

one wall.Yup, we called it

and those guys put us in

touch with our artists.

CP: These guys are good.

Who are they?

Stan: They don’t want to

reveal their identities. That’s

their thing. They're three

young kids around 18. They

couldn’t drive, so we actually

met them and interviewed

them at a train station.

CP-. Were they impressed?

Stan: We took them to EAC

offices and showed them the

young people working there.

They thought the whole idea

was the coolest thing. They

even suggested we use

grunge music in the cart.

CP: There are about 1

5

tracks in the cart. Mow’d you

lay down the tracks?

Stan: It was a great idea, but

our staff musician wasn’t into

grunge. We had to lock him

in a room with a bunch of

CDs of bands from the Seat-

tle grunge scene. Slowly he

caught on, so we let him out

of the room.

CP: Any aftereffeas?

Stan: He digs grunge now!

INTEUVIEW WITtt 5TAH CHOW.
ON Gkmtiti t Gruhqe
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Last year CamePro

^ gave you the jump

on Accolade’s top-secret bob-

cat project, Bubsy. This year,

Accolade held a press day

where all the magazine edi-

tors sampled the company's

latest game creations - taking

them on an adventure that

included a biplane trip and

Moroccan belly-dancing!

Check out the action:

BiHisyll
Bubs/s star is on the rise

again. After debuting in SNES

and Genesis versions of Claws

Encounters of the Furred Kind

and starring in his own TV

cartoon special, the femous,

fully-clawed bobcat is about

to star in a game sequel that’s

even punnierthan its prede-

cessor. Bubsy ll’s under simul-

taneous development for

both 1 6-bit systems, and it

should be out this fall.

In the return catventure, a

rich capitalist boar named

Oinker P. Spamm and a scien-

tific genius named Virgil Reali-

ty have teamed up to create a

device known as the World

Origination and Matter Projea

Unification Machine (WOM-

PUM). In a nutshell, the WOM-
PUM simulates the real world

in the ultimate amusement

park, the Amazatorium. How-

ever, when Bubsy takes his

niece and nephew, the Bubsy

Twins, to visit the park, he

finds out it’s not a simulation

but the real thing! Bubsy’s off

to rescue the Twins and piece

reality back together.

Bubsy II is shaping up to be

a sequel akin to the seemingly

endless Sonic installments -

lots of enhancements to

graphics and game play, with

a whole new complement of

levels to explore. Groovy char-

acters were the hallmark of

Bubsy I, and number 2 fea-

tures a brand new crew of vil-

lains from the minds of

Accolade’s veteran designer/

producers, including John

Skeel and Cyndi Kirkpatrick.

The Bubsy development

team listened to criticisms

about the depth and playabili-

ty of the previous game, so

look for more to see and do.

Bubsy can now choose

which order to traverse the five

new worlds, and there are six

mini-games. There will be more

interactive objeas including a

diving suit. Additionally, play

control will be smoothed out by

Bubsy’s new ability to run

directly up steep surfaces.

Check out the first pix of

Bubsy II. With Accolade devel-

oping this game, what could

possibly go wrong?

Bubsy

U

By Accolade
Available Fall "94

Oinker P. Spamm Is a porker ofan
enemy In Egypt!

famous Glide maneuver. And he'll

need them both, or It’llbe out of

the fire, Into the fke.

New anlmaOons, such as Bubsy’s

bicycle legs, add appeal to the

ON LOCATION
Accolade
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n the Spiral Arm galaxy, a

fantastic new adventure i:Ifantastic new adventure is

born from the struggle of a

people to break free from the

dark empire, Umbra. Fire

Team Rogue is a band of

outcasts: Chance, the young

humanoid leader who's a

Knight of Kirion; Zeut, a

strange life form who is not

only Chance’s power suit but

his lieutenant; Aja, the Elwyn

{or Elf) female who’s a mis-

tress of the fourth Shatra of

Mystic, Mind, and Power;

Shadowblade, a cat-like

thief/ninja; and Broc, a mas-

sive Bakouma who's vicious

but logical.

the team and the primary

weapon/artifact in the world,

the Tails. This jewel-embed-

ded device controls the six

facets of the world; Power,

Mind, Elements, Life, Magic,

and Quantum Law.

You cat play as all four characters.

Escft has unique aUlWes.

Spinning Made attscto wlOi Ote

l^wer of the Tails will guide^u
against the forces of Umbra.

A variety of weapons are atyow
disposal. You can access atd select

Uiemlnatopllottssubscteenslnd-

lar to that ofan UPS.

As evidenced by the char-

aaers and their backgrounds,

FTR introduces a new universe

that combines sci-fi and fanta-

sy into a game rich in story

and background material. One

unique aspect is the symbol of

In the game, you play as

the four characters inside-

scrolling segments, and

between levels you pilot a

Krion battle wing against

Umbra’s airborne forces.

FIreTeam Rogue

ByAccolade

Available Sununer ’94

NAchon:
ihEilEUiuflEEii
C

omic book characters and

Street Fighter II collide in

Accolade’s first entry in the

head-to-head fighting genre.

Although the details are still

sketchy, DNAction is being

developed by some heavy-duty

comic fens who will create

original characters in a clash-

of-the-superheroes format.

The characters are being mod-

eled on Silicon Graphics work-

stations - check out the

shading and detail! Mow much

of that detail will translate

onto the Genesis remains to

be seen.

Not so many years into the

future, science has discovered

a way to control the rare.

evolutionaiy gene that causes

benevolent mutation. Of

course, thinking it will be for

the good of mankind, the scien-

tists create heroes with super-

enhanced powers - some who

they can control, and others

who become corrupt. In the

game, you can play as one of

the four genetically-enhanced

superheroes or villains. Acco-

lade plans team-play options,

and it is considering several dif-

ferent game-play views of the

action.

DNAcOon: The Hew Breed

ByAccolade

Available Fall ’94

Ground Zero and Tracer are members ui wctiviUf me nseffue m
DNA-enhanced superheroes who have turned their powers to evil.

8
^

*

1

1

5
Pff Bulland Hotshot are key members of Matrix Alpha, the alliance of

superheroes who use their mutations to help society.
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Arena’s Mortal Kombat *

Prepare yourself for a plunge

into the pit as Johnny Cage

delivers his patented,

rib-shattering t
*

Shadow
f %

Kick. ^ T

i1 Some kids won’t see the advaniages
T'l

1i
J £
Ig Streets of Raae 2'“

Blaze flattens Galsia with

11
her karate chop.

||
S "S %

Electro Brain’s Best of the

Best Championship Karate™

Rearrange his brains when

you hit this kick-boxing foe

with a Round House.

5 ~s^iWELCOMETOT



Caocom’s Street Fighter ll”s

Special Champion Edition

Ryu takes a bite out of

Sagat when you use his

Dragon Punch.—

,
>

Greatest Heavyweights

This round is over

when you left jab the

big bruiser.
,'4

'

RESUME , *(KU>~_,

3F Activator." Then it will hit them.

You figured it out. Your opponent

didn’t. He’s sitting over there moving his

thumbs. You’re in the middle of an infrared ring, punching and kicking.

It’ll hit him fast. You’ve got better moves because you’re moving your

whole body. He only uses two thumbs. With Eternal Champions, for

example, you kick left and right and your character kicks left and right.

When you punch back, your character punches back. The guy with the

regular controller doesn’t have a chance, unless you’re completely out

of shape, it’s not exactly a fair fight, but who cares about being fair?

SEi4

FOR SEGA GENESIS"

H ENEXTLEVEL’
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OEADEO’S GiOICE AWAGDS
NOW YOU CAN VOTE FOR YOUR

FAVORITE GAMES...
INSTANTLY BY PHONE!!

ust dial the 900 number

shown below and follow the

easy directions. YouMI need a

touch-tone phone to place your

vote. And remember, if youVe
under 18. be sure to get vour

parents^ permission to call.

J

JUSIDIA11-9II-454-DI40
Calls cost $.99/minute. Average

call lasts 3 minutes.Get your
parents' permission to call if

you're under T 8.

» ACHICVEMENT

nXISHtSl

imbollCM
mbol(»E5|

(GeiiKii)

»r‘94

m

Sliodami (amde Nm*Gm)

Mom(SK£S)

ihi«ll'Turl<o|SNES}

Sponsored by GAMEPRO Magazine
a Division of Infotainment World li

San Mateo, CA
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ByMamyLaMancha

RaidenKflyFabtek)
Raiden, which was recently

and faithfully recreated for the

Atari Jaguar (see ProReview in

this issue), is a classic arcade

game. It set the trend for verti-

cally scrolling, overhead-view

shooters. Not seeing much to

improve upon, Fabtek has built

Raiden 1 1 as a very comfortable

and familiar game with a few

new bells and whistles.

As in the original Raiden,

you -and a friend, if you

choose to fly competitively -

soar through and fire upon

myriad tanks, planes, and other

anti-spacecraft armament.

Control is simple: One button

fires weapons, another button

dumps bombs, and a joystick

moves your space fighter

around the playfield.

Fabtek upgraded Raiden’s

arsenal in this sequel. In addi-

tion to the basic bullets and

lasers, there's a plasma wea-

pon, which you can fix on a tar-

get. When it’s fully powered

up, this purple energy "ribbon”

puts on an impressive fire-

works display, snaking and

looping around the screen,

blasting anything in its path.

The bomb selection is also

improved with a cluster bomb
that sprays destruction across

the screen.

Primarily, Raiden II is a

basic, challenging test of your

reflexes. As you progress

through the eight levels, the

enemy fire grows in intensity,

and it’s nearly impossible to

find a small opening to fly

through safely. Survive and

you face gigantic bosses.

Raiden “raids" the arcades

once again!

SiavivalArts

(By American Saamy)
Street fighter II and Mortal

Kombat have scared up a gang

of competitors, all battling for a

piece of the fighting game pie.

One of the newcomers in the

field is American Sammy’s

Survival Arts, which takes a

swing at the Mortal Kombat

design, featuring the digitized

moves of eight real actors. The

graphics have punch, but in the

long haul Mortal Kombat rules.

Survival Arts attempts to

go with larger characters, with

the fighters standing three-

quarters of a screen high.

Unfortunately, the character

animations and color palette

aren’t as clean as MK ll’s. The

sprites just don’t move as

smoothly. Moreover, because

the characters are so large,

when you leap, the entire

screen bounces to keep the

fighters in view.

It’s not all bad news,

though. American Sammy has

added weapons in some sce-

narios, which adds spice to

the fight with guns and

swords. The game, which

American Sammy claims will

be converted to SNES and

Genesis this year, also has a

bunch of secret moves.

While the recent

release of a nicely

improved Mortal

Kombat II will get

most of the fighting-

game coins, Survival

Arts offers an intrigu-

ing option. It's worth

a peek.
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By Lawrence

ikAreadia

’

It’s here! The biggest,

baddest, rim-rockinest b-ball

coin-op extravaganza finally

makes it to the SNES. Although

the ball comes up just short of

the basket a couple of times,

this is one you gotta have!

pflonpr Be careful when you

fignp to steal the ball after an

opposing player takes a sAot It

you’re called for Goal Tending,

the other team Is amanled the

points. Try tapping the Pass and

Turbo battens whan you go up,

and you’ll pass the baM, but

bar^bn^lt

Super NES Game ProFile

NBA Jam
(By Arena)

\
The most anticipated sports

i game of the year Is hnalty here,

i
and, despite a few misfires,

I
this long-awaited arcade bans-

I

latlon’s worth all the fanfore.

PB07JP: Ifyou try to stealand
down a player (but

retain the baU), go backand
trythe steal again. YoushouM
9dt the ball this time.

Nw Gotta Jam!
There are no rules, ro refs,

and no regrets as you press

down the boards on your way

to glory.

You play as one of 2 7 NBA

two-man teams. You can play

as either one of the two men

on your team, and each team

member has a meter of

strengths and weaknesses:

Some are slam masters, others

are three-point princes. You’re

trying to beat each of the

other teams and become the

NBAJam champs, A password

system lets each player save

their progress, and the pass-

words can be plugged into

different games.

PROW: Keep yom finger on the

Turbo button as you hit Oie Steal

button, and you should be able

to wrestle the ballaway from an

You can play against a bud

or the computer, or you and a

friend can play on the same

team against the CPU. With the

Hudson Multitap you can get

up to four players on the court

at a time.

The additional buttons on

the SNES controller make the

shoot, steal, and block con-

trols easy. The players move

smoothly, and it’s easy to kick

in the Turbo using theRorL

trigger on top of the pad.

The multiplayer game

play is a blast. The computer,

though, likes to make shots

that only a player’s mother

could hope for. Being 20 points

ahead only means that the com-

puter will score seven three-

pointers in the last ten seconds.

Boo! Shakalaka
The player sprites are smooth

and clean, better than those

in the Genesis version. The

speed is just as fast as you

would have expected for this

hot-shot game, although a tad

slower than in the Genesis. The

graphics for the Super Slam

Dunks are superb. The detail

on the players is not as good

as in the arcade, but it's close.

A little crowd movement would

have improved the view.

The sound in this game,

though, needs to be sent to

the showers. If you loved the

speaker-shakin’ arcade sounds,

you’re in for some letdown

when you hear the SNB cart’s

“Boom shakalaka" and the

derisive “Can’t buy a bucket."

They sound like they're com-

ing from the rusty end of a tin

can telephone.

Steal to stop theJam.

Go for the Glory
Forget the sound, though.

Once you start playing this

one-on-one basketball game,

you’re gonna want to go for it

all. Sharp graphics, easy con-

trols, and great game play

make this one worth bringing

home. Even if it’s not an exact

translation, it’s a good one -

and the better of the two car-

tridge versions. Just be pre-

pared to eat a little parquet

now and then.

PR07W: Don't drain your Turbo.

Saw some for defending tee rkn.
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You could be a backboard shatterin'.

.SBO" rim rocldn'.

.one-hand slammin'



Genesis Game ProHle

NBA Jam
(By Aedaiin)

PROTtP: Try crosOig ipmom.
ffVPtayers in tlw corner by
attBnvrtiitg to steal. The shot
clock Witt wear down fester than
you can say “Boom shakalaka!“

In Yb Face!
NBAJam for the Genesis deliv-

ers the fast-paced, frenzied,

arcade-style game play, but it

pulls back on the graphicsjust

a bit. As for the sound, well, of

course it couldn’t match the

arcade machine's, but let’sjust

say that you’ll hear better back-

ground noise on AM radio.

You play as one of 27

teams, stomping down the

courts on your way to glory.

And although the match-ups

are good, the question remains:

Where’s Shaq? (Cornin’ to his

own game, eventually.) Play-

ers are shown with meters

under their names to highlight

each individual’s strengths

and weaknesses in areas such

as Defense, Dunks, Speed, and

Three Pointers. Pick these

carefully, because a hot three-

point shooter may mean the

difference between aW and an

L. Play against the computer,

with a friend against the com-

ByTIw^iorthog

Basketball's bad

boys are all lined up

for a one-on-one hoop holiday

that delivers ^t action, quick

moves, and awesome slams.

But don't let the smooth taste

fool yi Some parts of this

game could’ve been better.

pmTTFJ ffyw go fer /<wg

shot, Turbo a man down to the

basket to grab (or figW tor) the

mtNNind.

The three-button controls

(steal, block, shoot) are as

simple as in the arcade ver-

sion. The players are easy to

maneuver, and you'll quickly

get the hang of slammin’ on

the turbo with Button B. You

can also, of course, make some

of the most awesome slam

dunks in video hoops history.

PftonP: Tkw ofthemost balanced
playersan Ptppen (fUdeago) and
Mourning (Chartotte).

Jam Sandwich
Don’t let all that deter you,

though. This cart’s still a first-

rate ball bouncer, and one of

the best hoops games out

there, especially when you

ram it on home with a Tarzan

Slam or a 360-degree Rim-

Rocker. Acclaim’s gone for the

slam dunk with NBAJam, and -

although it’s not an exact

translation of the arcade, it’s

still gonna score big with

most fans of the classic coin

op. This one’s more fun than

an NBA contraa. 13,

Occasionally, the computer

cheats enormously. This is

frustrating, especially when

you’re driving to win and the

computer scores two, three,

maybe four times in a row!

And don’t expect to see the

ref m^e an appearance

unless you’re Coal Tending.

TTie game is much more fun

as a multiplayer contest.

can play with four players! You

can keep a record of your wins,

and get back in the action with

a password feature.

Hangin’ on llw Rim
The sights in NBAJam for

the Genesis far outweigh the

sounds. The graphics are clean,

but they’re not as defined as

those in the SNES version. The

players seem more colorful,

but less sharp here (compare

the pics yourself). The speed

of the players is about the

same, with the Genesis being

Just a tiny bit faster than the

SNES version. The crowd

remains as listless and lifeless

as the crowd at an Air Supply

concert.

The sounds don’t get much

above Air Supply either. Forget

rockin' your speakers. You’re

lucky if your volume control

goes to the left ofO." The

announcer sounds as excited

about the game as the fans

are. All the great arcade sound

effects, like sneaker-squeaking

and net-swishing, are muted, as

if the players were underwater.

pffOnP: When you're "un nrv,-

you can Goal Tend until the cows

come home.

Sports Ians have enjoyed a

wealth ol sports games on the

Genesis, andnow tiiey are

rewarded with the best slamma’

Jamma feast ever. But the feast

may be short a few dishes.
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He Shoots, He Gons!

Clinton’s SiHueme Court

,od/U^
To play as President Bill Clinton, use the code ARK, Repeat the same pro-

cedure, but use the following codes:

Super Nintendo: Button L, Button R, and Button X

Genesis: Start and Button A

iV
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flBAjam

codes'.

,thiriW°''®' jndButtonA

Button
LrtandBnttonA___

IsSlSi''Onscreen,
fao an^ k

*'® se/ecfed
°f^'s pressed tor (hi

^^t/mes
fhe

[/p-o(f occur?^
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liirbo Time!
NBA Jam’s control configura-

tion has been simplified to

accommodate the two-button

Came Gear, with the Start but-

ton substituting for the invalu-

able Turbo boost. Turbo helps

players run super-last, shove

opponents out of the court, and

make backboard-shattering

Super Slam Dunks. However,

Turbo power is limited. On-

screen actions are very respon-

sive to controls, but unfortu-

nately there’s no way to pause

the game.

mnw: Tapping the Simot bat-

Graphics problems aside,

this version of NBAJam tries

hard to resemble its arcade

predecessor. You're still in a

two-on-two match highlighted

by monster dunks, bone-crush-

ing slams, and fiery basketballs.

As always, two stars from all

27 NBA teams are available,

rated in Speed, Dunks, Three-

Pointers, and Defense. Addition-

al features allow adjustment of

timer speed, difficulty level,

control of one or both players

on a team, and computer assis-

tance if a team fells way behind.

Continuing its

simultaneous full-court press

of all game systems, NBAJam

leaps onto the Came Gear with

mixed success. While this cart

is a praiseworthy attempt to

squeeze all the teams, features,

and spirit of the smash arcade

hit into the tiny confines of a

hand-held system, much is lost

in the translation.

PflOnft nw« are no fouls, so

shove away fhe defense to dear

a path for your partner when

ha’s diMng with the ball.

Jam-medln
The fundamental drawback of

putting NBAJam in a hand-

held format is the size of the

players on the tiny screen.

Although the graphics are

sharp, colorful, and detailed,

their quality is limited by the

LCD resolution and the physi-

cal size of the screen. While

the players move smoothly

across the side-scrolling court,

it's often difficult to see the

details that would help you

line up a defender to steal the

ball, or enable you to shoot a

basket in a crowd.

PROTIP: Shooting the ball at the

highest point of yourjump 0vo$

you the best chance of making

the basket

NotReailirfor

Prime Time
NBAJam fans will be disap-

pointed by this Came Gear

version, not from lack of effort

by the programmers, but

because of the limitations of

the platform. Nevertheless, it's

still a tasty treat that you can

take with you.

PROTIP: Don’t be a glwyhound

and go for fast breaks all the

Ome. Mow your partner to

catch up to you to set up an

offensive front

The weakest part of NBA

Jam on the Came Gear is the

sound palette, which

is limited. Simple

sound effects high-

light the action, and

they’re backed by

tinny crowd noise.

Unfortunately, 8-bit

limitations elimi-

nated the familiar

announcer, who

bellowed infa-

mous phrases

like "Boom

shakalaka!" in

the arcade.

fM’; lappb.g Ibe Tbrba
Dfffton severaf times causes the
dribbler to throw Ids elbows and
knock down defenders.

This cart Is a noble at^mpt to

squeete the features and stddt

of the arcade hit Into a hand,

held, butmuch Is lost In the

PROTIP;
defended, drive Into the paint
andpass the ballback to your
parbter to make the shot

'^^mhttTmoZ
sm arcade dunk
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Fantastic Dizzy"'
Dizzy is in full

action in a huge
arcade adventure!

Explore the
magical kingdom,
Palm Tree beach,
medieval towns,

haunted graveyards,
the troll palace and

many more exciting and
mysterious

realms. Loads of great
characters to interact

with in this most
excellent adventure

of a life time!
“In a league of its

own, a unique
cartoon adventure”

EGM magazine
AVAILABLE NOW!

FANTASTIC DIZZY

e>

Codemasters ( ;

Reckon you can
handle awesome
action and the
greatest mind*
power? Prepare

yourself to

experience the
explosive gameplay
of Codemasters’

video games! Total
playability and
great graphics!

From the best in

arcade racing to

the wildest fantasy
adventures to a

completely cosmic
experience! If you
haven’t got ’em
what are you
playing at?

I PUYING n?
Dino Basher!™

Join Bignose the
Caveman in Dino Basher!

a mad, prehistoric
platform race to catch
his fast-moving dinner!

Bash and club your
way through hordes of
dinosaurs across four

huge islands,
collecting bones and

rocks to increase
your strength and

rock power!
Pterodactyls, huge
scorpions, saber-

toothed tigers and
more - let’s go

clubbing!
“Great cartoon

graphics,
brilliant music

and, most
importantly,

excellent fun!”
AVAILABLE FEB '94

DINO BASHER!"
To grab a piece of Codemasters action contact your favorite retailer!

Retailers contact CODEMASTERS, Ontario, Canada - Tel: (905) 771 9007



ffieires^s

and Mario

kings of the replay pile, but

the popular 'hog's making a

bid to wallow at the top with

this excellent addition to his

collection of adventures.

Here’s the Story...

Okay, so the the story line

never changes much, but think

of it as part of a saga. Sonic

and Tails destroyed the Death

Egg ship at the end of Sonic

^^or so they thought. It seems

the^rambled vessel crash-

landed on the Floating Island,

which is fcwef?9 by Chaos

Emeralds^he Emeralds afe

guarded by a new charaaer in

the saga, Ruckles, an engag-

ing echidna (a “spin^oated

toothless burrowing r^urnal

mammal," according to Web-

j. iter's dictioh^). Robotnik

i-.'gCons Knuckles into believing

that Sonic and Tails are trying

to steal the Emeralds. Bet you

can guess what happens next!

Genesis Game ProFile

Sonic the Hedgehog 3

Sortfc 3 proves tfistyou can

teach an old hedgehog newand
exciting tricks. Take that old

Sonic magic, add fun new vari-

ations, and you have another

theendofttte first Act In

HythvCIty, leap overMm as he

rotates around the water. Then,

when he ernes to rest on the

post, bonk him four or five times

Inm below to destroy him.

PfiOTIP: Stand on the Mae tops

In the Marble Barden Zone, and

Spin Dash. They’ll soar OirouMi

the Bk and take you to other-

wise unreaMaMe spots.

PfiOTIP: To defeat the boss at the

end of the first MarMe Garden

Act, dodge the spUres he dnops

and then simply bonk hbn.

If Sonic finishes any Act with

50 or more Rings, he enters the

Bonus Stage, where a giant

gumball machine coughs up

power-ups.

PfiOTJP: Don’t forget to Meafite

when you're underwater.

At first glance. Sonic 3's

game play is identical to the

prior Sonic sagas. A closer look,

though, shows some very def

additions and improvements to

the formula.

The six ZonesWthe Float-

ing Island are new. Each Zon?‘

has two huge Acts, and Sonic .

battles Robotnik at the end of
*

almost every Aa. There are

loads of secret rooms and other

surprises throughout each Act.

The Acts have multiple path-

ways, but they ajg morq^ear

than those in the firsfromes.

PfiOTIP: At the beginning of Act2
In HydroCity, an arhandng wall

threatens to crush Sonic. As you
leap to eadt new platform, turn

right, ^n Dash, and leap to the

nextMatformtotherlghtlfyour

timing’s quick, you can escape.

PfiOTIP: Afteryou skid across

the water in the second Hydro-

•CllyAet, leap up and to the left

todlscovera 1-upjustpast

Special Stages are Sonic's
,

forte, and he's upped ttte ante

with two delightfully original

kinds. When Sonic locates a

March 1994

giant gold

Ring, he zaps

to the Special

Stage, where he has to

race to transform blue spheres

into gold Rings. If he collects

all the spheres, he gets one of

the Chaos Emeralds, If you

snag aH the Emeralds, you see

the game's real ending.



RR0J1P: Don’t forget to use

Tails to air-IItt Sonic to hanf-to-

reach spots.

PROTIP: The balloons ki

are oftenwe i^way
Diat Sonic can reach

Wgher spots. Leap on

th^ as If they were

Look for the familiar power-

up Monitors, but also look for

new contraptions. There are

Ttow three shfeWs.Tfie’flreball

. Shield protects Sonic from fire

attacks and gives him a Fireball

Spin Dash attack. The Water

Shield enables Sonic to breathe

underwater and to bounce like a

ball. The Lightning Shield

attracts Rings like a magnet,

protects him from electric

attacks, and enables him to dou-

ble-jump in mid-air. The shields

add a new strategy element to

the game play. Also, beware of

the Robotnik power-up. Robot-

nik'sfeceis on it, and if you

grab it you’ll take damage.

PROnp: Jump up and down on

these platforms In the Carnival

Night Zone to make them go up

In the ah.

PROTIP: In the Carnival Night

Zone, lautKdt Sonic to new
heights with the Canmms. The

Cannon automatically rocks back

and forth. Wait •til it’s pointed In

Ore right direction, then tap any

iHitton to launch Sonic.

PROTIP: Ifyou’ve got the Bubble

Shield, you don’t have to worry

about taking breaths underwa^.

SoloFligM
If you're playing solo, you can

take on Robotnik as either

Sonic or Tails. Tails' ability to

fly gives the game a different

twist when you play as him.

Either way, the other character

tags along. Remember that

Controller Two can be used to

maneuver the other character.

Sonic Boom
Sonic's as fast as eveij^and

even faster in sorfie’aTeas of - ..

the game. He has his usual

repertoire of moves aliffS I'l^W*

move called the Insta-Shield.

If you quickly tap any button

twice. Sonic gets a few seconds

of Shield proteaion. Tails can

fly or swim for a limited time,

and, when you’re playing as

Sonic, Tails can grab Sonic and

airlift him away. The airlift is a

little tricky, but the rest of

Sonic's moves are simple, and

the precise controls make him

easy to maneuver.

PROTIP: In the second Act of the

Marble Garden Zone, an earth-

quake hits. Speed Oirough this

area befoRkyoo’re trapped by

fylllng pillars. ^

PROTIP: There’s a button hidden

under the first ro^^reardi
In Act 1 ofAngel Island. Break

It, ricochet to another button

and then up to the left to a

secret ledge that holds several

power-ups.
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The Two-Player mode’s

new fece-lift ups the fun factor

and saves your eyesight, too.

g.'Qte split screen has been

"^larged to full-screen ^e,
making It a^eckofa loftier

,

to track your ra?5P6ch of this"*

mode’s five Zones are unique,

^and you can play three ways.

)>ractice in the Time Attack

modeJHen take"on another

playeriWik^est time in a

Match RaceH^one-zone con-

test. Or, duke it out in all five

Zones in the Grand Prix mode.

Two-Player still isn’t as fun as

the main game, but it’s much

improved over Sonic 2.

Sonic can use the
Electric Stiielit boasts a high-vottage

Bubble Shield to nut fires electrle enemies, tt also

I

actiifateaspedal
gff^cls hlngs with Its magnetic powers.

Bounce Attack.

Hedge VeurBets
Sonic 3 looks as gooi|^ it

plays. The new Zones haw
f*<§orgeous background detail

and lots of visual treats, it’s

still impressive to watch Sonic

hit top speeds, especially on

new obstacles like Hydrocity’s

curving pipes and waterslides.

Sonic himself is a slightly larger

sprite, with a more well-

rounded 3D look. Robotnik’s

creations are always entertain-

ing to look at - and Sonic 3’s

contraptions are no exception.

The tunes are similar to

those in the other Sonic sagas.

Each Act has a theme song

that’s catchy...until you’ve

heard it a hundred times. The

sound" effects are the familiar

bounce and being noises.

Challenge-wise, Sonic’s a

mixed bag. Beginners can zip

through the game and beat

tar’. 1 I

the bosses easily, but

they'll probably miss

out on most of the

secrets. Advanced

gamers can search for

hidden areas, try to

snag all the Chaos

Emeralds, and discov-

er the real ending.

There’s enough here

to satisfy a range

of players.

-

Who’s Hogging

theltenesis?
Okay, so maybe you're secretly

wishing that hedgehogs were

extinct. But when you've got a

good thing going, there's no

reason to give up on it. Sega's

taken that motto to heart, and

as long as they enhance every

Sonic sequel to make it a win-

ner, there's no reason to stop.

This 'hog's gonna take the blue

ribbon at the state fair, ..and

probably in this year’s game-

cart sweepstakes, as well. B

PBOnF: Pash this rock in

bM to the lefLIbea, Sonic can break

ahokhiOiegroiMidtoreachasecra

cave that hktes power-ups.

/tear the beglattktg of the firstAct of the CarnivalNm Zone,
«seover these yelkrw anil blaebalk>ons.Boatice off theni andIV father^
to reach a secretroom with a 1-iv and two RktgMoamrs,
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This stunning “Dragons"

collector’s edition wall

poster is yours FREE from

TSR, Inc., creators of the

world’s most popular

adventure game system!

To receive your 21 "x31
"
“Dragons” poster, simply fill

out the coupon belovif and mail it along \with a check or

money order for $.75’ to cover shipping/handling

costs to:

TSR, Inc.

Attn; TSR “Dragons” Poster Offer

P.O.Box 756
Lake Geneva. Wl 53147

— SPECIAL LIMITED TIME —
TSR "DRAGONS " POSTER OFFER

Please send me the “Dragons" wall poster as advertised.

I understand this is a “no strings attached” offer.

I am interested in receiving additional

information about TSR adventure games and books:

Yes no

Please allow 6-8 weelis (or delivery. OHer valid Ihroogh April 30. 1994.

Reqiiesis that do not include the shipping/handling lee will not be processed

Limit one poster per name, address or organizalion.

This coiipon must accompany request.



Genesis

By^sherQuan

Konami sought to

bare its Genesis

fangs with the debut of its

longest-running and most crit-

ically acclaimed series of all

time, Castlevania. Mournfully,

veteran vampire hunters will

find that Castlevania suffered

a heavy loss of game play, as

well as visual and audio

appeal, during the jump from

the immortal SNES version.

Super Castlevania IV.

Descended from

Greatness
The continent: Europe. The

date: June 1914. The evil:

Dracula.

The immortal Count's

niece, Elizabeth Bartley, has

been resurrected. Elizabeth’s

no stranger to blood-letting,

having slain more than 800

young women in her 15th

century vampiric heyday.

Secretly she precipitates the

assassination of Archduke

Ferdinand in Sarajevo, touch-

ing off World War I. She plans

to use the souls of the slaugh-

tered bodies from the war to

bring her uncle back to life.

Gruesome, eh?Would this

kind of story line ever appear

in a Nintendo game?

Genesis Game ProFiie

Casflevania Bloodlines
(By Konami)

The Countand his undead

coAorts lead fiw on an accept-

able chase, but ifyou’ve got

lines will freeze your heart.

The fate ofAtlantis and the world

Is In your hands.

nOTIP; The Vp ofEric’s spear

must touch walls to break blocks.

Hunters
One of Bloodlines’ more unique

features is your ability to play

as eitherJohn Morris or Eric

Lecarde. Morris packs the famil-

iar whip. He can strike hori-

zontally or diagonally, and he

has the ability to rope-hook

the ceiling and swing across

Lecarde carries a versatile spe

which can strike horizontally

or vertically, and It can also be

used to attack surrounding

enemies in a cool back-and-

forth motion. Lecarde’s also

got a Spear High jump, which

resembles the Super Squat

Jump from Super Mario Bros. 2

The format of game play

identical to the classic NES

carts. You run and Jump over

platforms, whipping any

Out for the Count’s blood

are John Morris, a descendant of

the great Simon Belmont, and

Eric Lecarde, a vengeful young

lad who lost his girlfriend to

Elizabeth's carnage. The only

thing that stands between them

and the Count are six levels of

Castlevania mania.

PROTIPi The skele-dragons only

turn around Ityai hit them.

power-up weapons are

usual; Boomerang, Axe, and

Holy Water. In Bloodlines, if

you pick up a weapon more

than once, you increase its

strength. Unfortunately,

some of the best power-

ups from the previ-

ous games are

now missing

(such as the Shot

Multiplier, the Pocket

Watch, and the Dagger).

Due to the limited contin-

ues, Bloodlines is more chal-

lenging than its predecessors,

Mapch 1 S9446



even though it has only half

the levels of other Castleva-

nias. Replays can be infuriat-

ing, since you must enter the

entire icon-based password

every time you lose a game

if you wish to conserve the

precious continues.

PROTIP: In this mini mulil-

scrolllng room, watch the place-

ment of your^ to calculate

PROTIP: In Level 2, yw can

walk underwater, but dm’t let

the screen drag you or you’ll

take a hit.

Haunted Graphics

look like

the 8-bit

colors and

have all the qual-

ity ofanNESgame. The

small characters and

somber, often limited

backgrounds leave you

wanting more. However,

the cart does have some

cool effects and big, bold

scenery in places,

such as the giant col-

lapsing skull bridge.

the upside-down room, and an

innovative multi-scrolling tech-

nique that moves the platforms

at different speeds.

While the music and sounds

are pretty good by Genesis

standards, they are a definite

downgrade from the orches-

tral, near-CD quality of Caslle-

vania IVs SNES audio, For

Castlevania fans, it’s a downer.

PROTIP: The skeletons regeno'-

ate In the Munitions Factory.

PROTIP; To defeat these eye-

patch sotdlers, keep your dis-

tance and throw Boomerangs.

Simon Wouldn’t

Be Proud
The ghost-hunting, undead-

busting action in Castlevania

satisfies the average blood-

lust, but for Castlevania cra-

zies it’s more of a sip than a

gulp. Missing in Bloodlines are

Castlevania IVs more refined

whip techniques: using your

whip as a shield, whipping in

eight directions from any posi-

tion, and ample opportunities

to swing from your whip.

MarcH 19S4

PROTIP: HR the Level2 boss from

bek)w with axes and your vdilp

to cuthkn down to size. Use the

slowdown to your advantage and

dodge the falling rocks.

Down for the Count
Bloodlines is a satisfactory

action cart, but it belongs in

the lower reaches of the Castle-

vania lineage. One wonders

how Konami could make

games so perfect in heart,

body, and soul as Castleva-

nias I through IV, and then

drive a stake through the

Genesis version. The Blood-

lines run dry.

Also, Bloodlines has only two

warriors; even Castlevania III

for the NES had four. Addition-

ally, in III you could swap

between characters in mid-

stage, and that’s not possible

In Bloodlines.

PROTIP; Be very careful when

you copy down passwords. TTy

devising an A-D and 1-4 grid

and coding each entry on the

grid. That wayyou can write

passwords down by hand.
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You fight a weird army

of enemies that changes in

each world, and then you fight

the usual end boss. Zool's

movements are fluid and fast.

They're easy to master, and

master them you should, since

enemies must be destroyed in

different ways. You simply

zap some head-on, while you

jump on others. Zool blasts

energy bolts, swings blades

for a spinning mid-air attack,

and doubles his firepower with

a spectral body double. Over-

all, the controls are right on.

get repetitious, however, and

you may want to turn the vol-

ume down. At least each world

has its own sound effects and

musical scores.

By King Fisher

The evil Krool has

overtaken seven

worlds in the ‘’Nth" dimension,

and Cametek has armed you

with a new hero to rescue

them. Enter Zool, Ninja of the

Nth Dimension and interstellar

freedom fighter. As Zool, you

must battle through 28 levels

of gut-wrenching action. Be

prepared to master all of

Zool’s skills, 'cuz you’ll need

'em to survive!

HOi Ninja Action
Zool is a slick, side-scrolling

action game that gives you

a solid dose of arcade-style

fighting, even at the easiest set-

ting. There are no save options

or passwords, so you must

beat this cart in one session.

PR071P: Having trouble geWng
to an overtteah location hi Hie

Musks World? Hide up on the

horn’s musksai notes.

PROUF: Restart points enable

you to caiHnue trom thatparHc-

idarlocaHoa.Besuretohit

every Restartyou Hnd, but also

keep hi mind thatyou want to

acHvate a Restart that’s as (dose

to the end Ota level as possible.

PROTIP: When ZoiH slides down
a slope In the Sweet World,

make him Hre straight out to

PROTIP: When you come across

any pit, dhidi over the ledge to

see what awaits you below.

Zool’s graphics are attrac-

tive - sharp and colorful. While

all of its visuals are eye-pleas-

ing, some backgrounds might

give you the impression that

Zool is a kid’s game, especially

the sugar-coated candy land.

Don't fret. This mean cart will

turn your knuckles white!

Zool’s CmN
Zool challenges all comers,

from beginners to hard-core

hack-n-slashers. If you're look-

ing for a cart with thumb-

numbing action to whip you

into a gaming frenzy, Zool

takes you to school.

diredly In his path.

PROTW: Climbing up these

blocks Is bnpossible, butsome-

Hmes If you wait, a bubble

bounces you igr to the next level.

Dash with Flash
w Atechno jam session best

describes Zool's sounds

v*^ and music. It tends to
WaMi out, Sonic, here comes

Zord! Although the cart’s

as rehned as Sonic’s, Oils

speedy ninja’s got style as he

accelerates through levels and

jams past obstacles In fierce

HghHng action.

Intronuciti

MulU-scrollIng jwoZoolsarebetterthan
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(sure, it's just a game.)
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scape, the Queen’s Alien dun-

geon, and finally to your battle

with the Machine.

some practice, but you really

need the Rope to find hidden

areas and power-ups.

#
ByScaiyLany

' MegaTurrican’s a

shoot-n-scoot

bonanza that delivers a tough

blast-em-up with great sounds

and fast-scrolling graphics.

IfOwShooiFits
You’re Bren McGuire, a Free-

dom Forces fighter who

answers the desperate cry for

help from a young girl, whose

planet is being overrun by the

Machine, Don yourTurrican

Assault Suit and charge

headfirst into battle.

onto hard-to-reach ledges,

where you’ll find weapon

power-ups, extra lives, and

health hearts.

PROTIP: World 3 Is chock-full n’

bosses. The best remedy Is to

use your Smart Bombs right

away on the bosses, and then

shoot. To HiH^ off the last

boss, aim fb» the crane.

The graphics in MegaTurri-

can are sometimes hard to

see, sometimes repetitive, but

PBOTIP: Jumping on the Alien

egg pods will destroy them
gubsker than ^hooting them.

niOTIP: To tiear seemingly end-

less gaps in Worfd4,jumpon
these rotadng mouths.

PROTIP: To beat the World 1

Boss, shoot at die clus^ of

eyes diat appear on the mon-
ster’s body. If the eyes move to

the other side of die body,

swing ove' to that side and

shoot front there.

Gunned ’n Roasted
MegaTurrican lays down

mega-action, even though

play-through should be a mild

task for intermediate gamers.

The bosses never really pose

much of a challenge, and the

screen-clearing Smart Bombs

make short work of the levels.

Just stay on your toes,

keep the pedal to the metal,

and your rendezvous with the

Machine will come quicker

than you cared for.

PROTIP' To destroy die World 4 Boss,

use a/I your Smart Bombs, Oealump

YourTurrican is equipped

with a gun and a Plasma Rope.

The gun can be powered up

to a Multiple Shot Cannon, an

armor-bustin' Laser, ora

Rebound Cun, which fires

shots above and below you.

The Plasma Rope swings you

never slow. The bosses are

big-screen hogs, and some of

the levels (like the Alien Dun-

geon) are very nicely drawn.

The sounds and music are

topnotch, pushing the enve-

lope of the Genesis’ sound

capabilities. Every blast,

every explosion, and all H
weapon power-ups H
(which are announced byB
voice) are sure to rock

your speakers.

The controls are

primo. Since the game

automatically switches

weapons for you every

time you pick up a

weapon sphere, all you

really have to do is

shoot and avoid obsta-

cles. Using the tricky

Plasma Rope takes

mOTIP: In the Underwater

stage, be careful of the bubbles

that^ Crabs spit out. They are

farmore dangerous (and a lot

harder to destroy) than odier

enemies you’ll face.

Why the maximum

artillery? Because the Machine

isn’t kidding around, and it’s

Quick but bluny graphics and

fast-paced acdon come togeth-

er snwoQily in this thumb-blis-

tering side-scroller. It’s sure to

knock the shoot out of you!

guarded by deacfly robots,

electric eels, Turrican-crushing

machines.^nd rnore. You

weave through a bio-lab, an

underwater mutant factory, a

desolate war-ravaged land-

VOTJP: ^obealOeWortdPBoss.
ayes, aao be carefulanmnO bis m
sememes seems as Ithe’s going
yo". but slaml your groundand he
a'-ouu at the last moment

Genesis
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‘Cogito Ergo Sum’

Okay, so you aced he pop quiz on the meaning of existence, showed yout,shop teacher a thing or

two ahout birdhouse constmction and scot^l^oints with your ess^

“Beavis, Butt-Head and Buddy Themes in WeOTiJtoght." Now, isn't it about

time you gave yourself a real challenge? WnHHIks, the most addictivi

puzzle game since TelrisT Ittakes sect^ to iXK^t a lifetime to master.

,
BfAR WORKS. THE PUZZLE IfflMFtHMl STRAIN YOUR BRAHt

TransTarrn twelve

Sj|f wonders dI the

ancient and modem
worlds Into smooth llck-

Blast pestty grem-

NlFlInsdelennlnedlo

rust and break off the

teeth of your gears.

agv Use high impact

N9F explosives to blot

up incorreclty placed



PROTtP: When you’re pla0g
Freeway, keep your pog near

the center of oie screen as

much as possible. This glees

you the maxhnum response

time for elides coming from

efthersUe.

Obviously the program-

mers had to cut corners to

cram 52 games into one cart,

Genesis Game PreFNe

Action 52
(By Active Eirtennitet)

When does more give you less?

WKn you cram 52 sub-par

games into one cartridge.

Though Oiere’s some entertain-

ment value here, most of the

games are weak.

Take 52
The controls are the worst.

For example, in Star Bali, with

its featureless pinball table,

you can't tell when the ball

has touched the flipper, so it

rolls right by. This and numer-

ous other examples add to

Action 52's low-quality feel.

Granted, there are some

intriguing games, such as

Darksyne, Freeway, and

Bonkers. However, most of the

games appear to have been

thrown together without much

concern for quality or fun.

52 Pickup?
It's not likely you'll find Action

52 at your local software store,

because non-licensed products

like this are pretty rare. Where

you'd likely see it is in a rental

location, and it might be worth

the couple of bucks to give this

cart the once-over. Beyond that,

Action 52’s a has-been.

PROTIP: In Billy Bob, any part of

the cross hairs towdtlng an

enmnyvidten you Bre scores a

hit This gives you a lot of lee-

way In shooting.

ByMannyLaMancha

. Action 52 shoe-

horns 52 different

games into one cartridge,

Active Enterprises promises

the games are “new and origi-

nal." While you can debate

both claims, you mostly get a

batch of games that appear to

have been programmed in a

college course.

Lights, Camera,

Actioa 52!
Even with the card-deck of

titles on hand, you won’t find

much that makes you feel like

you got a bargain.

and it shows. Much of the

software looks like first-gener-

ation NES or Atari 2600 games

(one game, I st Video Came, is

just a remake of Pong). While

some of the titles try to use

advanced visual effects like

multi-plane scrolling to add

the illusion of depth, it looks

like two pieces of paper slid-

ing on top of each other. Most

playfields are very flat, and

the character animation and

backgrounds are uninspired.

In a similar memory-saving

move, most of the games

duplicate sound effects or use

rudimentary audio. A flying jet

is accompanied by static as

engine noise. A driving game

offers monotonous squealing

around corners.

Overall, the music fares

better, with some nice, though

repetitive, stereo in spots. Of

nOTIP: In the Depth Charge

game, concentrate on the ships

cming from the left. The ships

on tile right can trap you

against the screen edge.

higher quality is the voice that

announces the level in each

game. Some of Sega's licensees

could learn from Action 52’s

clean, digitized vocals,

though they get

52 GAMEPRO MircA 1984
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By Manny laMancAa

- Family Feud by

Cametek has all the

queries of the TV game show
- all it's missing is the kiss on

the cheek for all the female

members of the family.

Fortune ami Family
Pitting two families against

each other, the bottom line of

Family Fued is to answer

intriguing questions like "What

animal do people most sound

like when they laugh?" The

opposing femily can be played

either by the computer or by

another player.

PB0T1P: Turn off the tfmer to get

addiBonal seconds (or minutes)

to answer questions.

Came play is simpie:Just

punch in the answers one letter

at a time (some spelling skill is

required). This may take the

game out of the hands of

younger players, but light

spelling mistakes and answer

variations are forgiven. Came-

tek has made the control-pad

twiddling as easy as possible.

ntOTIP: If a questionpops on-

screen andyou know the answer

before It’s tolly appeared, hit the

button and geta head start over

the otoer player.

has the same bright technicol-

or backgrounds, though

there’s more multi-scrolling,

and more enemies are on the

screen at one time.

Though the music leans

toward the cheesy side, it

does match the theme and

“thinking" tunes you hear on

the home screen. Voice sam-

ples that say ‘'Bulls-eye!" and

“Number one answer!" are

very clean, but soon become

old hat.

Illn
If there's any complaint, it's

that the computer doesn't

always interpret your answers

well enough, and some

answers are just plain goofy.

To the question "What would

you sit down and enjoy at

home?", I would answer ‘Tele-

vision.” Sitting and enjoying an

aquarium isn't what I had in

mind. In another, the answer

"Eating with hands" doesn't

work, but “Eating with fingers"

is a winner.

MIOTIP: When you reach the

Fast Money Bound, you can use

Button C to pass on a questhm

and return to it latw. That will

help you get through the easier

questhms first.

Survey Says?
You won't find thumb-busting

action in Family Feud, but if the

quiz biz is your cup of tea. Fam-

ily Feud will fill your glass. Q

PBOUP: This Mammoth throws

rocks OVER you, so don'tJump up
intothem. When you knock off

histninkfhequlcldyidiarges.

PROJIPiOorPtbopthesePter-

adactyts unto Iheyie positioned to

drop their Eggs onto solid ground.

Your projectiles fly fester

than they did on the SNES, but

you'll wish the boys could run

to evade monsters or grab the

special items before they disap-

pear. Still, you'll have a pretty

easy time of it, especially in the

entertaining two-player mode.

You’ll probably recognize

the sounds and graphics, too.

The familiar music bounces

happily along to keep the

mood light, and the sound

effects are as comical as they

were on the SNES. The game

PBOTIP: Bounce onthefish

coughed up by this sea monster,

and Bing your weapons at the

top of its head.

Ancient History
If you admired the previous

versions, you’ll get a kave kick

out of this one. On the other

hand, if you wondered what all

the fuss was about when these

lightweight cartoon cavers first

hit the screen, you’ll ask why
Takara created such a similar

game. It’s fun, but this style of

game is gradually going the

way of the dinosaur. Q

It took awhile, but

joe and his cave-

buddy Mac have finally made

it to the Genesis. If you played

the arcade original or Data

East's fun SNES version in

1 992, you’ll recognize Takara's

enjoyable, but femiliar, peek

into the prehistoric past.

Prehistoric Pranks
Fans of the SNES game will

like this joe & Mac, which has

very similar game play. Armed

with various weapons, our

two shirtless heroes hop-n-

bop through five zones of pre-

historic wilderness looking for

their kidnapped cave babes.
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HOTSHOTS
Let your favorite editors give you

the lowdown on the latest.

IMKl
G€TACL0E
The Hottest Weekly tips for

your favorite system!
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trip

pB sumHiimmo
taM 3 TIPS
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3 TIPS
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3 TIPS

B;

HITus WITH
Y0UH8ESTTIP
Leave or pick-up some of

the best tips from the most

serious gamers around!

I
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Tomvmun
Be sure to get your parents' permission to use the Hotline if you are under 18 years of age.



Chester Cheetah...Wild Wild Quest

by Kaneko

Eraser Head

ByBossMuskt

The wiiy character

Rdo Dido - best

known for his Sprite commer-

cials - has made an unexpected

return to the public eye in a

spoofy, puzzle-heavy side-scroller

from Kaneko.

You can jump, snap your fingers,

and use pick-ups, including

sugar cubes, refrigerator magnets,

and helicopters.

Rdo Dido is a black-and-white

teenage stick-figure who carries a

giant pencil and an air of cool-

ness wherever he goes. The cool

attitude cames over to the game,

but slow-moving action drags it

down a bit

As Fido you play through six

fantasy levels of fun and sur-

vival, when the artist who draws

you falls asleep at the drawing

board. Saving your sister from

killer flies, returning the color to

a carnival, and reassembling a

dinosaur are just some of the

strange plots in each stage.

PtKlTlP:lnLevel1,useyourpenalto

draw generic blocks so yoa can reach

Oie red button on Ihe ruler.

Fido Dido is a slow but

rewarding platform jumper. You

search for items and use them in

creative ways to overcome some

pretty odd obstacles. Giant coffee

pots, out-of-control pencil draw-

ings, mouse traps, and spider

webs populate the large levels.

Fido Dido by Kaneko

^
BylaaceBoyle

i
High on the list of

' unnecessary sequels

is Chester Cheetah. . .Wild Wild

Quest. The first game. Too Cool

to Fool, wasn't a big hit with

reviewers, and this hop-n-bop

search for Map Pieces does

nothing to enhance Chester’s

reputation.

MU, im Test

Chester’s a corporate symbol who

thinks he’s much cooler than he

actually is - basically, Chester’s

feeble. His run is more like run-

ning in place, he has no weapons,

and he loses lives quickly. Frus-

trating control makes this Quest

more like a test of your patience.

and are often too brief. The car-

laracters are simple and

tiane,

Ckefteh Ckeeidn,

mmMM

sbb>s and head to die far right

YoaH find these three Large Paws
and the ndsskig Map Piece.

The music adds some

personality to the action, but

where are the clever sound

effects? A game that claims to

be so hip should have more than

an occasional being or ping to

enliven the action.

Chester Cheats Ya

Who’s surprised that this snack-

food symbol is all style and no

substance? Like the Cheese Puffs

themselves, Chester might sound

like a tempting idea, but you’ll get

no nourishment and you’ll soon

be hungry again.

increase your score, (me, duh!)

The game’s biggest faults are

its pokey controls and its overall

lack of speed. Sometimes you

ride skateboards for a change of

pace, but often you wish more

events would happen faster, and

Dido doesn’t always respond

when you tell him to jump.

The cart’s graphics are

intriguing. Ordinary household

appliances seem imposing as

big sprites. There’s not a lot of

color detail (Dido’s b & w!), but

the catchy backgrounds make

up for it.

The audio in this cart is just a

tad above average. The sound

effects are sparse, and the music

has a monotonal beat that’s cool

at first but repetitive after a while.

Fido Neato

Even if you can’t pronounce

his name, Fido Dido is a fairly

happenin’ dude. Like Its name-

sake, this cart deserves a good

15 minutes of fame.

The coolest thing on tm wheels?

Chester certainlyUMs so.

There’s some humor in these

unfrantic antics. The cross-coun-

try Quest takes Chester to towns

such as Little Shock, Arkansas,

and Omahog, Nebraska. The ene-

mies are comical characters like a

fat Beach Lady and a skateboard-

ing dog. Chester gets to ride a

motorcycle and drive a car, but

these entertaining sequences

don’t show up until the end.

The graphics are inconsistent.

The settings are generally color-

ful, but they’re not very detailed

PfiOfiP: Nit the Euphretea’s Beach
Ladyas she drops onto the sand.

Four ims win send herpacking.
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You won’t find

We needed a gun to bring this treat home.
Lethal Enforcers™comes to Sega CD™ and

Sega™ Genesis™ packed with a powerful surprise

inside. The Chicago P.D. needs you to go up against a slew

of terrorists like you’ve never seen. Every deadly move is

digitized from actual human movement. It’s so lethal we
needed to load your side iron, The Justifierr into every

package, for a total arcade experience unlike anything you’ve

played at home before.

Just like at the arcades, you’ve got to time your quick

1 feature exactly right so you don’t run out of ammo.
Upgrade your firepower along the way to magnum, 12-round

assault rifle or grenade gun. Six levels, including target training, will put

your skill to the test in the parts of the Windy City the tourists never see.

in any



a toy like this

Cracker Jack box.

Be on the

lookout for a bank job in

progress, high speed chase,

helicopter pursuit and volatile Heat of the

Night Vision during a chemical plant sabotage. See
and hear it all in intense digitized graphics, realistic

settings and painful sound effects. But watch out for

the innocent bystanders or you may lose more than your badge.

For one or two top cops.

{2nd player can use controller or mail in for another “Justifier.” See details inside package.)

A Super NES
'
game may he released. Please check with Konami for availability.

KONAMI



Se9a CO Game ProFite

Ground Zero, Texas
(By Sony tmagesoft)

Great graphics and an intrigu-

ing story line keep you around,

but ciunky conbois team up

vrith aggressive aliens to make
you earn your fun.

By Brottier Buzz

I In Ground Zero,

Texas, strange

invaders from outer space

have infiltrated human society.

They look like us,'they talk like

us, and they like to eat us!

This solid first-person-per-

spective Sega CD gun game

was designed for Sony by Dig-

ital Pictures, the Night Trap

^

folks. As in that CD, real

actors play out the story line

and the frenetic aaion flows

in real time, as if you’re watch-

ing a television show. It’s a

good show, but feisty controls

will make some gunners want

to switch channels.

Aeaf U»n>il Hiaiiti'

A beleaguered team of special

agents is fighting a secret war,

and you're the new Tactical

Expert. ..don’t ask what hap-

pened to the last three TacExps.

Your assets: a sharpshooter’s

eye and tough thumbs. The

agents have the town wired

with four Battle 0ihs/Panicle

Beam Disrupters. You must

switch among the Cams to

"catch” the aliens and blast ’em

before they knock out your

electronic eyes.

The full-motion graphics

look good, like a grainy made
for-TV movie. The game’s loca-

tion shots, props, and effects

are excellent, and the actors put

on entertaining performances.

VIOLENCE ALERT: Real

actors means real people herk-

ing and jerking as you zap ’em.

Even though your energy bolts

really only knock out aliens,

the realistic visuals make the

game unsuitable for little kids.

PROTIP: Since iong-raage shots

present you with a smaller

target area, keep your cross

hairs trained on the center of

the screen, but keep your eyes

glued to the tir scenery. You

can get to distant aliens more

gulddy and more accurately

that way, and it’s easy to swing

down to Ote foreground.

PR0J1P: When the Battle Cam
signal Rashes, Oiere’s usually

several seconds of dialogue

going on before you actually

have to switch Cams. Don't wait

too long, thought

challenge Is a mixed bag. This

is a gun game without a gun,

so you move cross hairs across '^r:

the screen with a directional

pad. This sluggish design

makes it tough to aim your

shots precisely and quickly.

PROTIP: Shoot fast. Ties go to

the aliens.

PROW: When you're in the obvi-

ous shooting sltuaRons, charac-

ters who saunter Into Oie scene

are always harmless.

ne Eyek QiMier
UiaatheHaml
As a you-are-there shoot-em-

up, Ground Zero offers titillat-

ing thrills, but the murderous

PROTIP: Taking three potshots

at the good guys makes Wr.

Reese veeeemy unhappy.

Just the same, the ener- i

getic game play makes your

thumbs burn, even though .•

most gun battles occur during

obvious shooting gallery %

setups, where aliens pop out
,

from behind objects. There’s

one particularly impressive

strategic challenge and cool

visual effect. As aliens blast j
—

your Cam, the picture fuzzes

out. You must continue to

fight using the hazy screen

until it finally goes dead, -f,

Aa AlienalBd ^aie
Overall, Ground Zero, Texas is

a satisfactory gun game that

packs everything...except a

gun. That key omission keeps

Ground Zero grounded. 0

The Battle Cam

PROW: Always listen to the

advice of your toam mmb&s,
such as DiSah/o.



As Slash, ysu defeat all sli formidable

foes and their alien leader. Or fo

one-on-one in two-player mode.

Leap into the most suireal worid imaginable; a future terrorized by evil aliens, laset-

shootiny robots, mad doctors and mutants that morph into nightmarish neatures.

If you hope to save the vrorid-and your captured partner-you’ll have to slash

your vray thtou^ six hair-raisin; levels of constant combat.

But you have an edye; X-Kaliber, the legendary sword with inaedible power.

Hurl deadly liyhtnin; bolts from its tip as you fi;ht to the pulsatin; techno

beatofPsykosonilc

Don’t let the future pass you by. Get your hands on the cuttin;-ed;e excitement

ofX-Kalibei2097.

AdiVisiol

lin tiKsdt-itttnl albiii niiTiUrm WnTnsl/rvr btonh.

lututlo; iTn nnyrr'Wdcow to ly Miidr



The Key to Success
Since this is a new kind of

game, you have to practice

the controls. It won't be long,

though, before you’re setting

and disabling traps instinctive-

ly. You can save games, but

only a limited number of

times. Unlimited continues

would have helped more.

The full-motion video is

better than other Sega CD
games to date. It still isn’t

great, and there are some edit-

ing glitches, but that’s easily

overlooked. Likewise, there

are no complaints in the audio

department. Clear, comical

conversation accompanies the

video, and Thomas Dolby,

best known for his song "She

Blinded Me with Science," con-

tributed a haunting score.

By Manny LaMancha

You don't normally

read movie reviews

in GamePro, but games like

Double Switch are changing

that. This CD is as much a

movie as it is a game. You’ll

have your hands full in Double

Switch, as you trap hotel

invaders and search every

room for clues that will help

you solve a mystery, but you’ll

be glad you stuck it out.

ShutVerltopt
The Edward Arms is a strange

mansion and has its share of

weird tenants. There’s a punk

band named Scream in an

upstairs flat, a beautiful

blonde journalist who’s writ-

ing a story on the building,

and a criminal named Brutus

who has a secret. The Edward

Arms also houses a whole

batch of intruders - even a

mummy! The host is a kid

named Eddie (played by Corey

Haim, from the movie Lost

Boys, among others).

To capture the undesir-

ables and protect his ancestral

home, Eddie has set up elabo-

rate traps, which serve as

your main weapons in the

game. You set a trap, your foe

steps on it unwittingly, and

BAM! you’ve got 'em.lt will

take some forethought, how-

ever: If you set too many traps

without triggering them, you'll

overload the building’s fragile

electrical system. Likewise,

you’ll want to spare some of

the criminals to get the video

hints that they sometimes

dole out.

PR071P: tfyou leant where the

traps are locateti In each room,

you'll be better able to hantlle

Act II, where you must quickly
PROTIP: Keep an eye on the

Storage room, where your

power box Is located. Ifan

enemy shuts off the electricity,

you’re cut off rightaway.

ahead of the enemy.

^Lock, Stock, and
’ Bairti

You'll tire of Eddie’s repeti-

tious "game over" clips when

you blow it. Similarly, you’ll

overdose on the early sec-

tions, which you inevitably

play over and over. However,

Double Switch is good enough

that it’ll sit in your CD tray

until you're done - and you’ll

be glad you stuck it through

to the end. Isn't that what it’s

all about?

PR07P: You don’t get a telltale

dibne when there's a threat to

yourpovm box, but you can nail

'em when they grab the swftoh.

PROTIP: In Act I, when the

lobby fills up with yellow dots,

Rrst head off Lyle in Brutus’

room, then go back and trap a

iTriiby dweller.

TIds strategygame heralds a

new "Interactlve-movIe" style.

You’ll have a ball setting traps

and STdvIng the mystery In this

nomp: The mmaixys
appear fa the same erderjlm fW » «^

The next twe

aafcWp. If yen sOckeramul la IraP™
Mimfer w/ie 9l«s ap Hie second c^e,

P!Smlss me mm. rnu’ll have la and me

fourth yourself!

eHMEPflO • Mflpek 1994

PBOnft rniea yon reacM« I* »»»

cdten Lyle does his

anaiarf, aa aiaHef »*af

nwais. omenvlse, yea won’t 6e aWe la fiefp

the tenants with th^r troubles.
CD

Available now

Strategy

Side view

Multl-soDllIng

Sega CD Game ProFile

Double Switch
(By Sega)
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PREPARE FOR

CHAMPIONS,
USE STREET FIGHTER 11

AS YOUR
TRAINING
WHEELS.

... B!uiU- hmul'le.' .s/,i.rA /v

I hiiiii. l,i’ok III ihe.'c I’li/riiv-.i, they Vr Imye.

i’!< tike B/iiiikii leoiiUhi'l ii chance

.

In the r.<iini,ii’i,\ ’lilt.’ ii A'icn-

<i'iir<> llvi'ii/ iilhick on .lliiiknybl. 12 player,’ can

conipele lure, 20 mo'X than any ollh'r liyhliny yanic.

Clxek out Hox Ooini/ a fc’e kick.’ in the prneliee moik.

Xiinie another name that let.’ you hone your .ikilto

heloir I’litt/e. D.ni'i rack your hrain. there L’n't any.

The Btillle Rj'ont, \chere tlte ivoni ihelfcan ,’op your otnnyth. Hen, .Jetia Omo a little .’oppiny ol her

I'li’n «’ilh a OouHe-fi’teO air-Oirc on SbaAuc. Hey .lobnny Cage, ocareO vou ll get ichippeO by a girl?

^ou probably aren’t prepared for

such an intense fighting game. Few are.

That's why we’ve included the Holo-

Trainer and Instant Replay, to help

ready you for fierce competition. You’ll

battle nine huge warriors, each with

their own martial arts fighting style,

like Jeet Kune Do and Ninjitsu. With

35 killer moves, any of these guys

could kick Guile's butt. Get

good enough and you'll dis-

cover all the cool Overkills.

Prepare yourself. Because when it comes

to pain, it's better to give than receive.





mOTlP: Keep

Canasta's head to knock him

ant SB/ esen isflh*
and wetchllm Up el his

bairel (/on wouldn’t want to get

shot

Super NES

Super NES Game ProHle

Rabbit Rampage
(By Sunsott)

Thai smootthtalldng, wise-crack-

ing waIMt has a new game, and
you’re gonna love It - especially

ff^'rea^n ofLomey Times.

Heck, you're gonna love this

game even Ifyou hate rabbits!

By Lawrence

ofArcadia

Bugs Bunny is one of

the most recognized cartoon

characters in history. Now
Bugs - along with some of his

most memorable friends -

brings his antics to the SNES

in this great-looking and fun-

tastic game!

Ybu’re in the Funny
You play Rabbit Rampage as

Bugs, and you’re hoppin' mad,

It appears that an animator is

on the loose and he’s painting

you into tight spots and sticky

situations. You travel through

ten levels of Looney madness,

knocking off cartoon charac-

ters left and right as you try to

find the animator responsible

for this dethpicable dethtruc-

tion. Among others, you'll

meet and fight the maniacal

wrestler The Crusher, the

wily Wile E. Coyote, the terri-

ble Tazmanian Devil, and of

course, Elmer Fudd.

You defend against ene-

mies by tossing pies, kicking,

spinning, and bopping heads.

Helping you out is the Acme

Company, which has strewn

various contraptions around

the areas where Bugs is

Way, Way Out West

PHOTIF; The most Invortant

Acme tools are the Lev^

Markers, ny to hang onto

dtese as long as possible, and

use them only after you’ve

gone dtrough a dif^lt part of
the stage.

PfHnV: Stay even wHh the cow-

boys and you wontbeharmed
by to^ guns. Bounce on dr^
h^ds to get rid of them.

trapped. Acme, always known

for its backfiring inventions,

has spared no expense with

these clever items. You can

find Exploding Dog Bones,

Anvils, Falling Safes, Pies. TNT,

Bombs, Corks (for blow-hard

Wolves), and Jelly (sticky traps

for Gingerbread soldiers).

For those of you who never

wanted the cartoons to end,

here’s your game!

Cartoon Crisp
The graphics in Rabbit Ram-

page are outstanding. You'll

immediately recognize every

character, and the innovative

backgrounds are funny and

eye-catching. The animation

highlights the humor in this

game, with funny cuts from

the cartoons showing up in

PROTIP: Kick against these

snooping hounds - bouncing

on them takes too long. Or,

jump over them to avoid a

confrontation.

PROTIP: Use Acme items as

soon as you find them. You

cant carry Items horn one

level to the next

levels, as when Yosemite Sam

shows up with his sneezing

dragon ("Dragons is so stuuu-

upidi"). Bugs isn’t the only star

here, and a lot of attention is

paid to the detail of every

character in each level.

The game varies from the

cartoons in one noticeable

way: sound. Although the

game does have two ^miliar

themes at the beginning,

“What’s Up, Doc?" and ‘The

Merry-Co-Round Broke Down,”

the music throughout the game

is barely noticeable. What’s

more, the voices and sound

effects in the game are infre-

quent and inconsequential.

That Wascally Wabtut
It won’t be all fun and loony

games, either. Some of the

BUGS BUN
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rnmmmB levels (the Haunted House, for

instance) are very difficult to

get through, and require a lot-

of trial and error. As with Ro^
of the Beast (see ProReview:^

January ’94), Sunsoft has again

given us a beautiful game with'

some very challenging^arj/e

play. However, doa’t-oe-daun^*-

ed by a couple of banana-p^l

fells. Stick with Rabbit R^pl-

page and you’ll see oneof the

funniest ending levels on any

video game system.

You gotta be loony to pass

up this cart. Weak sound and

daunting game play aside, this

game is a keeper; it’s a solid

addition to any SNES library.

BToro

PBOTIPrOonluseaw/^
uatH after !fOu tun the swtb^

I

Steel MU-

notrea/iyan*^'PBOTV; He’s -

same. He releases small e pH

log n*ote »«<

Oried Martiaos, so avoid Im

a« costs.

PBOTIP: Dm*
**

legate 100 doso lor ooo^

/ort,aod)oniponSamsi^

„(K0 II swells and mms red.

Von daw 10 Wl dim1^ “®

ntooev, so be careful.

ASpacea-Out
OtU-yssey

PfiOTttr nis leva hides a

tew stffjifises. You canjump
into the Martian buses and
snag Acme devices.

Full oi Bull

PfKmPrAtlhestartofthlsbud-

Ish level, go loyourrightand
coded theAnvis and the 1-up.

Then, go leftandmea BToro.

PROTIP: lot BToro break the

waOstoryou. ura/fuirff/jfDu

see Ids boms app^ron the

right side of die screen, then

jump over the barricade (or

firmpupandktBToroldtthe
wad). Keep moving left

PfmTW: Ifyou get shrunk by

a blue laser, one stomp bya
MarOan win cost you a life.

tfyou run under tAe

Martian hat shrank you.

Blow the VarmintDown

FHOnP: You have to beat ad PRffTIP: Check in the chimney

three of the Big Bad Wolves to fora Cork.

ga through this leva. Save

Corks and Dynamite for the

last WOf at the Brksk House.

He’s the touOtest

BItMEPM MiPCk 1184



neCnisher

monF: To get llw "“'i;!"’

Corote, you tore to get him to

Slm.Jou.oooJ,otm
safety torero by bis bootb, antf

Uegicooie croshlog down. »ow,

00 belott, bool* otttbe two
PBOTTP: Keep at Tbe

wttbspmlogomosai^^
bops, men you see 0 blotto

taUfrom tbe top

ipob Hood use It, aatlTbeCi^

KWOI be Oom tor tbe count

nOTIP: Tbot Oetbpicoble Daffi

ttbeblllnks.amlyou

n»di£5::“*«'.

Big-Time Wrestling

PROTIP: To pacify The Crush-

er, Jump up atuf grab the

Ring Bells. When you use

these Acme devices, a b^l

rings, and The Cnsher will

sh^y thlnldng the round Is

over. Pound him!

PRO^P: You're invincible

when you come off the ropes,

butbe careful not to^ too

dose to The Crusher, or he’ll

give you an aviation lesson

you won’t soon forget ^

No 'Bats About It
Devilm Disguise

PROTIP: The Robot Factory

has an automated army that

wants to puta certain dumb
bunny to rest. The Toy Tanks

work best against any kind

of robot drone.

PROTIP: You’ve entered the

world of the Taananian

DedI, and]nu're going to

need some help. Behind Otis

first totem pole Is a Turkey

Surmise.

PROTfP: Put a Level Marker
ntOTIP: Use We Turkey Sur

prises to distract Taz after

he barrels Wrough a tree.

NowJung) over him and

repeat unUI itou get to the

Petrified Tree.

We mi Do

PROTIP: It you’re in a tightjam
In the Haunted House, try

falling Wrough holes In We
Boor. Some lead to disastm,

but others don’t

PROTIP: Some chandeliers

can hold your weight, but

not for long. Use Wem as

launching pads.



"My MostDangerous
Adv&itures OfM Hffff

Never8eShown

T



Super NES

Super NES Game ProFite

Super Alfred Chicken
(By Wndscape)

ByBm’Biaz

j Who says you can’t

^ save the world if

you’re chicken? Alfred Chicken

is the finefeathered, super-

hero-wannabe star ofMind-

SQpe’s fun platform/action

game. Yeah, this is another

attempt to create a signature

character, but Alfred's a bold

bird who’s hot after Mario’s tail.

Meka Madness
The evil Meka Chickens have

kidnapped Aifred’s friends, the

Billy Eggs, and they plan to

hatch the eggs into a vile

Meka Army. The game play’s

no mystery, but it’s entertain-

ing and challenging.

This flop-hop-n-bop adven-

ture covers 21 stages set in five

worlds. The stages are laid out

as increasingly complex plat-

form mazes that are off-limits

to birdbrains. The early going is

a breeze, but later on tricky

traps, time limits, and flocks of

adversaries will definitely ruffle

your feathers.

PR071P:lnvisH)le springs can

spring up anyvi/here. Look fyr’m.

HfOW: Grab every Balloon on

every level.

PROTIP: You won’t activate Seep-

ing Mines Ifyou Ry over them

The oU shell game Is a good way
to earn extra Kves.

PROTIP; There’s a secretroom In

evwy level. Grab the Watering

Can hi each roan to see a spe-

cial emllng.

Your curiosity can assist

your travels by uncovering

camoflauged passages and

secret warp rooms on every

level. Bonus rounds include

brain-teasing mini-contests

like the old shell game, which

you play for extra lives.

Chicken-Uckm’ Foes
Mindscape claims that 1 00

feisty foes overrun A.C.’s

worlds, and there’s certainly a

bunch on hand. Encounters

withJack-in-a-Bomb, Mag-

Mine, and the Sleepy Mines

tJIMEPII •

have explosive consequences.

Animal adversaries, such as

Alice Ladybird Ladybug, Meka

Mice, and Mino the Whale, try

to make Alfred a fried chicken.

PROTIP: Ifymi mustJungr into

unseeable depths, hold down C
to make Alfred Rutter and slow
his descent unOI he can observe

the terrain below.

Alfred's fiercest foes are

the three Meka Chickens.

Three boss confrontations

don't sound like much chal-

lenge, but fighting these

tough mechanical birds will

bruise your beak. Further

complicating the challenge is

the feet that you can only

score two passwords for the

entire 2 1 -stage game!

PROTIP: Each Meka Chicken has

one vulnerable spot. Keep peck-

ing away at It Ifyou can.

The straightforward con-

trols put you in excellent com-

mand of Alfred's moves.

Chicken that he is, Al has lim-

ited flying abilities, so he must

flutter and hop across obsta-

PROTIP: When you Rnd On/Off

Blocks, peck ’em or remember

where ttey are. You almost

always have to use thm.

Hen-Pecked Sights

& Sounds
A.C.'s graphics are cute, car-

toony, and brightly colored,

which gives the game a fes-

tive, kiddie appeal. The pix

create a wacky, way-out world.

Alfred himself looks alright,

but he doesn't have much per-

sonality, even for a bird.

The sounds won’t set your

ears on fire, but at least the

effects put on an enthusiastic

show. The repetitive, bouncy,

upbeat music wiii drive some

players batty.

A Most Eggs-cellent

Adventure
Alfred Chicken puts on a fest-

paced, brain-draining platform

performance. Action game

fans can definitely put their

eggs in Alfred’s basket.

cles and moving platforms.

His primary enemy-bustin’

maneuver is a dive-bombing

attack with his bionic beak.

PROTIP: Stay alert Some Moving

Platforms bootyou offat the

beginning and end of their runs.

Ifyouyeaplatfotmfanwho

canMea lickin’and keep on
tkkki’, tryAlfred Chicken.

Twenty-one stages, two pass-

words, and secret areas galore

vdK test yoir precision game-
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Will You Accept the Challenge of a Jedi Knight?

JVC

Pursued across the galaxy, you and your Rebel Forces now marshall new

strength on the remote ice world of Hoth. Although tracked by probe

droids, attacked by ice monsters, and confronted by an army of gigantic

Imperial Walkers, you must not give in. You are the Alliance’s only hope.

Learn the ways of the Force, then test your skills in this fast-paced,

action-packed sequel to the hit game. Super Star Wars.

Alternate between sideways scrolling, dizzying Mode 7 flight

sequences and first person cockpit views. Experience the richness

of a 12-megabit, interactive Star Wars universe, loaded with new

enemies, exciting dialogue, movie sound effects, cool vehicles, and

intense 3-D space battles. Join Luke Skywalker, Han Solo and

Chewbacca in a continuation of their epic action/adventure in

Super Empire Strikes Back.

CNintendo)



Super NES

SNES Game ProFlle

X*-Canber 2097
(By Activision)

Sviionl

Shots

The Sword Thntst The Smrd Swipe The Sword Pany

PHOTlPi you have to be airtwite

to successfully hit Sta^^s

motphlog blue blobs. Be^*0
grab the 1-up and the snac^

Just before you tactile these

tough enemies-

X-cWng
Graphics

ami
Sounds
Realistic urban

backgrounds and

an army of quick-

moving enemies

make this a fine-

looking game. You might wish

the bosses were bigger and

more awesome, as they were

in MazinSaga, VicTokai’s

recent hack-n-slash cart for

the Genesis. In X-Caliber most

of the bosses are no bigger

than you are. Still, this game is

worth a look.

The sounds steal the show,

a typical feature of recent

Aaivision games. As with

1993’s BioMetal, there’s a

propulsive soundtrack from a

name band. Here Psykosonik

adds a powerful technobeat

to the proceedings. You'll

also hear some decent sound

effects - growls, echoes, and

so on - as you bite the Neo

Big Apple.

X-fra/X-fra/

ReadJUIAbouflt!
While it’s not the greatest hack-

n-slash of all time, it’s still in

the upper echelon. Whip out

X-Caliber- it’s sharp.

the sword's efficiency: a time-

delay of the slow Energy Bolt

attack. This is one of your

main maneuvers, but you’re

frozen into position and vul-

nerable to attack as you wait

for the Energy Bolt to gradually

float across the screen. Though

you’ll sustain lots of damage,

you’ll find 1990s-style food

power-ups on your quest -

evidently the future includes

sodas and burgers.

not quite X-tasy.

X-Caliber 2097, Activision’s

new hack-n-slasher, backs

futuristic swordplay with a

driving soundtrack to deliver

a good game you can dance to.

Solid Swon^ay
The year is 2097, and Raptor

has taken over Neo New York.

You play his nemesis, Slash

(no, not the rock guitarist),

battling through the mean

streets against hordes of ene-

mies in search of the head

queso himself. Each of the six

stages has a vicious end boss

with a name like Spuke, Dr.

Blaster, or Chainsaw. These

vile villains morph during the

fight, changing into deadly

new enemies you must then

destroy. Two-Player Duel

mode enables you to mix and

match Slash and all the bosses

in head-to-head competition.

It’s a good alternative to the

search-and-destroy fights,

Your only weapon against

Raptor’s rowdies is X-Caliber,

a wondrous sword that has a

variety of attacks. Control is

generally quick and easy, but

one major drawback hinders

HIgh-tedi music propels excit-

ing action when you whip out

your futuristic sward, X-Caliber,

ami hack through six weil-lllus-

trated stages.
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Are you a Sega-maniac? Or an SNES success? Would you
rather duke it out in the street Or at an altitude of 30.000 feet?

No matter how you play the game—or what games you play

—

QuickShot is behind you all the way. With a hill lineup of
high-quality joysticks, arcade-style controllers, and thumb-
control pads. And the best prices anywhere.

So look for QuickShot wherever your favorite videogame prod-
ucts are sold. And in the hands of value-wise gamers like you.

QuickShot Technology, Inc. A Member ofTomei Group,
47473 Seabridge Drive, Fremont, CA94^

It’s how you play the game.

STARFIGHTER^”

QSI81

More thumbs-on

excitement!

INVADER 3™

QS183

Take on the toughest

contenders with

turbo-ease.

PYTHON 3™

QS135

Get a grip on

the action with

cutting-edge control.

MAVERICK 3™

QS162

Get powerful arcade-

style performance—
to go!

CONQUEROR 3™

QSI85

This programmable

controller remembers

your moves.

OukkShot isa registeted Inxiemcrk, dihI Storfighfei, Invader, lyhon, Movemk, (onqaenjr, aixl Supercon are froden



Despite some soundand

control problems, eye-popping

Mode 7 graphics make Turn

and Bam one of the most real-

istic, andmost Involving, Bight

slmsoftheyear.

Super NES Game ProFUe

lUm and Bum
(By Ateohito)

The look of the game makes

you want to immediately

strap yourself into the cock-

pit. You have a standard from-

the-cockpit view that gives

you a wide look at the skies

and seas as the Mode 7

graphics rotate in front of

you. On view within the cock-

pit are all your weapons sys-

tems and radar displays, plus

you have a screen in the cen-

ter for full-motion video

replays of your kills.

Some dictators never get

the message. When a certain

country ignores America’s

No-Fly Zone and sends top-

of-the-line MiC-29s flying

over the Mediterranean, the

Navyjumps into action. To

sweep the skies clear, you

take off from your carrier in

one of America’s premiere

fighters, the F-1 4 Tomcat,

armed with a 20mm can-

non, three kinds of air-to-air

missiles, and two types of

electronic countermeasures

(ECMs). Intense dogfights

result as you blast through

1 6 missions against swarms

of MiCs, subs, a Blackbird spy

plane, an oil rig, and an island

military base.

The tough missions are

complicated by tricky con-

trols. You don’t have any con-

Best of all. Turn and Burn

provides an outside-the-cock-

pit view that looks backwards

from the nose of the jet to dis-

play the enemies chasing your

tail. There's good detail in this

perspective - your pilot turns

his head to watch as enemy

fighters circle around and lock

onto your Tomcat. It’s intrigu-

ing to switch back and forth

between the forward and

backward views as a MiG

blasts past and then banks

toward you.

Super NES

Fasten your seat-
'

belts, jet jockeys, a

hot new flight simulator is

blazing across the sky, Turn

and Bum grabs you from the

moment you wind up your

F-14’s engines to the moment

you land safely back on your

aircraft carrier.

trol over your jet's rudder,

which means every turn you

make is a banked turn. Later

in the game, when the enemy

pilots are more numerous and

more evasive, accurate target-

ing becomes a deadly prob-

lem as you careen all over the

sky trying to keep a single .

bogey in your sights.

GAMEPR8 •
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Decent sounds partially

complement the exciting visu-

als. While you get the full sonic

thrust of your engines as you

take off and hit the wild blue

yonder, you don’t get the pow-

erful explosions you expect

when you blast an enemy from

the sky. The full-motion re-

plays, your own splashdown

after a crash, and the radio are

all, unfortunately, silent. The

music is appropriately martial

but doesn’t add enough drama

to the action.

Despite the average sound

effects and the occasional tar-

geting difficulty, the game has

enough graphics excellence to

make it an Ace. One look, and

you’ll want to earn your wings

with Turn and Burn. «
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Your favorite Valiant characters are waiting for you in VALIANT Era II Foil packs. Each
pack contains eight cards featuring past Valiant covers. With 140 to collect in all, plus the
insert sets "First Appearances" and "Promotional Art." And watch for the rare, full-color

3-D HoloView'" card! See your local comic retailer.
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Super HES

Super NES Game Profile

An American Tail:

Fievel Goes West
(By Hudson Soft)

Pievel’s a big hem to Oie under-

ten set, and his first video

game adventure is geared to

please his biggest fans. JJie

amusing graphics and easy

game play are perfect for

beginning gamers.

PROTIP: You’ll find the first

large Heart In Oils money block

at the beginning of Stage 1-1.

These Hearts give you greater

health capacity.

ByAndromeda

Fievel’s got a big

f' problem. His fami-

ly, the Mousekowitzes, are

about to become dinner for

Cat R. Waul. Fievel has to

snarl the cat’s plans, or resign

himself to becoming a mouse-

size entree.

A TailasOUas rune
As Fievel, your task is as straight-

forward as gaming gets: Survive

to the end of each of the five

side-scrolling aaion/adveniure

levels. Although this game’s

gonna seem like old hat to ex-

perienced gamers, it kicks up

enough dust to keep dude cow-

boys and other novices happy.

Am

PffOnP; Shootmoiwy blocks for

power-ups, but Rrstmake sure

^ don’t need to leap off them

to reach higher spots.

Each level mirrors a scene

from the animated movie. An

American Tail: Fievel Goes

West. Fievel has to pass the

obstacles and fend off hungry

cats with his pistol, which

fires corks and then water if

you grab the right power-up.

Besides weapon power-ups,

Fievel can nab extra life and

health, a continue icon, invin-

cibility, and, of course, l-ups.

The power-ups are hidden

inside boxes, and appear when

Fievel shoots at the boxes.

The movie's famous stars,

like Cat R. Waul, Chula, One

Eye, and Puppet, are the big

bosses at the end of each

stage. They're nice to look at,

but have predictable patterns

and are easy to stomp.

PROTIP: In Stage 2, it’s easier to

(ktdge the Rsh byjumping into

the water and wading.

Fievel's easy to maneuver,

with simple two-button jump-

and-shoot controls. Like so

many platform games, though,

he has an annoying habit of

jumping in the wrong place at

makes sIhJ»JLZ^!![^^J^’^

the wrong time. You’d swear

his feet landed on that block,

partner, but he plunges to the

big corral in the sky anyway.

An American Tail is set in

the western frontier, complete

with cowpokes and other

varmints. The game’s graphics

are nicely drawn. They capture

the qualities of the movie ani-

mation and are quite charming.

Unfortunately, the stage graph-

ics are repetitive and the side-

scrolling aaion is linear, which

combine to give the game a

mechanical predictability.

PROTIP: Watch out for the pH
that opens at the beginning of

Stage 4-1.

PROTIP: Ifyou fall off the train In

Stage 3, justkeep rurmln’ to dte

right am/ you’ll mosey ffjrM on

out of the stage.

What’s more, Hudson’s

license didn’t include the

rights to use any of the great

tunes from the movie. Their

addition would have made the

soundtrack shine.

America Uk
Beautiful
Overall, An American Tail’s

just what it claims to be; a

simple platform game based

on a popular animated movie.

It’s a good first game for

beginning cowpokes, but it’s

too linear and predictable for

anyone used to more

advanced range riding.
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Beethoven’s 2nd

ByBossMusks

Beethoven was a great classical

music composer. He’s also

' Hollywood’s latest canine star.

Only this time, the creation isn't

' a masterpiece, it’s a dog.

You play as that slobbering,

smelly St. Bernard known as

Beethoven. Your dogged mis-

sion is to rescue your entire

family - the mommy dog and

all the puppies.

PflOTlF: In Le¥el 1, Scene 2,

cany Chubby to his mother to

beet the level.

The controls in this mangy

skJe-scroller need a flea dip.

Your dog is slow, hard to turn,

and frustrating. The constant

object-jumping Is repetitive, and

often you can't help taking a hit

Stale gr^hlcs and poorly tuned

music add little to the cart.

This cart has some cute, cud-

dly elements, and it’s great for

Bttle kids, but the slow game

play and the weak premise

belong in the doghouse.

Kendo Rage Barbie Supermodel

ByAnBomeila ByBBssChlnoas

Jo’s having a weird summer.

She went to Japan to study

Kendo and ended up having to

banish evil from the world.

tti. u «
MI071B: Don’t sMc too far Into

the snow thiring Stage 2.

Kendo’s an ancient martial

art that uses a bamboo stick as

a weapon. Jo battles through

seven stages of hand-to-hand

!
combat with a host of strange

monsters and bosses.

Jo can run, jump, hit with her

stick, and use her psychic pow-

ers to summon powerful spe-

cial at^cks. Power-ups abound

during the predictable side-

; scrolling levels, but all you real-

I
lyhavetodoto survive is

!

whack everything in sight.

' Colorful Japanese-style

graphics liven up this otherwise

: dull game. Poor control and

weak game play don’t make
'

this worth playing through

more than once or twice -

never mind for an entire sum-

mer vacation.

Warning; If you’re not a Barbie

fen, don1 read any further. This

game’s only going to appeal to

Barbie fanatics and beginning

gamers.

FROTIP; Speetl kills. Vary your

.
speeOto pM( up special Items

and avoid obstacles.

' Barbie’s set her sights on

becoming a world-famous

feshion model. She cruises the

streets in her pink convertible,

making imporfent pit stops to

team how to dress, use make-

up, pirouette down the mnway,

and other modeling sidlls.

The graphics and sound

aren’t top quality, and the

action is very slow. Barbie’s car

crawls down the highway and

she leisurely skates down the

beach. Unless you're a novice,

the game play Is too simplistic.

But, hey, if you’re looking for a

gift for your little sister, and

Barbie’s her best bud, this cart

may be just the ticket Then

again, maybe not.

Jwhp up above the

In Sl*0e 3 to search for

tptkien special Items.

PROTIP: Stay at the upper part

ofroads and wahmays so Oat

j

you have enough Ome to react

to the objects Oat Oy up at you.

BAMEPII • Mircli 1IS4
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Chester Qieetah...

WHd, Wild Quest

By The Unknown Gamer

' It’s not easy being cheesy, and

Chester should know - he’s the

cheesiest cat around in his lat-

est action/adventure game.

PhOTIP: “Swim” to the top of

each level to Ond helpful spe-

cial Items and fo reach other-

wise unreachable spots.

I

Chester looks pretty cool

here. He’s bigger than he was in

his first adventure. Once you’ve

seen Chester’s repertoire of

feces, though, there isn’t much

about tfiis^e to enjoy. The

game play is simple hop-n-bop,

I
with a lackluster story line, unin-

: spiting power-ups, and a dam-
' age system that’ll make you feel

like you're choking on your

Cheetohs (one hit and Chester’s

history - unless he’s got a bag

of Cheese Puffs).

It takes more than a pretty

face to make a video game - you

gotta put a video game behind

the license, or you're not gonna

fool anyone. Sorry Chester!
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'•^
3^ This may be the

game that proves you don’t

need a Neo»Geo home system

to playNeo'Ceo fighting

games. This early version of

Takara’s Fatal Fury 2 transla-

tion for the SNEShas the

graphics and the speedy game

play that made the game a

classic in the 1 00 Mega Shock

series for the Geo.

BillyKane Is back, and he’s

swinging thatsti^ trying to get

you into the gears.

Axel puts a little punch of his own
hriolheparty!

ROM for your
It looks like Street Fighter II

and Mortal Kombat will get a

run for their money when

Fatal Fury 2 hits the shelves.

Here are some awesome

scenes fix>m the game to tide

you over until then.

Terry’s Rising KaacUe Is still

eftechve...ami deadly.

Geese Howard. You can play as

any of the eight original char-

acters, including Mai Shiranui,

the Bogard boys, orjubei

Yamada. After defeating each of

the first eight characters in a

standard best-of-three match,

you have to go against three

bosses to reach the last boss,

Wolfgang Krauser.

Fatal and furious
Fatal Fury 2 looks like a heavy-

weight contender. Takara’s

kept intact the gorgeous back-

ground scenery, the fore-

ground and background

fighting shifts, and each char-

acter’s special moves.

The sprites are large and in

charge, and although some

system limitations are evident,

the scrolling looks smooth,

and the main charaaer sprites

are clean and colorful.

You’re fighting to avenge the

death of the Bogards’ father,

>^0 was killed by the notorious

FatalFutyR

ByTak^
ArailaUe April

Joe Higashi has a hnuddeiirith

yomaameonit
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Over 160 acliott-packed

pages of COMPLETELY NEW,

game winning shots, biocks

ami codes for these two

megabit carts.

Over 2,000 fuii-cotor game
screens.. .see the action as it hap-

pens. Pius tons of original illustra-

tions not available anywhere else!

Our Street Fighter II book

also includes an exclusive

section on Super Street

Fighter II for the Arcades

with the four newest

challengers!

St^ by step photos make you

a gaming expert!

Written By the Editors of GamePro

Magazine!

Free collector's edition poster in

each book!

Also available at Blockbuster

Video, Toys B Us, Walden Books,

B. DaHon, The Wherehouse, and

Software Etc.

To OrderCm 1-415-330-4PR0
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Game Gear Trivia questions

your Game Gear I Q Ve
“

' “

I
HowbigistheV-RAM

of your Game Gear?

I
What size dot matrix display does

the Game Gear screen have, and

how many colors can it display

on-screen at once?

I How many sprites can the

Game Gear display on-screen

at once, what size dot matrix

can they be. and how many

colors can each sprite have?

I
What is the total number

of colors available In the

Game Gear?

In what directions can Game
Gear graphics scroll?

I
What are the dimensions

of the Game Gear screen

in millimeters?

Ymr Game Bear ltuo6eat

0 points:

1-4 points:

5-8 points;

The only hand-held device you should carry is a book.

Well, at least you know which side the screen is on.

It’s good to see you’re making use of the opposable

thumbs Mother Nature gave you.

M 0 points: Unbelievable! You’re a Game Gear Pro. Get the Nobel

committee on the phone.

I
What kind of batteries

does your Game Gear

use, and how long do

they last?

I What other ways are

there to power your^
Game Gear?

^

} What kind of a CPU does

your Game Gear run on?

I How big is the RAM of

your Game Gear?
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When you reach the Savage

Land, use the X-Men with

flying powers to fight Sauron.

You’ll need Storm or Rogue’s

fast flight and maneuverability

to defeat him.

When you reach the

Madripoorboss,

Omega Red, continue

to walk to the right. Just past

him you’ll find a health icon that

will restore your energy and pre-

pare you for the battle ahead.

Moflock Tlmnets

Shortcutleuver him into one H
traps. Cold showers

St damage to him.

Go to the basement in [\
the Hellfire Club and I

^

walk to the far right- \
hand corner. You’ll find a

hidden passage that leads

to a secret floor in the club.

The floor is filled with power-

up icons.

Leap to New HeightsSave Your Strength

Spelunking Savage Strategies
Save your mutant powers

when you’re fighting the Brood

warriors. Your reach is slightly

longer than theirs, giving you

the advantage.

Nightcrawler can leap higher

than you may have thought

possible. Use his BAMF! at the

apex of his jump to reach places

you never dreamed of.

Power Up to Deteat

Omega Red

Give Han the

CoUShoukler

Secret Passage

In the MorlockTunnels, a

shortcut leads directly to the

boss, Callisto. To find it, go to

the lowest platform and walk to

the far right. Walk through the

sewage (you’ll take some dam-

age) and under the tunnel

walls. Look up, and you’ll be

face to face with Callisto.

Beware, though, if you take this

route you'll miss out on special

power-ups and health icons

you may need later on.
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To find an easy 1-up in the

Sleeping Egg Zone, go left at

the beginning of the Act, then

use the jumping buttons to

vault up to a ledge with a 1-up.

1~Up#2

niPCR /OHIC i

CHAOr TRICK!'

Aqua Planet Zone Boss

eigapolis Zone 1-Up

Use the pogo springs to reach

higher places in the Sleeping

Egg Zone. Jump off just at the

top of the button’s arc to leap

even higher.

Look for small, square blocks

in the Gigapolis Zone and oth-

ers. You can usually bust

through ’em to reach hidden

tunnels for secret surprises.

Bust through here in the first

Act of the Gigapolis Zone, and

you’ll find a 1 -up.

Sleeping Egg Zone 1-Up

To reach the Ring Monitor for

the boss in the Aqua Planet

Zone, go to the Invincibility

Monitor and bust through the

blocks to your right. You’ll be

zapped to the Ring Monitor.

This boss is the trickiest in

the game. To beat the little

birdies the easy way, stand in

the center of the screen and

do the Spin Dash, but don’t

move. When the birdies are

gone, bounce and bonk the

ship until it blows. Finally,

dodge the missiles and bonk

the ship a final time.

At the beginning of the third Act

of the Gigapolis Zone, head left

fora hidden Ring Monitor. You’ll

need these Rings before you take

on the boss. To beat the boss,

keep bonkin’ him on the head.

Media Green

Hilt Zone 1-Up

There’s a 1-up at the beginning

of the first act in the Mecha

Green Hill Zone. Just break

through the blocks and drop to

a secret room below. After

you’ve grabbed the 1-up, break

out of the room by bustin’

through the blocks to your right.

UiUMug the Electric

EggZoneBoss

Beating the Egg Zone Boss is

tough. Sonic has to nail him on

the top of his head while dodg-

ing his ricocheting shots.

You’ll find a 1 -up in the first Act

of the Turquoise Hill Zone. It’s

in a hidden tunnel. Walk past

the cliff with the Invincibility

Monitor on the ledge and pro-

ceed to the next cliff. To enter

the tunnel, jump to a ledge in

the side of the cliff. The easiest

way for Sonic to reach this spot

is to use the Rocket Shoes to

fly to the ledge.

To find a 1 -up in the second

Act of the Turquoise Hill Zone,

drop down to the ground at the

beginning of the Act. Head left

and blast through the blocks.

The 1-up is hidden inside.
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It you kick this metal block in

the rising-lava scene of the

Volcano, you can grab a tasty

Turkey. It's pretty dicey, though,

and may not be worth the risk.

To escape from this big ape,

run to the right as fast as you

can. Whenever you pass the

small, silver mines, you're

about to jump over a spiked

ditch or up onto a cliff.

KickHOut

Artel; Disney’s The

UtUe MermaU
Deep Duck Thtuble

Starring

Donald Duck

The Magic Kingdom
Tricks for Disney Games

Down in the Valley

When you get stuck in this part

of the level, you must get over

the window to the right. The

only way to do this is by stands

ing on a box. You’ll find one

down below, in the bottom of

the well. Grab it and use it to

make your escape.

MlPCk 1994

In the Blacksmith’s castle, pick

-up the second coiled Spring you

come to and place it in front of

the wall. Then bounce yourself

up onto the wall to get over it.

Read the Map
RunForn

Take time to scan the map. It

notes where all the power-ups

and other key items are in each

stage.

Doni Bother

Don’t botherto try and break

through this platform in the

sunken ship. There’s no way

through it until you’ve gathered

all the imprisoned mer-people.

Once you find them all, you

can return to this blocked exit

to face off against a pair of

sharks and complete the stage.

It’s usually a good Idea to kick

the silver blocks that lie scat-

tered throughout each scene.

When you kick them, they often

reveal hidden power-ups.

Sometimes in Scene 2, The

Inlet, they’ll break open blocked

doorways that lead to other

of the sunken ship.

Jumpin’ the Wall

To beat the first boss, run

toward him, nail him with your

Yo-Yo, then retreat. Repeat this

move until the boss is finished.

Exit, Straight up

To get past this tough waterfall,

you have to leap up the logs

quickly to the top of the ledge.

You Turkey
Go Spelunking

Always search the caves in

Forest Land. You’ll find some-

thing useful in every one

-

either a treasure chest or a jar

with an “M” on it. Use the jar

as a stepping stool to get you

to higher ground.

To defeat the fire-breathing

Dragon Boss, start from the

top of the block piles and begin

throwing them toward the

Dragon. It only takes three hits

to extinguish his anger.

Land of Illusion
Starring

Mickey Mouse

TaieSpm
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Beat the Clock

Secret Platfams

BatUetoads Chuck Rock II;

Son of Chuck

Cool Spot

Always grab Clock power-ups.

Spot gets bonus points and

1 -ups for time left over at the

end of a level.

Stand under these strange

metallic contraptions and you’ll

be zapped to secret bonus

rooms filled with stars.

tVs So Seedy

Some stashes of Birdseed fill

up more than one health point.

Peck several times to see if

you've found one of these

1984

Jump everywhere. You’ll find

hidden platforms in every stage.

Sweets and other out-of-reach

bonuses in the air are a dead

giveaway that a hidden plat-

form is nearby.

Swing it, Chucky

The Speeder Bike stage is as

tough as ever. The best way to

get through is to time your

jumps to avoid obstacles. Stay

near the top half of the screen

and jump accordingly. Remem-
ber to maintain full speed as

you hit the ramp for the super-

long jump to the next level.

Swing Chuck Junior’s club

constantly. There are many
hidden items throughout each

stage, and Chuck’ll score more

points if he tags them.

SpeUing Test

Head to the top of the bottle in

bonus rounds. If you can snag

enough letters to spell the

word U-N-C-O-L-A, you'll earn

a Continue.

GAMfPRD •

Slam opponents off the edges

of the screen, and continue

hammering away at them. This

keeps them off-balance and pre-

vents them from retaliating. You

can also wait until two or more

enemies come at you at once.

Use your Super Punch to simul-

taneously take them all out.

Speeder Bike Madness

DesaiSpeedtrap
Starring

RoadRunaari
Wile E. Coyole

Taz-Mania

Going Up

Take the first two ramps that

lead up in the mine stage (push

Up when you see the ramp),

then coast and avoid obstacles

until you see the first ramp on

the right side of the screen.

Take that ramp to reach the

end of the stage.

Cool, Taz

Take the summit route in the

snow level. It has fewer obsta-

cles and many more fish.

Bombs Away

comes within tail range. When
your spin runs out, walk to the

next bottle, drink it, and walk a

little bit to the right until you

find the turkey. Eat the turkey "1

and spin again, but stop short

of the next bottle (if you spin

over the bottle, you lose it).

Drink this bottle and spin to the i

end of the stage.



Kick into Game Gear Soccer

Madness action with tips from

this month’s Sports Pages.
Use the Set Up screen to

change the features on your

Formula One racer.

probably the

est track, while

iight Suzuka is

Ayrton Senna’s
Super Monaco

GPU

Ending Fassword
Here’s a cool code that sends

you straight to the end of the

game to view the championship

sequence. Just select the World

Champion mode, and plug in

this code: CHAM-PION.

T^kenSlow

The Sports Pages

Formula One

Configure Your Car

fiAMEPRO irch 1994
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Meres the ultimate Wimbledon

take to the courts as a plaver

,'^®^°®i"e''e'ycateaoiy

i„P“JP»er, and Skill).
'bull begin playing at the
beginning of the Wimbledon

t^EO CPO SH; UFG

Make like Rocky, and work

your opponent’s body for a

quick KO.

PSA Tour Golf

EvanUer Holyfield’s

ffBeat! naal>^ Rnvinto
World Series

Power Up Pitch Strategy

If you get knocked to the mat,

replenish your stamina by

pressing Buttons A and B as

fast as you can. Take a count

of nine before you climb to

your feet to get the maximum
amount of stamina built up.

For a brush-back pitch against

free swingers like Jose Canseco,

position your catcher Inside.

Play the other three courses

before you try out Sterling

Shores. Use the map to help

you on this long, tough course.

The Perfect Drive

If it's a close game and you’ve

got runners on base but no

outs, bunt to advance the run-

ners and put them into scoring

position. In most cases, this

will cost you an out, but a base

hit will generally score a runner

from second.

Double Itoable

Yardage estimates include

rolls, so be sure to hit your

shots hard enough to clear

hazards on the fly.

Figure ft Out
Stay out of a double play by

executing a hit and run. Just be

sure that if the bail is hit in the

air, you tag up before advanc-

ing to the next base.

Use the yardage info to calcu-

late how hard you need to hit a

shot. You won’t always hit with

100 percent power.
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Stupid Pet
Tricks

If you’re down to half a heart,

you won’t have the energy for

your Pounce attack. Conserve

enough energy to ensure that

you’ll be able to Pounce on

Jerry at the end of a stage.

By the Sea, By the Sea

When the Triceratops charges

you, wait until he runs past,

then shoot him from behind as

he retreats. While he’s charg-

ing you, you’re safe if you hang

out on the branches just above

the ground.

Defeat the Raptor Boss

Need a lift? Sing to the Pteran-

adon. and he’ll take Ecco for a

quick flight.

Second Sight

Watch out for the light green

cacti in the Stinking Dry Desert.

They inflate and fire quills at

you if you get too close.

Look Out Befow

When you're crossing the sea

in Stage 3, don’t Pounce from

platform to platform. You’ll last

longer if you wait for the fish to

jump, walk into the water, and

then pull yourself onto the next

platform.

Beat the Stage 5

Ecco’s got sonar that’ll help

him in two ways. Use the

Sonar Map frequently, espe-

cially In the later levels when

you need to plan your route

from air pocket to air pocket.

You can also zap other sea

creatures with the sonar, as

well as the Glyphs. You'll get

secret messages that give you

helpful game hints,

In the Blacker than Black For-

est, don’t jump over the

beavers until they open their

eyes wide.

To defeat the Raptor Boss, stay

in the middle of the screen and

shoot it whenever it runs at

you. Once you’ve hit it, it can’t

harm you until it goes back In

the door.

Fte When Ready

To beat Stage 5’s Snake Boss,

bounce off the third plat-

form... but avoid the skulls.

Shoot into the air to find hid-

den power-ups and other sur-

prises. For example, you’ll

discover this canoe.

During the game's shooting

sequences, be sure to pick up

the extra life bars (they look ^
like small cans with Xs on

them). You'll need ’em!

Ecco the Dolphin Jurassic Park

6AMEPR0
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coMear
To connect with this spin

attack, Skate must be aiigned

horizontaliy with an enemy.

Adam*s/lppfeHow to Reach the Secret

Arcade Mode, Mode A

lake 'Em Out the

Easy Way

Yeiiow, Pink, Green, and Biue

Ninjas: D09F9
Ali Ninjas and Yeiiow Crystal:

11817

Aii Ninjas and Yeiiow, Pink,

and Blue Crystal: B9B12
All items: IFEDF

Stay Low

Adam can’t move while he's

executing his special move.

Stand in a safe area with all

your enemies in front of you

before you activate it.

When the last of the three

“Code of Honor” screens

appear (the one that talks

about secret codes) press But-

ton 2, 1,2, Down, and Up. If

you’ve done the trick correctly,

the words “Now entering Korn-

bat” appear.

The Finishing Moves
Johnny Cage: Press Toward,

Toward, Toward, then Button 1

.

Rayden: Tap Toward, Away,

Away, Away and Button 1.

Liu Kang: Hit Toward, Down,

Away, Up, and Toward.

Scorpion: Press Start, and hit

Up two times.

Sub-Zero: Tap Toward, Down,

Toward, and Button 1.

Sonya Blade: Press Toward,

Toward, Away, Away, and

Start.

The Mode A Finishing I

Moves
Sub-Zero: Hit Toward, Down, L
Toward, and Button 1. C
Rayden: Press Toward, ^
Away, Away, Away, and f-m
Button 1. Lm
Johnny Cage: Tap /V
Toward, Toward,

Toward, and Button 1. /wj

Jam your opponents off-screen,

then continuously swing the

crowbar at them when they try

to enter the screen again.

Blaze Away

You’re less vulnerable if you

crouch low while you attack your

opponents. If you stand, it’s easi-

erfor your foes to hit you.

Jump Higher

Blaze’s fireballs don't span the

entire length of the screen.lt

does take extra time to launch

her fireballs, so move to a safe

distance before you shoot.

Use the conveyor belt to give

yourself a running start. You’ll

jump higher and longer.

Shinobi2



You can easily destroy the

green Greedo aliens in the Can-

tina, but leave the blue alien

alone. He's almost indestruc-

table. Head right and grab Han

Solo. His blaster is more pow-

erful than Luke's and is more

effective against Stormtroopers.

Up, Up, andAway

Roboco/hStyle

Shoot your opponents dead

Robocop 3, or they’ll come

back at you -from behind.

Tenninator2:

Judgment Day
Robocop vs.

The Terminator

Rasta La Vista, Baby

Don't feel you always have to

go head-to-head with the T-

1000. Sometimes it's safer to

duck into the nearest room

when he appears.

TA

The hospital is a confusing

maze of passageways. Keep

track of where you are, but

check each room carefully.

There are 1 -ups hidden

throughout the level.

Duck and Cover

Hidden 1-Up

There’s a 1-up hidden just

inside this fence at the end of

Stage 2. Move to the left side

of the fence, shoot the Termi-

nator from there, and he won’t

advance toward you. You can

safely snag the 1 -up.

Princess Leia is locked in the

lower right-hand portion of the

Death Star’s Detonation Level.

Check only the cell doors with

the lights on.

While floating up air shafts,

hold Up on the directional pad.

You’ll float even higher, and

you may even see other areas

of the stage.

When you see the dripping acid

at the beginning of the cave in

the Sand People stage, jump to

the rock it’s dripping on, then

fall just to the right into the gap

between the two sets of spikes.

When you reach the rock at the

bottom, keep left and you’ll see

an extra life.

To defeat the mighty metal boss at

the end of Stage 3, pick a comer

and stay in it. Shoot constantly,

and leap overthe metal bomb-disc

the boss hurtles at you. Continue

to shoot as you jump.

star Wars



Poker Face
Paul’s Poker

Puzzling Puzzlers:
Put the Pieces Together

Take some time to learn which

gears fit together to make a

working chain. If you don’t,

you'li never successfully make

it from one side of the screen

to the other.

Save Kwr Bombs

Dr. Robotnik’s

Mean Bean
MacMne

Back Up Ihe Points

Bombs are cruciai. Don't waste

them on blowing up gears

unless they're blocking you

from completing the stage.

You’re gonna need them in

later stages.

Beat the Ciock

Don’t bother messin' with the

Poffins who are wandering

around the screen. Beating the

clock is your biggest problem.

Glance at the “Next” window

to get a sneak preview of

what's coming.

Look to the top of the screen to

see where Refugee Beans from

your opponent wiil drop - an

icon indicates which row they'll in this game, drawing two
fall into. This gives you a few

"

seconds to strategize.

11
ft 9 Wi

EXIT >*o

cards to a Flush is the best bet.

Cashtttn

The faster you make the beans

fall into the Dungeon, the more

points you score.

Psyche Out

Create a series of three beans

of the same coior at the bottom

of the Dungeon. This increases

your chances of causing a

series of beans to match, scor-

ing you big points and sabo-

taging your opponent.

Sneak Preview

If you’re into cash, Video Poker

is the way to play. If you're into

a challenging game, draw 5

Card Stud.

Poker Face
Paul’s Blaciqack

Each of Robotnik's henchbots

in the Scenario Mode uses a

different strategy. Watch

what they do to pick up a few

play pointers. Since this isn’t real-life Black-

jack, any time your bankroll is

under $50, bet it all!

Stand pat as often as you can,

and make the dealer do all the

work.
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Evasive
Maneuvers

Take It Slow ami Easy

It’s a Case for Q

Don't pass up Q Cases - they

offer more than just points.

They also enable you to gain

1-ups and continues in the

bonus rounds.

It’S a Soap

In the Jungle, beware of the

twigs in the trees. Although they

help you get your footing, they

break off after a second or two.

You can creep up on a target

without getting blown to pieces

by the artillery surrounding

it. Go slow when you're near

your mark.

In the Jungle, climb all the way

to the tops of the trees using

the tree on the right-hand side

of the screen. Then, proceed

through the level across the

Secret mfo
Going Down

After you blow up the second

Command center, don't kill the

little guy that's running around

the debris. Instead, pick him up,

and he’ll give you the where-

abouts of the Secret Agent.

HitUen PoweHIps

To easily slide down ladders,

push Down, then push Up

when you’re near the bottom.

Don’t fall too fast. Long falls

will drain your health bar.

Wire Jaws Shut

Not all the Fuel and Ammo
supplies are listed on the map.

Try blowing up certain installa-

tions to find hidden power-ups.

When you start out on the ship,

keep watching below you for

flying fish. They leap up in tight

arcs and are hard to jump over.

RreUp

I u la^B uui jdws, stay in the

corner of the screen until you’ve

fired on him at least three times.

Then, jump down a level and

wait for Jaws to jump back to

the other side of the screen.

When he does, jump back up a

level and shoot him again.

(KMEPRO •

It's better to crouch and shoot

at oncoming enemies. Some of

the armed enemies are faster

on the trigger than you.



It’s cards without all the mess.

Play four kinds of Solitaire;

Klondike, Monte Carlo.

Elevens, and Calculation. You

can use up to four decks at

once, and even play timed ver-

sions of the games.

Iiwredibte Hulk

Disney’s Aladdin

Poker Face Paul’s

Solitaire
Road Rash

GP Rider

NBA Acbon Staniag

David Robinson

SNSAH PREVISWS
AHADVANCE LOOKAT

THENEWESTGAME OEARCAHTS1
Get ready to rip down the roads

one more time in the first hand-

held version of the classic

motorcycle racing cart. Road

Rash boasts all the cool stuff

that made the Genesis version

so popular: eight different bikes,

five California tracks (like the

Redwood Forest), and the abili-

ty to tangle with your oppo-

nents at top speeds. A

password system enables you

to race again and again, even

when you wipe out.

Sonic's first pinball extravaganza

is coming to a Game Gear near

you in a pocket-size version. In

this change-of-pace adventure,

the crafty 'hog ricochets around

Dr. Robotnik’s sinister isiand. As

usuai. Sonic has to stop Dr. R.

from taking over the world. The

game play is entirely different in

this version, though. Sonic

becomes a pinball, and you use

flippers to send him careening

around the screen.

Mild-mannered David Banner

is transformed by rage into the

Incredible Hulk. Join the Huik

in a side-scrolling action romp
based on the Marvel super-

hero’s comic book adventures.

Take to the court for five-on-

five hoops action with ali 27

NBA teams, complete NBA ros-

ters, and 1993-94 stats. See

just how good you are when

you take on David Robinson

and other NBA stars. You can

track your team and individual

statistics. Play against the CPU
or battle a buddy via your Gear-

to-Gear cable.

Sonic Spinball

If you can stuff a Genie into a

lamp, you can sure as heck

stuff Disney’s Aladdin into a

Game Gear. In this all-new

adventure for the street rat, you

play Aladdin and dodge through

the streets of Agrabah, explore

the Cave of Wonders, and, of

course, take a magic carpet

ride. Battle the Palace Guards,

solve puzzle mazes, and rescue

Princess Jasmine -all with

Jafar in hot pursuit.

Climb on your bad motor scoot-

er and get ready to ride. You can

compete in four modes (Arcade,

Tournament, Grand Prix, and

World Tour). The Grand Prix cir-

cuit has 15 courses from around

the world. Once you’ve picked

your racin’ style, you choose

from three types of bikes, and

get ready for hair pin curves and

speeds up to 200mph.Two
players can tear up the tracks

with a Gear-to-Gear cable.



Deluxe Carry-All Gear-to-Gear

Powerback

Holster Case

Carry your Game Gear,

AC Adaptor, your

or any ot your other Game
Gear stuff in this handy carry-

ing case. In addition to

Game Gear, the paddec

has room for a battery pack

and four to six cartridges.

$14.99, Available February

Forget the batteries. This re-

chargeable battery pack for the

Game Gear recharges in just

two hours. Slap this baby onto

the back of your Game Gear for

reliable power the easy way.

You can even use the eight-

hour Normal Charge option to

recharge while you play.

$49.99, Available February

Eye strain getting you down?
Snap the Super Wide Gear

onto your Game Gear, and a

special lens magnifies the on-

screen action.

$19.99, Available Now

You think the Game Gear’s all

you need? Look at all this other

stuff Sega makes to slap, in, on,

or around your Game Gear,

Now that you’ve got all this cool

stuff, you gotta keep it clean.

Cleaning Gear gives you every-

thing you need to keep your

Game Gear bright and shiny.

$9.99, Available Now

ACAdaptor

Batteries are expensive, so the

AC Adaptor’s the only way to

go when you're near an outlet.

$12.99, Available Now

You’re on a long car trip, you’re

just about to beat the game,

and your batteries die. Next

time, use the Car Adaptor. It

plugs into the cigarette lighter

in your car, and the cord reach-

es even to the back seat.

$19.99, Available Now

The ultimate carrying case, this

snazzy tote holds 1 2 game car-

tridges and your Game Gear,

plus it has interior molded pock-

ets for the AC Adaptor, the

Super Wide Gear, the Car Adap-

tor. and a rechargeable battery

pack. It’s also got a large front

and back pocket where you can

stash Important stuff like your

GamePm Magazines!

$24.99, Available February

Cleatring Gear

If you want to go head-to-head

against a buddy, you gotta get

a Gear-to-Gear cable to link up

the two Game Gears. (Remem-
berthatyou also need two

copies of the game you want

to play).

$14.99, Available Now

Super Wide Gear
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STAN $ DOSZ/TS

five urban settings in searXof

Ber^amin, a slimy TV exec. As

they walk and jump from the

local music store to a nightclub

and on to Benjamin's babe lair,

the pair kick and shoot past a

weak army of enemies, Ther^
virtually no challenge - the

enemies are dodgeable, hit-

table, and beatable as they

approach you one iljt a time^

This is remedtafgAB|tlaffar
~

bored beginners. .

ByDataCatvey

laughed at

their TV show. You

stole jokes from their movies.

But you’ll hurl at their eight-bit

game. Wayne’s World may be

fun to visit, but you wouldn’t

want to play there.

PartyOff
This game does have sorrt^

goofy charm. The boys crack

"

jqkes between levels, the mah-

u3 is full of clever Waynisms,

and enemies include a Stack of

Barry Manilow Records and Fly-

ing T.V. Test Patterns.

Unfortunately, you didn’t

come to this game to laugh,

you came to play, and this is

where the game spews. You

alternate between the two

teenage heroes, Wayne and

Garth, as they fight through

B
They’re Not Worthy
Great graphics - NOT If you

wondered why the NB is

•becoming extinct, take a look

» at these flat badtgrounds and

r
undetailed sprites. In some of

the levels.^^e Gasworks of

Level 2, for instance - you’d

have no idea where you were

if the manual didn't tell you.

The Gasworks is a nightclub?S OK.

As bad as the graphics are,

the sounds are even worse.

IHI For two guys who love cool

music, Wayne and Garth do

their fighting to a pretty

cheesy soundtrack. The boing

and ping sound effects are

reminiscent ofmid-’80s

games, and the only vocal is

Wayne’s cry of "No wa\^" when

you lose. Great sounds? "No

way" is right.

PROW: Walk to

edgeoliheGaswori^

before you Jump, or ..

Wayne wwi’tmake It

:)r stand

.'e/ ? eremies

Watme and CarOr have a certain

goofy charm on the N£S, but

weak graphics and remedial

game play banish Oiem to their

basement

Back to We Basement
Wayne’s World is a cart you

wish you could like, if only

because there’s the potential

for good-natured fun with

these average-joe heroes. And
with so few NB carts coming

out, every game needs to be a

hit to keep the system alive.

Sadly, Wayne’s World is not

nearly as cool as Wayne

thinks it is. Q

VOW: Don’t let the Level 1^ back Wayne kito the cor-

. .^.Jinpon the pla^mms
i

.
> .'\^lhatpck of Barry

PROW: Garth doesn’t n
gotoOterlghtonLevelj

the energy-draining

andbounce up
the exit

"

j7 f-1/ oori eo«4ieo
\rm CW a/i4 evatoeo 1

\'
-

1

H
iua«|
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Their wake-up call: Send in your metal
a surgical missile strike marauders to deal the

final blow

Your AA missiles make It Turn the enemy HQ into

a bad day to fly ground zero

Defend a tiny island province with nothing niore than warheads

and anti-aircraft missiles and a few earth-crunching, six-story

nudear robots.

^^^^^’bringsanew,ev.ofc<x.-
bat sweat to the Super Nintendo Entertainment system. Join tiie

excitement - if you got the gute!

12 megs of blistering graphics

Password support

^ Hours of heart-pounding action!

^ Devastating weaponry!
Get advice before .

each battle ^ 20 death-defying missions!

Meet the enemy
face to face





Different Kind of Adventure!

QSound and 360** excitement
means there is danger around you
no matter which way you turn!

ONLY JURASSIC PARK
onSECACD lets you
TAKE OVER WHERE THE
MOVIE LEAVES OFF!

THE THOUCHT-PROVOKINS ADVENTURE

AND lOURNEY INTO THE UNKNOWN
CONTINUE AS YOU MAKE YOUR WAY
THROUGH FULL-MOTION VIDEO USING

The high-tech computer room
is the nerve-center for your
journey-and your iifeline!

CINEPAK FOR SEGA. IT'S A SEEK- AND-

SEARGHMISSIONTOUNLOGKTHE

MYSTERIES OF THE PREHISTORIG GIANTS -

AND SALVAGE THEIR PRICELESS

DINOSAUR EGGS! UP TO NOW, YOU'VE

BEEN ABLE TO EXPERIENCE JURASSIC PARK

FROMASAFEDISTANGE...

WITH SECACD
YOU LL BE THERE-

AND YOU WON T BE ALONE!

Paleontologist Dr. Robert T. Bakker
knows his dinosaurs, and if

you pay attention, you wifi too.

What could be more valuable

than real dinosaur eggs...

[except your life)?

Your night-vision goggles
let you see all...including

the raging raptor!

This could beihe
last thing you see..

WELCOME TO THENEXT LEVEL

Pm



3D0

Every new video

game system needs

a good outer-space shooter.

Now 3DO has one. Total

Eclipse paints a pretty picture

over familiar but fearsome

space ways.

A-Hunting They Will Go
The dreaded Drak-sai are a

ruthless extraterrestrial race of

hunters. They go after only

the most formidable prey.

Unfortunately, Earthlings;iual-

ify. What's more. theDraks

have moved their star-killing

Sun Dagger cannon into the

solar system.

The Pulse Bomb! •

Lord Zgdgk, Drak-sai Sufieme

Predator

Earth’s only hope, of course,

is you! You pilot a formidable

spacecraft called the FireWing

via a typical behind-the-ship,

forward-scrolling perspective.

The lengthy war against the

Drak-sai covers five planets,

each consisting of four killer

rounds and a morale-busting

close encounter with a boss.

Veteran star fighters will feel

right at home, and newcomers

are in for an exciting learning

experien^.

Inside-Out Fighting
If you're familiar with StarFox

for the SNES»then you'll recog-

nize Total Eclipse. The game

looks and plays like last year's

top 1 6-bit flyer, but with cool

pix pasted on the polygons. In

addition, two types of flying

are involved here. Ii^tially you

zoom over and through vari-

ous surface terrains, seeking •

out Drak-safgun emplace-

ments and interceptors. Sur-

vive topside and you drop

inside the planet for a wild

tij^nel tumble.

• M-
1

PBOTIP: You can avoid most Dr^-
sai surface fire if you hug the

ground and fly through canyons.

PROTIP: Watch out for red

blasts. One hit and you’re toast.

'

The t^ntrols are crisp and

capable, but it takes time to

develop a feeler the flying.

Ybu can pull killer 360-degree

for example, but

^ntil you'r® FireWing ace

^you’ll find wurself plastered

control when you roll left or \g^nsill^side of a mountain

right. Use this move only for moMflfen than not. It’s espe-
emergency maneuvers. cially hard at first to judge

During surface battles you how high or low you can fly,

dn take vario’us paths past because the rapid forwa^fi-

•different Drak-sai fortifica- scrolling graphics bombard

tions. However, you can't fly your eyes with visuals to*near-

just "anywhere,” because your lethal distraaion. This causes

altitude and lateral movement mucho body-scraping along

are limited. Sometimes the the ground or inside the plan-

overall feeling is that yoy’re et tunnels. And, unfortunately,

flying inside an invisibletox - every collision saos the vital

it’s a big box, but a box just Shield strength on which your

the same.
^

*
syr\Xival depends.

^R'OTIP: It’s hard to maintain
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PROTIP: Insitle Oie tunnels,

Ore year guns to fudge heights.

Watch where the blasts hurst.

A Visual Assault
The 3D0 graphics are a knock-

out. The planet-side ter;ain fea-

tures eye-catching texture-

mapped graphics that scroll

beautifully as you fly through

canyons, dip into valleys, and

zip between mountains. The

claustrophobic interior tun-

nels take on a psychedelic

appearance as weird wall

designs, massive metal obsta-

cles, and assorted machines

shoot past you.

f
,
^

,

k
PROTIP: Alwai^ grab Shield

^
power-ups.

PROTIP; You can "swing” shots

wide, left and right, by quickly

pressing Left or Right and ipime-

diately hitting the Fire butmn.

Destroying Drak-sai
Stay focused, because the Drak-

sai have zeroed in on you! Your

main opponents are detei'

mined horseshoe-shaped

spacefighters, but they’re sup-

ported by murderous ground

fire from various anti-FireWing

installations. By the time you

reach the viciou* round bosses,

you're pretty well softened up.

PROTIP; You need as many Pulse

Bombs and other special

weapons as you can cany to

beat the end bosses.

‘ —

Think you’re good? Okay, fly a

round upside down!

Your offense consists of a

bla*ster, which you can juice to

three levels with three types

of power-ups. Nothing special

here, but all the blasts are

effective and cool-looking.

Your aces-in-the-hole are Pulse

Bombs, which^lear Drak-sai

off the screen with an av^e-

some-looking, rolling bomb

burst that spreads straight out

in front of your ship.

March 1S94
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PROTIP: Blast everything In

sight! Any Drak-sai equipment

you destroy increases your

Shield strength.

PROTIP: It’s much better to

concentrate on powering up •

one-weapon thaiiit Is to fly

indiscriminately through

weapon icons.

The sounds won't prime

your adrenaline pumps, but

they swing when they need

to. The music pumps above-

average rock background

sounds - they're worth medi-

um volume settings, anyway.

The sound effects are mini-

mal, but effective.

duri^ ea/1y rounds, when there

are ^enty of Pulse icons to find.

‘ r

PROTIP: Watch it when you bank

left orright - mountainsides can

come out of nqyvhere.

PROTIP: Pulse Bomb blasts do

not stop enemy shots.

Total Commitment
This is a worthy first-time 3D0

sci-fi battle. Space aces will get

their planet-rocking, missile-

locking fix, and new 3DO

owners can feel satisfied with

their investment. Total Eclipse

is totally cool!
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Slow game play, bad acting,

and a too-bouacy rendition of

the NIgM Trap theme suck the

blood out of tills kiw-acOon CO.

Multipit vltwt

Multl-tcnlllnp

The Honor, the

Horror!
The acting is so bad it’s funny,

but your own twisted sense of

humor is really all that juices

this game’s appeal. The vam-

pire villains are blood-sucking

yuppies. The five designated

victims are nubile, young,

unmarried, all-American

"babes." Lumbering, masked

secondary vampires called

Augers do the real dirty work.

An "auger," as defined by Web-

ster’s dictionary, is “a tool for

boring holes in wood,” which

one could argue is essentially

what happens when the

Augers catch one of the air-

head victims.

jogr By Toxic Tommy

Night Trap is

banned in England,

banned in the U.S. Senate, and

most importantly, banned in

Toys "R" Us. Its use of real

actors in a handful of C-grade

horror movie death scenes

makes this 3DO CD inappro-

priate for impressionable pre-

teens. But if you're old enough

to shell out 3DO bucks, view

any current horror movie, or

read a Stephen King novel,

you’ll wonder what all the

commotion concerning this

below-average CD game is

really about.

The Last of Hs Kind
Night Trap was the first Sega

CD game, and this 3DO ver-

sion is exactly the same game

with minor cosmetic changes

to the interface. The use of

live actors in video, the TV-like

props and dialogue, and the

CD-quality sound were innova-

tive at one time, but Trap's

graphics and sounds now play

like standard stuff.

Dana Plato sighting!

PROTJP: EveryAuger counts, so

pause often and get your bar-
ings. You want to know exacOy

when to be in what room.

PROnP: Each time you hear a

“dick" it means Augers have

entered the house and you

missed ’em! Jotdown the time

when tire didt sounds to help

you nail the Auger next time.

PROTIP: Viere ann’t many code

changes, but you’ll nevermake
it ifyou miss ’em. Follow the

Martins and listen.

The trick is to simply Jot

down the time on the game

clock whenever you discover

bloodsuckers. Eventually, you

create a time log. Then it's a

simple matter of watching the

Nubile, unmarried females!

PROTIP: Better save Lisa in the

first disc.

PROTIP: Don’t stick around to

watch the trapped Augers. Move
quickly to the next trap.

PROTIP: The Augers in titis 3D0
version appear at tiie same
times and places as tAose in the

Sega CD \tersion. I

cipck, moyingtgaroom,

v^aiting for,a Trap Sensor to i

-light up, and pressing one

button. The game asks very

little of the controls, and they

respond well.

3D0 Game ProFile

Night Ik^p
By Digital Pictures

Makes You Want Id

Scream
Night Trap is a low-energy,

real-time action game that

puts the "couch" in couch

potato. A house full of sus-

pected vampires is rigged

with eight cameras and trap-

doors. Your task is to switch

among the cameras and acti-

vate the traps to protect five

unsuspecting visitors. Allow

one fatality, and you’re booted

out of the game.

6AMEPR0 •

Good Night
Thanks to all the media hype.

Night Trap has earned a place

in video-game history as the

first banned CD game. Howev-

er, if you really want to see

the scary undead, rent Dracu-

lathe movie. If you want

graphic video game blood and

guts...well, there’s always Mor-

tal Kombat. QThe Martins, yuppie vampires



Check it out, man! Bart’s takin' it on the road with his

hot new portabie hits! He's “on iead,” live, dangerous

and touring the worid in three chart-topping Simpson"
smashes! So grab your GEAR and get ready to jam

with the BOYs! Nohody piays iike the iegendary Bart

Simpson". uncut, uncanny and TOTALLY UNPLUGGED!

TheSlinpeottaTMieigsSTwentielh Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights received. Sage and Gome Gear are Iradentarks otSw Enterprises, Ltd. Nintendo*, Sam
trsdemsitis of Nintendo ot America Inc. Flying Edge A Acdaim are divislonaot Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. TM,iSaei9BaAixl^ Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved.
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CDLDIERG
or FDHTUnE

You're a mercenatY mowing down every

diamond-spitting toad and back-flipping

lizard freak in your path.

The gold you earn pumps up your character':

speed, skill and weapon power. -

Around every corner lurks another sleazeball

with a bad attitude. at'

You'll need a partner to watch your butt. Re-

cruit a friend or let the computer back you up.

Set up crossfires and ambushes, because

teamwork is the only way to survive.

Do you have what it takes to face the Chaos
Engine without being reduced to a charred

pile of gristle? ^ ...
'

Available on SEGA’

t Spectrum
-• V ^jHoloByte y

For Visa/MasterCard orders call anytime: 800-69S-GAME.



Jaguar
ByScary Larry

Overhead arcade

shooters were the

rage in the mid-to-late 80s'.

Xevious, Raiden, Twin Cobra,

and others challenged gamers

with their unique perspective

and challenging game play.

Now, though, it's the 90s',

players are more discriminat-

ing. With 64 bits of power

under Its belt. Atari should

have revamped - not just

rehashed - this classic game.

PROTIP; Stay rieaO center for

this boss, and the gunfire rain-

ing down mn't touch you.

Just Shootia’ the Ship
It seems that of Mother Earth is

under attack from militant alien

invaders again. And, as usual,

it’s up to you and your Raiden

Super-Sonic Attack Fighter to

go on the offensive and flush

out these intergalactic idiots.

Jaguar Came ProFile

Raiden

PR071P: Beware of the crawling

blue arachnhianks. You can

shoot fitent only when they’re on

Ihe top of the metal IrameworiL

Seenlt,Donelt
The graphics in Raiden are

basic and one-dimensional.

Nothing moves in or out of the

background, and the detail on

the alien crafts is minimal. The

bosses are just larger versions

of the military equipment, and

the backgrounds are plain and

uninspired. Although there’s no

slowdown, the game feels slug-

gish at times (maybe because

nothing is happening),

PROTIP: When you release Bombs,

use the resulting exffioskM as a
shMfl andmove your ship Into

any approaching enemys.

PR07JP: You cannot release

more than one Bomb at a time,

so If you're trying to oUlterate a

boss with Bombs, wait untilfust

before the explosion settles

down to release the next Bondi.

Your enemy won't have a
chance to breatiie.

The sound isn't bad, but

it isn't spectacular either. The

explosions and Laser shots are

defined, but not aggressive.

There's no speaker rockin’

here, unless you’ve tipped

over your TV.

The controls are responsive,

but you must continually tap

the Fire button to get off a shot

(there's no rapid fire on the

jaguar controls). Sometimes

weaving the ship from one side

of the screen to the other seems

to take longer than you want,

but that may be because you

wish you were somewhere else.

As for challenge, you've

got this game whipped if you

ever beat any of the progres-

sive SNES shooters like Axelay

or Super E.D.F. With the eight

continues, the game seems

easy. And, since your bombs

are re-stocked every time you

lose a ship, blasting through

the bosses is a no-brainer.

ra077Pr Don’t worry about sav-

ing your Bombs. Yoursupplyls

replenished when you’re killed.

the Bomb whenever you’re

In a tight pinch.

Look to the Skies
The time has come to demand

more for our megabits. A
snoozer like Raiden just seems

out of place on a powerful sys-

tem like the Jaguar. Let’s hope

Atari gets into the cartridge

rental arena soon.

(By Atari)

Although Raiden does have

some nice graphics and there's

no sign ofslowdown, It’s nota

S4-bd showcase. Thegameplay

Isn’t ^Hctaadar, and IPs all too

tan^w. You may find yourself

lost In fids wdd blue yawner.
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GOING, GOING, GONE.
You want big league power? Then take your cuts with the likes ol Bonds, Puckett, McGritt, Galarraga, Grace, Gonzalez, Baerga
and Dykstra. lust some of the 650 MLBPA superstars you’ll muscle up with in HardBall III™ for the Super NES™. You'll get 28
hig league teams playing a 162 game hig league season in 28 authentically rendered ballparks. And to truly

separate the slap hitters from the sluggers there's even a Home Run Derby. HardBall III for the Super NES. Take
one out of the yard. To order; visityour favorite video retaiier or cali 1-800-245-7744.

GET IN THE game:



Experience Flashback, the world’s first cartridge^

game with CD-ROM-quality action and graphics. With^
its fluid 24-frame-pensecond movements, incredible

graphics, and awesome animated sequences, it's

like watching the wildest sci-fi flick in history - and
you’re the star!

As superogent Conrad Hart, you must battle

your way through six worlds, seven levels and scores

of futuristic foes to save Earth from alien infestation.

With its unbelievable sound and visuals, you’ll swear

Flashback is real At this rate, who needs Ct>ROM?

NEHHRSHmil:V0U

found pnneiiioiq.lloiii if

iiiuianlo...

PffllllDISE CLUB: Funnii, for 0

oigUliiNoolisalotlllieo

prison. And iulieie'siioui

gun iiiheop need ii?

PLANET littDoiUlii

traps. Doigun mutoois.

And hoop gooroiiesopoo:

it'saioogieoutlAere.

Availabte for Super Nintendo Entertainment System* and Sega^’Oenesis"’.

rioihsodi - Tiw OuMI fe< i

nd lit* OHicial wait on ro(
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NHL Stanley Cup's Mode 7 Looks Nice on Ice

Go 360! 7 - it's as smooth as ice.

Tmm3^
By Weekend Warrior

Nintendo’s latest hockey cart is

an eye-catching showcase of the

Super Nintendo’s Mode 7 graphic

capabilities. Unlike most hockey

games, which present the action

from an overhead or side-scrolling

point of view, NHL Stanley Cup

shoots you a player' s-eye view of

a rink that rotates 360 degrees to

match the movement of the puck.

Much like Nintendo’s other Mode

7 sports hit, NCAA Basketball,

this game is constantly in motion,

and it's as close as you can get to

the real experience without losing

any teeth.

NHL Authentic

NHL Stanley Cup has great game

play features. Play solo or against

a friend in a single-round exhibi-

don, or tty an entire 84-game sea-

son with any NHL team, including

the new Mighty Ducks. The bat-

tery back-up keeps track of your

performance throughout a season,

supplying passwords so you can

pick up where you left off. Unlike

the real NHL, you have the option

of skipping a game on the sched-

ule or deleting losing performances

from your record.

This cart is extremely faith-

ful to real hockey, and all NHL
rules are strictly enforced. How-

ever, a bevy of oprions enables

PROTIP: Slap shots take extra lime

to pull off and are hard to execute

right in front of the goal. Try a quick

wrist shot iastead.

PROTIP: There are no icing calls if

PROTIP: Hip checks are at their

most elTective when you're playing

against the boards.

PROTIP: Use your aj^ressive moves

only on players «ith the puck, or the

zebras will call you for roughing.

Mode 7 Heaven

Clearly, the highlight of NHL
Stanley Cup is its excellent use of

Nintendo's Mode 7 technology.

All of the on-screen elements scroll

smoothly as you whip completely

around the virtual environment.

Up close, the players are large,

detailed, and well-animated, and

all on-screen elements scroll

cleanly without any flicker or slow

down. The graphics aren’t perfect.

you to customize the game to

your play level - as examples,

you can'deactivate penalties,

make manual or automatic roster

changes, and change the length of

PROTIP: Always have your goalie

cover the net as he shoots the puck

back into play. This prevents an oppo-

nent from intercepting the shot and

slapping it quickly into an open net.

The control is sharp and

responsive, a necessary require-

ment for fast-moving games like

this. You control all of your

player’s actions, from choosing

between wrist and slap shots, pok-

ing in to steal the puck, or render-

ing a bone-crushing body check.

On-screen actions are very respon-

sive to your button presses, and it’

s

easy to switch from one player to

another to stay with the puck.

PROTIP: Don't waste time chasing

down opponenls. Anticipate when'

the opponent is going or which team

member he might pas.s the puck to.

and switch to the defender closest to

that point

PROTIP: Goalies will often fall for

fakes, thus providing an opening for

your shot at the goal.
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however - the speed of the action

takes some getting used to, and

the ice-level camera angle often

makes it difficult to discern play-

ers when there’s a sudden pileup

in front of the goal.

In addition to the great

graphics, sharp, distinct digitized

sound effects round out the

believable hockey experience.

Among the sounds you hear are

skates on ice, slap shots, and awe-

some body checks.

Hit the Ice!

NHL Stanley Cup faces stiffcom-

petition from EA Sports’ NHL
Hockey ’94, While NHL Hockey

’94 may appeal more to true

hockey die-hards with its exten-

sive features, stats, and actual

NHL player’s names and faces,

NHL Stanley Cup is a fast-paced,

action-oriented cart with awesome

visual pizazz that’ll appeal to all

types of gamers. NHL Stanley

Cup scores high on fun!

Racing on the Edge
with Winter Extreme

By Toxic Tommy

Winter Extreme by

Electro Brain takes video

skiing/snowboarding to...well,

extremes. Electro Brain is based

in Utah, and if there’s one thing

they know in Utah it’s snow.

Moreover, the cart was designed

by Loriciel in France, a locale

famous for spectacular skiing and

superstar skiers. If this cart doesn’t

prime your adrenaline pump, few

games will.

Welcome to Vertical Reality

There’s no cutesy, weekend skiing

here; it’s the ferocity of the veloc-

ity that will make you want to strap

on this game. This hard-chargin’

cart has the same appeal as a

behind-the-car view auto racing

game. Speed is your creed, and

it’s murder to stay on the course.

In fact, kids and those with low

tolerance for wipeouts ought to

stick to the bunny slopes and stay

away from this cart.

You can choose to use skis

or ride a snowboard, a cosmetic

decision since they play exactly

the same. If you’re some sort of

snowboard stud, forget about it

This cart doesn’t showcase that

sport’s unique airborne moves,

although you can do the occa-

sional quick flip.

You get three types of chal-

lenge in Winter Extreme: a Slalom,

a Giant Slalom, and the Downhill.

The slaloms require you to twist

and turn as fast as you can, racing

against the clock through a series

of gates. The Downhill is a banzai,

breakneck drop down the slopes.

You have a limited amount of

time to hit checlqx)ints, or your

run’s over.

PROTIP: When you’re trying to

qualiTy, one spill can sabotage your

attempt

PROTIP: No way you can stay on

the course if you just hold down B,

the speed button. Learn when to

coast or you’re toast!

PROTIP: Alway-s press B, the speed

button, when you wipe out to quickly

get back on the course.

PROTIP: If you catch air after

jumping a mogul, you can still turn.

PROTIP: Unless you’re a gonzo rip-

per, study the course map before you

hit the slopes.

PROTIP: Avoid dirt patches,

because they'll slow you down and

kill your time.

At least the crisp controls

provide you with a fighting chance

to complete any course. You can

make shatp mega turns, speed up.

or slow down. For fun you can

also bust a few jumps, but they’re

Just for show. Expect to wipe out

early and often!

Extreme Conditions

Outrageously fast-and-furious for-

ward-scrolling action pushes WE’s

grtq)hics to the limit This is what

a racing game should look like.

The dizzying dips and sudden

turns make you bob and weave

like you’re really there.

The awesome animation

gives the game visual polish, but

it’s tempered by just average-

looking sprites and repetitive

backgrounds. A few spectacular

wipe-out scenes would have bro-

ken up the monotony.

Skis or snowboard, it’s all the same

in Winter Extreme.

The sounds are just snow-so.

The tinny music freezes your ears,

although the shushing sounds

good. You’d best tune in your

favorite hard-rockin’ CD.

Ice Scream, You’ll Scream

If you feel the need for speed,

whether you’re housebound or

snowbound, Winter Extreme is

fast-paced video fun. Just fire up a

fan to blow air into your face and

get some buddies to bomb you with

snow cones, and you’re there!
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KJ Soccer Madness
Gel your kicks wilh this

roundup ofrecent soccer carts.

Super Soccer
from Super Goal 2

Super Gooie

By Athletic Supporter

Jaleco's Super Goal 2 for the SNES

looks and plays like a World Cup

contender. This game has it all -

tons of options, colorful graphics,

and good control. It’s a winner

across the board.

Super Soccer

Super Goal 2 is strong in the

options department. The game

has two playing modes, Exhibi-

tion and Toumatnent. You gel to

pick from 20 of the world's top

Goal 2 also has four fields, each

wilh a different surface that has its

own effect on the ball.

1

r
r i

PROTIP; On ofTense. the computer

loves to center the ball from the wing.

Keep an extra defensive player

around your goal to deflwt any balls

in the air.

soccer countries, including the

up-and-coming U.S. squad and the

powerful Gennan team that won

the last World Cup. Each team

has its own set of strengths, with

ratings in Speed. Defen.se, Offense,

and Aggressiveness based on the

actual teams (Brazil is the fastest

team. Germany has (he best

defense and offense, and Aigeniina

is among the most aggressive: the

U.S., as expected, is near the bot-

tom in most categories). Super

PROTIP: Different players have dif-

ferent abilities. Don't let your full-

back take a lot ofshots, because he's

not going to score much. Your strik-

ers can control the ball in mid-flight,

so let them take most of the shots.

PROTIP: Know your team's

strengths. Ifyou’ve got a good defen-

sive team, use a formation that has a

strxHig defensive setting.

To take full advantage of

these game play variables, you

have responsive controls. This

cart has the most effective headers

and bicycle kicks of any of the

SNES games reviewed in this

issue. The only complaint about

the controls is the confusion that

results when you switch delend-

ers. Sometimes you don’t get the

player you want to control, but

this is only a minor flaw.

Super Graphics

The graphics for Super Goal 2

are, in a word, super! The colors

show up well on the screen, and

the players are detailed. Their

movements, especially when exe-

cuting aerial jumps or headers, are

definitely cool to watch.

In contrast, the sound is

merely OK, Like most soccer carts,

this one features one of those

mind-numbing soundtracks that

become annoying after awhile.

Overall. Super Goal 2 is the

leading scorer of all the SNES

soccer games in this Soccer Mad-

ness roundup. It's not the greatest

of all time, but for now this one

shoots and scores!

Play
Pele's

By Athletic Supporter

With the World Cup coming to

the U.S. next summer, it seems

fitting that a soccer cart named

after one of the only players

recognizable in America would

finally appear. While the game

doesn’t quite live up to the repu-

tation of its namesake, tons of

options and good special effects

make this a pretty cool cart.

Pele Play

Pele scores with a lot of options.

There are four ways to play Pele.

You can have Exhibition matches

between 40 teams. Or. you can

play in a 16-team Tournament or

a 40-game Season. The best play-

ing mode of all is Practice, some-

thing all soccer carts should (but

don’t) have. The Practice mode

gives you a chance to perfect your

on-field moves without having to

lose a match.

PRO'I IP: I he zebras make too many

calls, so turn off the Foul option and

let the play get physical.

You'll need practice, because

the controls aren’t strong enough.

The players respond sluggishly,

which is not what you expect

from a 16-meg Genesis game.

Genesis
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The Sounds and Sights

of Soccer

The graphics for Pele are above

average, but they’re nothing to

write home about. The players are

large enough to identify easily,

and at least you can always tell

which player has the ball, which

you can't always tell in other carts.

The crowd noise is pretty

cool, too. When a team scores a

goal, the throng goes crazy and

sounds a lot like those boisterous

stadiums you hear in Europe and

South America.

The graphics and sounds

help compensate for what is at

times frustrating, penalty-filled

game play. Combine the technical

effects with all the team options,

and there’s enough here to keep

any aspiring soccer player enter-

tained for hours.

PROTIP: Dribble the ball to one side

of the penalty box and then press

either Button A or Button C to center

the ball in (he middle of the lield. This

sets up a perfect header for a Koal.

PROTIP: Sinec you can ehant^e for-

mations at anylime. pick the best for-

matioiLs that suit the situation. Pele

himself will gi\e helpful hints on

"hat formation to elioose.

The game play has two other

minor problems: the fouls and the

clock. The zebras call the games

closely, which severely cuts into

the excitement. Also, you can’t

see the clock, so you don’t know

exactly how much time is left.

Fast Fun
from
World
Soccer '94

Rood to Glofij

By Athletic Supporter

To say that Atius’ World Soccer

’94: Road to Glory for the SNES

plays at a high rate of speed is like

saying Pele was just an average

soccer player. This game looks

and plays like a VCR tape run-

ning on fast-forward, and it takes

some getting used to. However,

despite its intimidating high-speed

challenge, in the final analysis this

game scores big-time.

Shooting and Scoring

World Soccer has a stadium full

of options. There are almost as

many ways to play this game as

there are teams. (And that’s 64

teams!) Virtually every aspect of

the game is adjustable, from the

type of match you want to the

weather conditions and your play-

er’s hair color. The best feature

is the Indoor option, which is a

great version of the Major Indoor

Soccer League.

PROTIP; If you’re playing the Indoor

option, use the waits to set up your

shots and pass the ball to teammates.

What will startle you, though,

is the game’s speed. Even at its

slowest setting, World Soccer’s

players run at a dizzying pace and

the ball zings all over the screen.

Fortunately, the controls are pretty

responsive. You can even control

the flight of the ball after you kick

it. Once you master the controls,

you might find it hard to go back

to playing a slower cart.

PROTIP: Move your striker iaside

the penalty box to lure the keeper out

of the goal. Once he's out. kick the

ball pa.st him for an easy goal.

PRO I IP; Since the game moves

quickly, get ready for a lot of

rebounded shots. The computer's

keeper doesn’t always catch the ball

cleanly, so if you hang around the

goal you can pick up an easy .score.

Shooting and Boring

Unfortunately, World Soccer’s

graphics don’t keep up with the

game’s other features. The small

players and the bland fields sug-

gest first-generation NES graph-

ics, rather than the detailed

graphics you'd expect to find in a

16-meg cart.

The sound isn’t much better.

Disappointingly, the roar of the

crowd is reduced to something

from an old horror flick.

World Soccer has its flaws,

but overall it’s as fun as any soccer

cart around. If you can overlook

the graphics and learn to handle

the speed, you’ll want to get on

this Road to Glory. Q
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Acclaim's Champions
of Frustration

Champions Norld

Class Soccer
SUES

By Athletic Supporter

Champions World Cla^ Soccer

for the SNES looks good, has

excellent sound, and offers above-

average control, so you’d think

this cart would be a World Cup

finalist. Unfortunately, frustrating

game play sinks the FunFactor to

the bottom of the league standings.

Out of Bounds

World Class Soccer is frustrating

because it’s so difficult to keep

control of the ball. All of its good

features and options are nullified

by the difficult game play. Even

Pele would have a hard time scor-

ing in this game.

PROTIP: Press X for an extra burst

of speed to catch up to an opponent

and take (he ball away.

The problem stems Irom

the physical style of game play.

Because the game allows so much

extra contact without a penalty,

it’s almost impossible to dribble

or pass the ball downfield on

offense. No matter what player or

team you’ve got, the opposition

can easily steal the ball by bump-

ing into your player.

PROTIP: When going for a steal,

don't tackle your opponent. JasI

bump into him, and you'll come

away with the ball.

PROTIP: Ifyour opponent is near

your goal and you steal the ball, press

Y to clear the ball from his attack

i:one and end tiLs scoring threat.

Apart Ifom this fundamental

problem, the controls are merely

decent. On defense you can’t switch

players quickly enough, while on

offense it's almost impossible to

shoot on the run. The only saving

grace is that your players respond

well once they have the ball, as

long as no defenders are near.

Get Your Kicks

The graphics get high marks. The

players are nicely detailed and

their movements, especially when

performing special moves, are

excellent. The players are easy to

see. so you can always tell which

player you control.

The sound is also top-notch.

The crowd noise is based upon

the rowdy European fans, adding

a touch more realism to the cart.

If you’re in the market for

thrilling SNES soccer, look else-

where. Despite World Class’s few

good points, the bottom line is the

FunFactor, and that’s where this

cart trips up. Q

World Cup Is World Class

Uorld Cup

Soccer
Game Bear

the Final Tournament. The Final

Tournament is a sudden-death

tournament for the World Cup.

By Athletic Supporter

Sometimes that old saying about

good things coming in small

packages is true. Such is the case

with Tengen's World Cup Soccer

for the Game Gear. Surprisingly,

this simple, fun-to-play cart has

most of the features of its 1 6-bit

counterparts.

Play the Field

World Cup Soccer showcases 24

of the world’ s top soccer countries,

including the U.S. You can play

against the computer or use a

Gear-to-Gear Cable to challenge a

friend in the Exhibition mode.

When you think you’re ready to

go for the gold, you can enter your

team in the World Cup tourney.

Earn enough points in the Elimina-

tion League, and you can go into

PROTIP: Press A for a sliding tackle

to take the ball away from your oppo-

nent. Most soccer carts will tell you to

stay away from tackling, but here it's

an integral part of your defense.

The graphics, like the cart

itself, are simple, but they’re crisp

and well suited for the Game Gear

screen, "nie scrolling is smooth and

fast and keeps up with the action.

The controls are as quick and

responsive as any soccer cart on the

market. The only complaint is on

the defensive side, where the game

is a little slow when you switch

from one player to the next, a prob-

lem common to most soccer carts.

PROTIP: Move the ball from player

to player in the attack zone to con-

fuse the computer's keeper. Quick

passing will result in an easy goal

PROTIP: When taking your shot,

come at the goal from a 45-degree

angle and aim for the back post.

The sound is the weakest

part of the game. The repetitive,

mind-numbing soundtrack should

come with some kind of mental-

health advisory.

Rock ’Em Sock ’Em Soccer

World Cup Soccer is in a class by

itself on the Game Gear. This

one’s a real kick.

Worid Cup Soccer by Tengen

S29.95 2 players luslno

Gear-to-Gear CaPle)

Xvalla&le now Side view

soccer SIde-strcllIng

Passwords
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Now you and three of your friends can

play the hottest game for Super NES at

THE SAME TIME! The Super

Bomberman Party Pak features the

mega-poputar Super Bomberman game and the Super Muhitap accessory!

Hook up four players for nonstop, bomb blasting action in the Battle Mode!

Or go on a two player adventure through 48 levels of monsters and robotic

traps designed to blow you off the screen!

^1^ Super Multitap accessory included with the video game!

Super Multitap compatible with every multiple player game.

^1^ Choose from a dozen wicked backgrounds in the Battle Mode.

. Compete against friends or computer rivals in action-packed rounds!

EXTRA SUPER NES CONTROUiRS SOLD SEPERATELY

.^f^lUDSONSOri*
So. StnFranslamCAHOeo (41S)a7l-«e95



Coach’s Comer F-lPole Position (SNES) (Greatest Heavyweights

((irenesisi

By Coach Kyle

S
tart takin’ notes, rookies. The

Coach has consulted with

game designers to score inside

scoops on some of the best sports

games of recent months.

NBA Showdown (SNESi

This game from EA Sports has

got the moves, and here are two

of the best;

Once you’ve ina.stered the liming,

choose the San Francisco 49ers as

your team, because they were given

the must powerful pas.sing attack by

the programmers.

NHL Hockey *94

(SNES and Genesis)

EA Sports won several major

awards with this exciting title.

Here are some offensive and

defensive strategies:

COACH'S TIP: To activate Michael

Jordan's Kiss the Rim signature

slam, approach the hoop from

straight down the court. Enter the

key from the right side, and w hen

Jordan's just past the foul line, hit

Button Y. Check out this dynamic

dunk on instant replay I

COACH’S IIP: To give your players

Turbo speed, call a timenml after

the tip>off, then hold R w hile press-

ing t’p, Down, Right, Left on the

directional pad. Keep holding R and

tap L. then pre&s Up, Down, Left,

then Right. Tap L once more. Now
w hen you re-enter the game, holding

down L will make your man run at

Turbo speed.

NFL Football (SNES)

Being able to pass is crucial in

Konami’s solid game. Here’s how

to get airborne;

COACH’S TIP: On defense, use

the Hold button to stop your oppo-

nent when he's bearing down on

you for a one-on-wie crnifrontation.

Don't go for the risky all-or-nothing

body check.

COACH’S TIP: For a great scoring

opportunity when you’re skating up

the ke with the puck, draw the

defease toward you, then pass to an

open man at the last second.

COACH’S TIP; Skate right into the

goalie while holding the puck out to

the side. As your skater collides with

the goalie, you don’t even have to

shoot and the puck will slide right

into the goal!

COACH’S TIP: To time y our pas.ses

precisely, have your QB release the

ball just as the receiver turns colors.

Customize your car for each track,

and you’ll master UBI Soft’s fine

Formula One racing game.

COACH’S TIP: Use a lower Wing
setting on fast trades, such as Italy's

Autodoromo Narionale di Monza.

COACH’S TIP: A softer Suspension

sdting makes your car more flexible

and belter able to take the tight turns

of Iraclu like Circuit de Monaco.

COACH'S TIP: Choose a low Steer-

ing setting fw a track with many
straightaways (like Mexico's Auto-

dromu Hermano Rodriguez), and a

high setting for tracks with many
curv es (like Japan's Suzuka Interna-

tional ('ircuit). The higher the set-

ting. the faster you'll take the turns.

Here are recommended settings.

For fast tracks: Steering 2, Tires B/C.

Gears 5-7. Brakes 2. Wing 5-7.

For t^ht trades: Steering I -2, Tires

CD, Gears 4-6, Brakes 2, Wing 6.

FIFA Internatiunal

Soccer ((lenesis)

Get your kicks with this hot game

from EA Sports.

COACH’S TIP: On comer kicks

asc the Aftertouch feature to curve

the ball to your midfielder at the lop

of the box. If it’s timed right, he'll

blast a one-timer that's virtually

uastoppable.

Rock ’em and sock ’em with

Sega’s awesome boxing game.

COACH'S TIP: According to the

game’s designer, the best strategy for

any fighter is to hit your opponent’s

head and then immediately hit his

body. This high-low pattern will almost

always give you the upper hand.

Madden NFL *94

(SNES and (lenesis)

Get big yardage with these tips

from the designers at EA Sports.

COACH’S TIP: Set two offensive

audibles - flipped Deep OuLs (Run &
Shoot), and Weak Flood (Far). At the

line, use your man-in-motion to see if

the defense is in Man or Zone cover-

age. If they're in Man, audible to

flipped Deep Outs and bum them

down the sideline. If they're gnng
Zone, audible to Weak Flood and

pass to one your backs coming out

of the backfield.

COACH'S TIP: Sweep right for easy

yardage, and if that »de is covered,

immediately mn in the other direc-

tion. The defense will be moving

away from you.
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You want power? How about 100

times more power than 1 6-bit systemsy^Jj

Color graphics? You think 16.7

million colors will hold you?

Maybe you’re looking for fast, real-

world animation? Tell you what. You

better have a strong stomach. ^
Cuz this is Jaguar.'' And this ain’t no toy.

^

We're talking 64 bits of power and 3-D

animation. As in three dimensions. As in

this stuff is real. You're not just pretending

to fly a plane. You are in the cockpit. You are

dodging bullets and bombs and mountains

and bridges. And you are sweating.

You've also got CD-quality sound

m to deal with, and arcade-quality

games that are so multi-

you may never

find your

Game of the Month'
- Diehard Game Fan

You’re the
proud

Dim Dudes, a"''*®

nuidea''W9au9'

sup to yea®

otCto-Magnons

The evil Pemitia Empire has the ultimate

weapon; robotic technologies that can

rebuild themselves. The good news Is your

forces had new weapons designed. The

way out. Not to mention the

17- button controller that gives you

so many ways to annihilate yout enemies, you II

never have to kill one the same way twice.

Jaguar 64-bit Power. Speed. Control. Sweat.
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tetHte

fw 11

Jaguar hits its peakw*

real-time, 3-D action in this

technology,
vouiustmight^eel

the wind in your hair.

file n
Pmm

Ws3-Dlunne|/ma;eng^g

walls and

“fWiaghigteilreiider-
"Ss of the star monsters Inte Jaguar 64-bit showcaseMo yoo can choose to plao as
?® fail-whippingAiia„.,|,g

^

rredatoc with
sophisticated

weaponiy and infrared night
.

“’“.ortheMarineCorperal
armed with piles of amm!I and

posr"“*'“-

"CES Game of the Show"
-Electronic Games

lEHPEST

2000
"

Jaguar takes the best of the
1981 arcade classic and adds
1994 64-bit intensity. You can
choose between two modes;
Tempest Classic, the same ultra-

challenging game that used to
eat your quarters; and 2000, a
souped-up, 64-bit version with
3-0 graphics, awesome power
ups, and hostile enemies. For

one or two players.

M-ta sports gLesBastoh^r'®®''’9.

Fnr game tips and hints, call 1 -SOO-ysy-ATARI 95C per minute.

If you are under 18, be sure to get a parent's permission before calling.

A touch-tone telephone is required. USA only.

AATARI
MADE IN THE USA

ATARI and the Atari logo are registered trarlemarks of Alan Corgnratiori Jaguar, Club Drive, Cybermorph, Checkered Flag II, Evolution Dmo Dudes, Trevor Mr;Fur in the Crescent Galaxy

and Tempest 2QD0 are trademarks of Alan Corporation All right reserved. Raiden® is licensed to Atari CorporaticnbvFahtek®, ® 1993 Alien and Predator'" &©Twenlhielh Century Fox

Film Corporation. All rights reserved Used under sublicense from Activision



SUBSCRIBE TO THE WOBLB WRESTLING
FEBERATION MAGAZINE TODAY!

SPECIAL INTRODIiCTOIIY PRICE

18
FOR 12 ISSUES

SEND YOUR ORDER TO;

WORLD WRESTLING FEDERATION MAGAZINE
P.O. BOX 420174

PALM COAST, FL 32142-0174

T YES! Send me my free issue of the World

Wrestling federation Magadne. I understand

that I will be billed $18.00 in order to receive

my 11 remaining issues, if I decide to continue

my subscription.

EY DOWN!
JUST GIVE US A TRY AIMD WE’LL

GIVE YOU A FaEE ISSUE!
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the beginning of the game to

redeem it for an item. What

Merlin needs is a magic carpet.

Fortunately, with all this

walking, control is not a prob-

lem. You just move your char-

acter from place to place and

pick up (or use) objects. In this

linear story, you cannot lose

objects, or use them improp-

erly, so it's not possible to

lead your character astray.

Merlin Monroe
How does Young Merlin look?

It has a very colorful, very ani-

mated, and at the same time,

very detailed look to it. The

backgrounds are lively (the

underwater scenes are just

swimming with strange crea-

tures), and the characters all

have a very humorous, car-

toonish look to them.

The music and sound

effects in this game belong in

a dungeon somewhere. The

Meanies make high-pitched

squealing noises, and sec-

ondary characters, like Caso-

lari, mumble unintelligibly.

Real voices would have gone a

long way here.

EasySbiiler
The game doesn’t get any

points for being too challeng-

ing. Most enemies are easily

defeated, and a combination of

items will defeat those enemies

who linger too long. When you ,

die in the game, you’re placed

very near the spot where you

perished, with all items intact...

and there are passwords to

make it even easier!

Most of the fun is figuring

out which items work in which

situations, and unraveling the

story line as you find and use

each clue. Although most inter-

mediate gamers should breeze

through this game, beginning
^

gamers may need a hand.

Merlin Makes
His Mark
Young Merlin is a fun and

entertaining sidebar to more

serious RPGs. If you love fanta-

sy games with dragons,

damsels, and danger, but you

don’t want to worry about hit

points or personality align-

with

him a

Young Menlin
By Lawrence ofArcadia

Virgin enters the realm of the

fantasy kingdom with a simple

and entertaining graphic

adventure. Similar to King’s

Quest for the PC and NES,

Young Merlin takes you on a

magical, whimsical ride that

proves to be more funny than

it is challenging.

Merlin, She Wtole
The lands of West Wood and

Pinedate are being overrun by

servants of the Shadow King.

Tfie Shadow King has ordered

his henchmen, the Meanies, to

go out into the land and

destroy anything of beauty.

Everything goes his way until

young Merlin shows up and

uncovers the shadowy plot of

the Shadow King. With help

from the Lady of the Lake,

Merlin is determined to put a

stop to the dark deity once

and for all.

Although you start the

game with nothing, you collect

various magic-inducing items,

some of which have a purpose

that is unknown to you at first.

You must determine the use of

each item and apply it in the

various weapons, such as the

Shooting Star, the Lightning

Wand, and the Snowflake, to

name a few.

Have Magic,m navel
You’ll be using every weapon

’cuz the Shadow King will

send more henchmen to kill

you than a jealous ex-wife.

Not only are those Meanies

mean, they’re also versatile

and will turn into evil trees,

hedge monsters, and more.

You also battle spiders, sharks,

dwarves, and a dragon, so

keep on your toes.

Not all these enemies, or

all the clues, are in the same

place. You have to do a lot of

walking back and forth be-

tween places. What's annoying

about this is that every time

you find a Gem, you have to

walk it back to die waterfall at
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Drink your water and fill up your

Bottle at this stream. This water

has greater restorative power

than the waterfall. Pick the

flower in the lower right corner.

You need it later.

You start off the game lying

near a bridge. Toss the Gem
near you into the waterfall to

get your first weapon, the

Shooting Star.

Pick the flower just under

the sign. You need it later.

Fill your Bottle from the pond

and travel southeast.

Go back to the log bridge,

but head south just before you

cross it. You'll find a Lantern.

Now go south until you see a

bridge. Cross the bridge and go

into the Mine.

Keep the Shooting Star in one

hand and the Stun Dust in the

other, and travel due south

from the stream. You'll come

across this Heart container.

Grab it and go left.
Proceed right until you come to

a Meanie Tree. Shoot stars to kill

the Tree, then grab the Orange

Gerri and thelmpty Bottle to the

right. Go back to the waterfall

and toss in the Orange Gem.

You'll receive Stun Dust

When You come to another

Meanie Tree, drink the Fairy

Water (it makes you temporarily

invincible) and battle the tree

with the Shooting Star,

In the Mine, freeze the Dark

Dwarves, then nail ’em with

stars. Keep going north.

Get ready to battle Thunder Pig,

one of the Shadow King’s

hench-things. Use the Stun

Oust and the Shooting Star.

Grab the Gem that's left behind

and proceed right. You'll get into

a tussle with some Meanies.

Keep going right.

Use the Balloon to float up the

broken ladders.Fill up your Empty Bottle from

the waterfall. The water will

replenish some of your Hearts.

Into the Fray

You need something different

against these Meanies. Take

the Gem back to the waterfall

and rede^ ft for a balloon.

What for? We'll see.

Use the Stun Dust on the

carnivorous Snarl Shoots, then

proceed right.

Travel a bit farther to the

southwest and you’ll cross a

log bridge. To the left of the

bridge is a small pond. The

Fairy will fill you in on the rest

of the story here.
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the northwest corner, where

you’ll find this old Mining Cart.

Put the wheel on the Cart and

weave your way to...

. . .the southeast corner. Crash

your Cart into the wall to make

an opening.

Walkthrough the opening into

the water. Make your way to

the northwest corner and ufee

the Balloon to float Into this

opening. Grab the Blue Gem
and head back to the waterfall.

The Blue Gem gets you a

Water Helmet. The helmet

gives you twice the air power

you’d normally have. Search

the southwest corner of the

underwater caverns for Caso-

lari’s herring. When you find it,

go back to Casolari’s house.

Go back and give Casolari the

key, and he’ll reward you with

a. . .fishbowl? He wants you to

find his pet herring. Go back to

Just outside the Mine, use the

wrench to take the wheel off the

abandoned cart. Take the wheel

with you into the Mine.

Mine All Mine

In the center of the maze is a

large fountain. Drink from it

and grab the flower just above

it near the bench.

The Gem turns into the Bubble.

Wand. The Bubble Wand sends

Meanies floating away.

Go back to the trapped Fairy

and use the Bubble Wand -on

the Meanies guarding it.

Return the fairy to the pond, .

and in reward the Fairy will

open the road to Pinedale.

Go east to Pinedale.

East of the Pinedale Forest is a

small cottage, home to Melody

and her over-protective father.

Casolari gives you a Spring.

Use the Spring in the area

where you found the Blue Gerft.

Knock off the Dark Dwarf and

jump across the chasm to enter

the Cave of Riddles.

Crawling into boarded-up

entrances will warp you to

different parts of the Mine.

Do this to survey the Mine^

Search the Mine carefully, and

eventually makeyourwayto

Travel farther east and cross the

bridge. Go north and you’ll find

the house of Casolari, the bum-

bling magician. He’s looking for

his key, Go north into the hedge

maze and look for his key.

You can walk through some of

the hedges in the maze. This

Heart isjn the upper right

corner ofthe maze.
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By Lawrence

ofArcadia

Just in time to reju-

venate the shrinking Came

Boy cart list, Kirby’s Pinball

Land goes back to an old

game theme. Just how good is

this game? Good enough to

please both Came Boy owners

and pinball wizards.

Kickin’ wUh Kirby
Three Pinball Lands have been

invaded by King Dedede, and

it’s up to Kirby to rout the evil

King and his minions from the

land. Each pinball board repre-

sents a captured land, and at

the top of each board you fece

off with one of the King's

Henchmen (or rather, bench-

things): Wispy Woods, a malefi-

cent maple tree; Kracko, a

boisterous thundercloud; or

the Poppy Brothers, two bomb-

happy brothers who want to

put Kilty out of commission.

Kirby needs help against

these foes, and he gets it

from Chilly, Nimbus, Cloudy,

and Big Boo. No, they’re not a

jazz band, they’re various

Kirby-esque helpers who
rebound balls, take you into

Warp Zones, and help you get

to the bosses.

And the aaion doesn’t stop;

each board has Bonus Carnes

and boss levels. You could play

this game all the way through

and never see the same enemy

twice! The Bonus Carnes take

place on soccer fields and

cloud conveyor belts, and

there’s even an Arkanoid-type

block-busting game!

Fast and Fat
The graphics in Kirby’s Pinball

Land are smooth and well-

defined. The ball (which is

Kirby) moves so fast that

you've got to struggle to keep

up with it visually. Every

detail stands out - you can

clearly see the cringing faces

on your enemies.

The music is a treat as well,

with different music for each

stage. There’s even accompa-

nying music for the bosses.

You can hear every bell, whis-

tle. whoop, and clank, so it's

Just like a real machine!

Ho Pinball Pushover
Kirby won't let your thumbs

rest, either. The game requires

patience, dexterity, and very

fast reflexes. Just like with a

real pinball machine, some-

times youjust have to watch

the ball slide away.

Occasionally, though, some

rejected balls shoot back into

the playing field. Add to this a

unique Save feature that saves

your game exactly where you

left off (it even remembers the

ball’s position), and you’ve got

an unusual and very playable

pinball cart. Don’t let the cute

graphics and young-ish theme

deter you. Kirby’s Pinball Land

isjust as much fun -and as

challenging - as any of the top

Came Boy titles.

PBOnP: To knock off Wispy Woods, aim for

Ms wooden snout, butbe careful of his

apfde attack which win bnaiobllize one of

Oief^ipets.

Lighting up the letters for

WARPSTAB ¥vUi sendyou back

to the board selection screen.

You may want to avoid this if

you*ve been on one bomd for a

longtime.

Get duee Warp Stars In

the slot machine, andyou zoom
to the Bonus Sta^i

The Wispy Woods

Block attack!

To get to the boss kt the

Wispy Woods land, Ristknock

off the three mushrooms above

thefUppers. TMswiMputaWarp
Star kt the top of the screen.

Beach the Warp Star mid you’B

be whiskedaway to the boss,

Wispy Woods.
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The Boss; Ihe FopPY Brothers

PROTIP: Kracko mil spin and weave through

the top part of the stage. Be sure to hithim

before he starts spinning. Beware of the

Oiumtethons he torows at the flifvers. Ifyou

see one flipper being hit, conOnually move

the other Ripper so you tkmt lose the ball.

Kracko Land

TogettoKradco,you

must ntt the sun three times,

then the moon tiiree times. A
Warp Star will appear, which

ymimusthlt

GKMEPRO

.w"; ^

PROTIP: To latockoR the Poppy Brothers, first

boimceupaniltrytostayontopotlheblodB

as you knock Into them, Ryou see a bonto
headed toward your Ripper, by using the

other Ripper as tire spttogboard for the ball.

UghI up FROSTYand

you’ll getsome h^p horn him in

the middle of the board. He’ll

caUd} you and send you up a

level ifyou time tt ri^.

o Knock Items hwn the

Khty on the leR and titey'll

appear In the ndddle. How get

titem from the middle. Do Otis

when you see a Warp Starand
you’llgoto...

The Poppy Bnrihers

Knocking all the letters In

SCARFYmakes a triumvlrato of

Scarfys that vdllpush Kirby onto

the middle boardRhe hits the

topScarfy.

Stay on top in Otis stage

and continually hh Nimbus, the

moving doud at the top. Vffhen R
rains on the big Kirby, get on

top of his umbrella and you’ll

jettison fo Ihe A>p stage.

Grade open the Ouee

eggs and cMdes appear. Make

sure to keep the Junior Poppies

away from the chicks before

they’re hatched, or they turn the

chicks back into eggs. When

you completdy hatdi the

dudes, titey go into the wall and

pull out different items. Aim tor

the Warp Star.



Unland (Ms
The Ninja Gaiden tale of

revenge transcends time as

well as video game systems.

An evil being spawned

at the dawn of civiliza- ^
tion descends on mod- \1

ern mankind to build the
\'

Empire of Darkness, \

Ninja Ryu Hayabusa takes '

his powerful Dragon

Sword to avenge his

father’s death at the hands

of the Empire.

Don’t stop (nosing upward when
you reaidi die rising lava!

Available now Side view

Aeilon/adventure Mulll-scnilllne

By Bid’ Buzz

j Ninja Gaiden Ill's a

^ blast from the past

in more ways than one. This

is a faithful Lynx adaptation

of the third adventure in the

classic NES ninja series that

helped define the term hack-

n-slash. Unfortunately, you

need ninja vision to see all the

power-ups, monsters, and

bad guys betause of the tiny

Lynx display.

Lynx Game ProHle

Ninja Gaiden III:

The Ancient Ship of Doom

Any hard core video ninja will

tell you, there are no small

Ninja Gaiden games - only

small screens.

Familiar (but still ugly) faces

A Fighting Tradition

The traditional side-scrolling

fighting formula still works

here. You charge through

four sizzling side-view Acts

into a ravenous horde of

monsters, robots, and crea-

tures run amuck. Then the

demon/robot end-level bosses

knock you silly.

PROTIP: The Dragon Spirit Sword

Is your handiest and most ver-

sadle weapon.

PROTIP: Jump over the Windmill

Throwing Star when it makes
its return nn to you to com-
plete a cool-looking and effec-

tive rear attack.

PROTIP: Nii^ Scrolls are critical

power-ups ymi shmddn’tpass up.

PROTIP: In a pinch you make
some regular beasdes disap-

pearbyjust scroiling the screen

past them.

PROTIP: In the DesertAct2 the

UtOe *010$ hi thesmd are dead-

ly. You can only blast themm
the ah.

In addition to the thumb-

blistering swordplay, the fight-

ing strategy involves your

ability to choose and use six

Ninja Arts, which you chop

down as icon orbs. The Wind-

mill Throwing Stars, Dragon

Spirit Sword, and the Invinci-

ble Fire Wheel are among the

deadly weapons that fry the

bad guys and make Ninja

Gaiden fans nostalgic.

Hard on (he Eyes
Gaiden Ill's ninjitsu loses some

of its magic to teeny Lynx

graphics. It’s nearly impossible

to read the Ninja Arts icons,

and using the right Art at the

right time is the key to fun

and strategy in the game.

Moreover, enemy firepower

can be too small for you to

see or avoid. What’s worse is

The crisp Lynx con-

trols prove that two but-

tons and a directional

pad still produce great

game play. Ryu climbs

walls, swings hand-over-

hand, and pulls a life-saving

somersault. Attack moves

include sword slashing and

Ninja Arts attacks from hang-

ing and ciimbing positions.

PROTIP: To defeat the Mantlss

Warrior at the end ofAct 1,

remember thathe drops r^lng

the In groups of Ouee. Hop ovw
the triple Oireats, then run up

andsla^l

that Gaiden students will go

nuts when they’re unable to

see the cool creature sprites.

Ifyou like weird and spacy

audio, however. Ninja Gaiden’s

sounds will grow on you. Even

Ryu’s repetitive grunts sound

clean (and they don’t get on

your nerves).

i’ii Be Seemg Ryu
If you’re an aaion gamer who

doesn’t like Ninja Gaiden, you

belong in the video game nerd-

house. However, this version

adds eyestrain and nerve-twing-

ing challenge to wither the will

of all but the most determined

Gaiden followers. Oh please,

don't let it end here! Q



r HE BARBARIANS ARE AT THE GATE!
The powerful Roman armies have captured the heroic Obelix and Asterix must

travel through the snow packed Alps, the Egyptian Pyramids, the Acropolis of Greece,

doing battle with the Roman armies, pirates, wild beasts and more. The future of Gaul

lies in your hands!

LICENSED BY

IL=CTRC5RA!!MS
e 19S1 NINTENDO or AMERICA IMC C 1990 ELfCmO BRAIN COUP All RIGHTS RESEDVED.

INFOGRAMES'* ASTERIX* 6 1990. 1991 INFOSnAMES PUBIISHED UNDER LICENSE FROM INFOGRAMES SAINFOGRAMES'* AND ASTERIX* ARE TRADEMARKS OF INFOGRAAIES SX AND ARE USED WITH PERMISSION,

e 1993 LES EDITIONS ALBERT RENE AU RIGHTS RESERVED LICENSED IN CONJUNCTIDN WITH JRI NINTENDO* GAME BOV* AND THE NINTENDO SEAL OF OUAirTV ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF NINnNDO OF MIERICA INC.

ELECntO BRAIN CORP.* AND THE ELECTRO BRAIN LOGO ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS DF ELECTRO BRAIN CORP.



Oame Gear

ByMamy LaMancha

. EA's Road Rash was

popular on the Gene-

sis - so much so that it prompt-

ed last year’s sequel, Road Rash

2. It's only natural that it would

make a run to the portable mar-

ket, and U.S. Cold's Came Gear

version revs up some mini-

motorcycling fun!

PBOnP; Natasha and the others

m4// give you pre-race advice.

Keep your eyes open far It

Ybtt’re Hot Pedaling

Those Wares
The story begins with some

friendly off-track cycling,

Okay, so there's nothing

friendly about it as racers take

their bikes to 150 mph while

kicking, punching, and claw-

ing their competition. Winning

is simple: Handle your throttle

and keep your opponents

from throttling you. If you're

lucky, you’ll clean up with

some greenbacks to get your-

self a better bike.

Game Gear Gams ProFite

Road Rash
(ByU.S.Gold)

Road Rash for the Game Gear

has all the exdtement of the

Bectronic Arts original. It twists

open the Ovottle for highway

on the small screen.

PROTIP: Get used to pumping

the accelerator while holding

down die Punch button ~ Oiat Is,

Ifyou want to play the part of

the tough biker.

Controlling your bike and

your rider's actions is a piece

of cake. There’s little more to

it than keeping your cycle

between the lane lines and

taking an occasional poke at a

nearby racer. Just be sure you

don’t get taken out yourself on

some corner. The action gets

more intense -and more

difficult to get through in one

piece - as you successfully

compete from race to race.

Mding a Vicious

Cycle
The graphics are very clean,

^’especially given the size of the

' screen. The animations of the

'riders don’t need to be too

extensive, but they are easy to

see on the Came Gear. The

landscape graphics move by

seamlessly and without a

flicker. You’ll quickly get

caught up in the behind-the-

bike perspective, leaning as

you swoop through tight turns

on the beautiful road.

PROTIP: Obviously, IPs most

Important to stay on your bike.

your eyespe^ h)r oth

stades In the road, like cars

and animals.

PROTP:llyougBtkneeheili&

yourbik&besuTSJumBiiEJB ihe

ddeotmwad,irt»tiPsB!dlhe-

/p Mflifeer icjS flqj jw.

WiMeys to reaching

OisJiigb^tipeed are to stay

to avoidsUdd^ ^

m^Mmers. You canjfmvi^d

samWds by antidpa^ tight

iuifigitiid easing Into them.

hTie audio treatment in

Road Rash is equally good,

Bering ample sound effects

and accompanying music. The

sounds don’t get in the way,

but it’s still easy to gej into the

action as the tires chatter and

your opponent^ thump to the

pavement as they slide out in

the turns.

nOTIP; Booting sometme off

their bike wHI take Unm out of

yarh^, butHaJ^^ Is key. A
towsecomlsbo^imyre
"—

‘ofoai^fkildUpon
ffw I iiiifiqlpn^TOw hit Button 2
aspRtSK^Othireyouwant
to give Idia'aane sftoe. POW!

Give MoyBrake!
All the elements put together

create alfcnderful game -

and a real task to battle

through. It's a lot of fun to

workfrom level to level, to

t^quer the windy roads and

your quality competitors. The

j^allenge is high, so you'll

^ave hours of fun in the Road

Rash.
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Available now Side view

Actlon/adveiiluit Multl-KroMing

ByMamy LaMancha

’*^5^ Bart's comic-book

' hero, Radioactive Man,

is in trouble, so Bart dons his

own super-hero duds to save

the day. Bartman may be able

to save Radioactive Man from a

horrible fate, but you may not

want A bother sticking around

to find out how it ends.

The graphics and sound are

detailed but repetitive (you can

see minor creatures like the car-

nivorous plants, but the Bone

Rooms are all the same). The

enemies are one-dimensional

and easy to avoid. The music is

also very repetitive. The Addams

Family theme song will be

burned into your brain.

Came Gear

By Lawrence

ofArcadia

They're spooky, a

little kooky, and on the Came

Gear, they're boring in this

repetitive side-scroller by Fly-

ing Edge. The Addams Family

should seriously consider

some family counseling.

The Family that

Plays Together
As in the Genesis version, you

guide Gomez through grave-

yards, haunted mansions, and

hidden rooms, solving puzzles

and searching for other mem-

bers of The Family. You clear

out enemies by bouncing on

their heads. The head-jumping

thing may suit Mariojust fine,

but Gomez seems ill at ease

with all that hoppin' ^

—

and boppin'. You often

fall into crevices or onto

spikes before you even know

what’s happening (later you’ll

be able to enlist Thing as a

shield), Enemies run the

gamut from A to B, with a lot

of skeletons and ghosts.

PROTtP: To get into the house,

travel to the right of die first

level until you can go no further.

Then press Button 2, and you'll

come to the room with the

skeleton. Bounce on his head

three times and he coughs up

the key.

^Art ... :'S

The character graphics aren't too

bad, However, the screen virtual-

ly stutter-stops before some

adversaries appear, This unex-

pected glitch is pretty annoying.

The average background

music aricfsound effects fit

the bill just fine, never over-

shadowing 'the action.

Wir-
: Be a ^

Simp, Son!
This basic side-scrolling action

game features a typical hop-n-

bop design. There’s a fair

share of blind jumps, and a

bunch of Simpsons-esque ene-

mies to keep you on your toes.

Bartman Meets Radioactive

Man could have been fun, but

it's a pain to make progress,

get killed and have to return to

the start of a level.

A Family Matter
The game Is long and

involved, but if you could

channel surf on your Game

Gear, you’d probably be watch-

ing something else right now.

If you’re tired of repetitive

side-scrollers with little to

offer but a brand name (the

Flinstones, Rocky and Bullwin-

kle), then stay away from this

family. But, if you’ve got time

(and brain cells) to kill, you

may want to go over to the

house and see how the

Addamses are doing g

PROTIP: Plan out yourjumps.
' '

. Scan your surroundings to make
^

SUK you’re notjumping into

1 limbo and out ofa life.

PROTIP: Don’t waste your shots ,

0f? just any creature. Be selec-

tive in your firing, so you’ll have

shots when you really need ‘em. ,

Controlling Bart is not easy,

and his movement could be

crisper. It's hard to make him
*’

change directions, and it can
^ 'tz- •

be difficult to reach platforms pmw.UakoKriKad forpower-

without a running jump. ups hiddenjust out of view.

A Nuclear Family
Though it’s not a toxic waste of

time. Bartman Meets Radioac-

1^ ^ IMT
same

|kgl y with handicaps that affect its

PROTIP: Bounce on the carniv-

orous plants in the beginning

of this level and you’ll find

some food.

PROTIP: In this icy cavern, get a

running start before you leap
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RetulySoft Incorporated & Epicenter Inleraclii'e Present

Daphne's missing, the Mud Men trashed your armor,
the Shape Shifter's in your face, the Lizard King's a
jerk and the dragon's all over you!

Now you're in control of Dirk the Daring, armed with a
sword and an attitude. Slash your way through
the castle of the dark wizard and rescue Princess Daphne
from the clutches of Singe the Evil Dragon!

Awesome animation, explosive sound... it's all here
directly from laser disc to Sega CD!

Lead on brave adventurer... your quest awaits. SEGA CD
ReadySott Incorporated
30 Wertheim Court.Siite 2

Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada L46 1B9
Tel (90S) 731-4175 Fax: (905) 764-8867

Licensed by Sega Enterprises Ltd. for play on the Saga CD'" system

Sega and Sega CD are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
'Dragon's Lair" is a registered trademark of Blulh Group. Ltd -11993 and is used

under exclusive license from Epicenter Interactive. Inc

Programming IrigBS by ReadySott Incorporated



GanmPro PnHhMCts
Recommended by the Top Editors at GameProl

Street Fighter II Strategy Guide

Editors of BAUEPRO Magazine
Master the hottest game out there for the Super NES
home version and the Champion Edition! Over 160 pages
of game-winning shots, kiiier throws, crushing combos,

and awesome attack moves!

Super Mario World Game Secrets

Ruse! DoMaria & Each Meslon
Become the Expert! A complete guide filled with

hundreds of secret tips, passwords and strategies to help

you beat all your friends at Super Mario for the Super
NES! A must have for Super Mario fans!

Super NES Games Secrets, Volume 4

Ruse! DoMaria
The Unauthorized, Uncensored Guide to the Latest and
Greatest Games for the Super NES! Beat all your friends

at Super Strike Eagle, Super Battletoads, Bubsy, Final

Fantasy II, NCAA Basketball! This guide also includes

special sections on Street Fighter II and Super Star Wars!



Super NES Games Secrets Greatest Tips

Editors of GAMEPRO Magazine
The best colleclion of secrets, strategies and passwords

for the hottest games out there! Jammed-packed with

hundreds of screen shots to help you master your

favorite games for the Super NES. Guaranteed to help

you score high and beat all your friends at Bart's

Nightmare, Desert Strike, Krusty’s Super Funhouse,

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles IV, Final Fantasy, Mystic

Quest, and many more!

Super Empire Strikes Back Officiai Game Secrets

RuseiOoMaria

The complete guide to LucasArts Entertainment’s

incredible mega-cart tor the Super NES, Draw your Blaster

and slash your Light Saber in a hair-raising adventure!

This is the ONLY strategy guide to Super Empire Strikes

Back officially endorsed by LucasArts and is jammed-pack

with secrets and strategies. Prepare to defeat the mighty

Darth Vader and learn all the secrets of the Force!

Sega Genesis Games Secrets Greats Tips, 2nd Edidon

Editors ofGAMEPRO Magazine
A complete collection of the hottest tips and tactics for

your favorite Genesis games! A must have for serious

gamers! Thrash your friends at Eoco the Dolphin,

Sonic the Hedgehog 2, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:

The Hyperstone Heist, Flashback and many more!

To Order: Him the page



A Player’s Guide to Power Peripherals

ByTheLabRat

\ How are my
favorite April

Fools? I’ve got a gnawing

feeling that you’ve been

waiting for some great

new stuff, and I've got it.

This April, Innovation’s

living up to its name with

some imaginative con-

trollers, while Tyco enters

the video-game peripheral

arena with the Power Plug.

Read on. Rats!

1 ionAccessories

Tyco Toys, known for its

line of action figures, electric

racing sets, and radio-con-

trolled vehicles, has its sights

set on the video game indus-

try. They’ve developed the

Power Plug, a plug-tn Joy-

stick accessory for 1 6-bit con-

trollers that allows smoother

corner turning {for such

games as Super Mario Kart),

fester firing (for shooters like

Lightening Force), and multi-

ple move sequences.

Tyco may be a little late in

the game, however. There are

a number of new Joysticks

that are already either pre-pro-

grammed with special moves

for different games, or that

enable you to program the

moves yourself. As for faster

firing and smoother cornering,

Turbo and Auto Fire switches

can do that.

The Power Plug may give

some new life to your tired old

Joypads, but at $40 a pop, you

Just may want to let the old

Joysticks die and spend your

hard-earned cash on new ones.

The Ultra Stick is good

for the SNES, the Genesis,

the Turbo Duo, the Neo»

Geo, the Super Famicom,

the Mega Drive, and the PC

Engine. It also comes with

Turbo buttons. Slow Motion,

^d an Auto Detect feature

(it allows the 'stick to deter-

mine which system you’re

on). You’ll never want for Joy-
]

sticks again, and Mom won’t

have to decide which ’stick

goes in the closet with which

unused system!

featuns: ^noother cornering,

taster thing, and

pre-programmed

game play may have 1

been hot when foy-
’

sticks didn’t do this

ldndotstutt,lHit

nowtheydo.For

$40, you could proh-
1

ably find one that

tlo^ this and more.

Available: Now

Contact Tyco Toys

(800) FOB-TYCO

Innovation is back in the

video-game saddle with a

great new Joystick that covers

Just about all your gaming

needs. The Ultra Stick, a

new universal six-button Joy-

stick, has a Street Fighter lay-

out (a Joystick on the left, and

on the right, three buttons

above, three below), a sturdy

design, and oh, before I for-

get, it can be used on six

different systems!

Innovation’s really doin’ the

multi-system thing, They’ve

also got a new universal

power supply called the

Super Charger. The Super

Charger is a Ni-CAD recharge-

able battery pack that works

for the Came Boy, Came Gear,

me Ultra SUck

S lype:
Joystkdt

IfivstoiK
1 Quo,

g4iper Famicom,

/Kega Drtw,

. PC Engine.

0*4, 11 tt« arcades. I

UK money /“'la'* 1

“'”»***
cangomwa"*"*"
flgWfng carts!

1 woe: SS9.99

1 jeallaWe: How

^Supercharger
fectargeam bat-
l«ypack

‘‘"K Bay, earn
fioai', Lynx, and
TtnboBxpress

^^^hmes: Multi-system man-
lecscannowgo
Mutable imtMs,
fi^fhstmultliNe-

rechargeable

Of three ofthese
systems, you shouk!

I

Mvn one ofthese I

batterypacks.

$49.99

Available; Now

^^*Mtact Innovation

(OOO)INN-OVAT

j
Lynx, and Turbo Express.

Iffiis is truly a first for

rechargeables, and for

owners of multiple hand-

held systems, it’s a must.

The sturdy clip-on unit

takes six hours to charge,

and once charged, it's good

for 30 hours on the Came

Boy, and three to four hours

on the Came Gear, Lynx, or

Turbo Express. A sliding

I
door reveals three separate

I input Jacks (one for the

I

Came Boy, one for the Came

I Gear, and one for both the

I Turbo Express and Lynx), and

I
two lights that tell you when

I the unit is charging and when

I

the charge is full.
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Additional Books for Yow SuperNES and Sega Genesis Coflections!

Avi^some SuperNin^do Secrets 2 itivesonfe Sega Genesis Secrets 3

Zach Meston & J. Douglas Arnold

This amazing sequel features

complete strategies, secret passwords

tips, tricks and maps for over 56

games including StarFox, Super Mario

Kart, Fatal Fury, Magical Quest,

Batman Returns, Super Star Wars,

The Lost Viking, and EquinoxI

J. Douglas Jbnold&
Zach Meston

Welcome to the “next level” of

video gaming! This is the most

popular guide for both the

Genesis and Sega CD covering

all your favorite games including

I Sonic 2, Flashback, Ecco,
* Streets of Rage, John Madden

Football ‘93, Road Rash 2, Cool Spot, Tint

Toon Adventures, and Sewer Shark CD!

Awesome Super Nintendo Secrets 3 Awesome Sega Genesis Secrets 4

Zach Meston A J. Douglas Arnold

This is it! A complete guide filled with

walk-throughs, secret passwords, tricks

and maps of 17 games including

Mortal Kombat, Street Fighter II Turbo,

Aero, Super Empire Strikes Back,

Lufia, Cool Spot, Shadowrun, Super

Mario All Stars, Zombies, Battletoads,

Alien 3, Super Bomberman, B.O.B.,

and valuable secrets for 34 more

games!

Ji Douglas AhkM&
Zach Meston

Become the expert! Your

complete guide filled with

walkthroughs, secret passwords,

strategies, and maps for 22

Genesis and Sega CD games!

Out score all your friends at

Mortal Kombat, StreetFighter II,

Aladdin, Jurassic Park, Shinobi

3, Shining Force, Jungle Strike, Zombies

Aero the Acro-Bat, and John Madden

Football ‘94!

I

ASMflSPnSBT Products Onler Form

To (Men
Fill out product order form and mail to:

GAMEPRO
P.O. Box “P”

San Mateo, CA 94402

• Complete the Order Form

• Add only $2.95 for shipping and handling ($4.50 to ship to Canada,

$7.95 to ship outside U.S.)

• Add sales tax. residence of CA and IL only (CA = 8.25%, IL = 6.25%)

Check/Money Order VISA Master Charge (Minimum credit card

order $10.00)

Credit card No, Expiration;

Signature:

Name:

Address;

City: State: Zip Code:

Please allow 4-5 weeks for delivery. For questions on your order, please call

415-493-6054

0RCall:415-330-4PR0
(No mdeo game or subscription infomation asailable at this number)

Qty. Description Unit Price Totai
|

Subtotal

Total

SUppiig

Salas r«(CA=8.25%, iU6.25%)

Grand Total (U.S. dollars only)

spsm



As much excitement as you can

get from a wall socket
withaut that funny burning smell.

Why just play games, when you can live themi Forget those digitized cartoons, Sega TruVideo"'games use real video footage. Meaning the action in the

games is real. So’s the rush of adrenaline you get while playing them. These aren't video games as you understand them. They're more like Hollywood

movies, only you control the plots. And they have CD quality sound effects and music tracks, adding to the realism. So, when someone screams, it sounds



DOUBLE SWITCH -
you find tjoarself in o turn-of-

tAf-crntury mansion fu(l 0/

survnlfonct camoros, imps,

sAadj/ c/iomilers ond unrxppci-

id snrili. Il's mmsmil Ihrrt's

treasure buried somewAere, but

no one knows for sure. Vau ton-

troi Ibe plot as the mpsterif of

this mansion unrovels.

JOE MONTANA NFL f
FOOTBALr-il’ssame

|
day and yauVe caiiing the |
orlion. Vau choose your team-

you hare access to atl 28 teams
|

and stats. Tou choose your
^

plays- TruVidto'JmManlanB f
will help you. And there are (our ^

different field riews, creatiny |
endless hours of yridiron action. |

PRIZE FIGHTER~-rhis
interactire movie yame is played

entirely from your point of view,

lend a punch and watch as your

opponent reels. Take a punch, your

screen rocks. Jakt too many punch-

es, you're flat on your bock-look-

iny up at the ref as hi yires you

the count. Don’t foryet your

mouthpiece because this is classic

interactive boxiny at its best.

GROUND ZERO, TEXAS"*

Alims disyuised as humans are

ready to exterminate the entire

humon race. It's up to you to stop

them. Uncoter their plot, figure

out how to kill them /man-mode

weapons only stun them/ and

annihilate their forces before it's

too late. But be careful. Screw up

and you'll be reduced to subatomic

particles of radioactive fallout.

I

like you're in the room with them. Which, in a way, you are. What does all thisTruVideo"'5tuff mean? It means your optic nerves are in for a workout.

It means you should go try these games. It means you may soon be wearing your hair differ-

ently. It means these games are indeed the next level. It means 110 volts never felt so good.

SEGACD



Rocket KttIgM

Adventures

Wama Be in Pictures?

Genesis
“™ytoturn™ce

I

Enter the password

““‘^NTBLades. Press
Mart, and the screen will say
Bad Password." Move the

Btart. Choose Exhibition or
Tournament, select your
teams, and hit Start to beoin
your game.

^

|"^«iwarrf, Cosia Mesa, CA

I Beam a normal game and play

I as tar as you like. When you’re

I ready tor a break, hit Start to

I pause your game. Then, press

I Up seven times, Down once,

\ Lett three times, and Right

I once It you’ve done the tnck

I correctly, the word Pause will

I move. Now. press Reset. When

I the game's demo begins, you ll

\ notice that it’s your game that s

\ being demoed!

1 AlattSariren, Fargo, ND

I IHetioLemieuxHockey
|

I
Super Password

1 Here’s a password that lets

j
the gamer change any or all

I of his team’s skills. Choose
I Password, and enter the code
I ABRACADABRA2, Press
I Start, and the words “Bad
•I Password” will appear. Move
the cursor to Cancel and press
Start. Choose Exhibition or

Tournament, and select your
teams. At the Today’s Match
screen, use Up and Down on
the directional pad to cycle

through the team skills.

A When you've selected a team

^

skill, press Button A or B to

1

change the Skill. Press Start

to begin play.

OustinHowanl, Costa Mesa, CA

CoolSpoi

I Debug Mode

Here’s a strange debug mode

worth checking out. Go to the

Options mode and then press

Button A twice, B twice, C four

times, B twice, A four times,

B twice, and C twice. Cooll

Rick Stanton, Jackson, MS



Gi

“Cheat Enabled” appear,

choose the Cheat option, and
'

then switch on Flag Two and

Flag Three. Set the Plan Base

for three and the first map to

the Pit. Fight your way to the

second endurance match. This

should also be fought in the

Pit unless you had to continue

along the way. If you aren’t in

the Pit, let the computer oppo-

nents kill you and keep contin-

uing until you are in the Pit.

Get a Double Flawless

and begin the fight with Rep-

tile. Since this is the endur-

ance round, you’ll have to

fight two Reptiles. If Sonya is

the second person of the sec-

ond endurance round, then

the second Reptile will be the

secret Sonya!

This Sonya is a glowing

green color. She's got some

Mortal Kombat

Secret Sonya

Sonic CD

awesome moves, including a

Shadow punch that changes

into a harpoon when it hits

and puils you to her like Scor-

pion, and a Ring attack that

freezes her opponents.

Sonic CD

Stage Select

with special times to access
secret play modes:

If you beat the game in

the Attack Mode with an over-
all time of under 37;27'57
you;il return to the title screen
to discover a new option called
D.A. Garden, Choose it and

UsetheD,U,L.L,A,R,Dcode

(press Down, Up, Left, Left,

Button A, Right, and Down

during the Game Start/Options

screen). When the words

To choose any stage in Sonic
wait until the title screen
appears and then press Up,

I

Down, Down, Left, Right, But-
ton B, and Start on your con-
trol pad. You’ll hear a bell if the
trick worked. You’ll be able to
choose any stage in the game.

static, PhtsiHinfit, PA



Super NE5

Super Empire Shiites
1

Sack

\
AnoUia- 1-Up Imp

Super Empire Strikes

Sack

I Passmrds

Super Empire Shik^
|

Back

1-Uploop

.

wsfit to hear more than
lust the sounds of this awe-
some game, here’s a trick

that’ll let you access the voic-
es. Wait until the demo finish-
es, and press Start when the
title screen appears. Select
Option, then simultaneously
press and hold Buttons A, B,
and Con Controller Two
Then, press Start on Controller
One. A new selection called
Voice Test will appear in the
Option mode.

(^ifcagOflL

Use the password NGM5JB
to reach the Carbon Freezing

Chamber. Play through this

level until you reach a pit. Fall

off the ledge into the pit, and

jump on one of the Freeze

lamps. Descend by jumping

from lamp to lamp. When you

reach the bottom, head to the

right until you discover a

secret room (you’ll see a spi-

der web-like figure in the back-

ground). Shoot all around the

mysterious figure to reveal

hidden Grenades, 1 -ups. a

Health Sword, Blaster power-

ups, and Hearts. After you’ve

grabbed the goods, jump off

the ledge and die. You’ll begin

again just above the secret

room. Repeat until you’ve

maxed out on power-ups.

I Jake Stewart, Madison, W

I Here’s an easy 1-up loop in the

I first level of Super Empire that

I enables you to quickly build up

I lives. When you reach the first

I area where Luke rides the

I Tauntaun. go forward until you

\ reach the breakaway bridge

I (you’ll know it’s the right

I
bridge if you see a big Heart

I underthearch).

In front of you you’ll see a

I
deep spiked pit. Step off the

1
ledge and fall into the pit,

1 pushing Left as you fall. You’ll

1 land on an invisible platform.

Jump straight up until you’re

sure you’re on the top plat-

form. Next, move to the left

I until you fall, and then push

I
Right as you fall. You’ll land on

1 another invisible platform.

I
You’ll also reveal and collect

I an invisible1-up that was sit-

I ting on the platform. Continue

I to edge left off the platforms

1 (eight in all from the top),

pushing Right as you fall each

I time. You should collect a total

I
offourl-ups.

I

After you’ve collected all

four, drop onto the spikes

below. You’ll die, but you’ll be

I three 1-ups richer. Repeat this

I trick until you’ve got all the

1 lives you need.

Virgil Hyde, Tooele, tn

Here are codes for every stage

of Super Empire Strikes Back;

Stage 2 WDWDB
Stage 3 CSPTNP
Stage 4 NSRSCL
stages WFBJTB
Stage 6 BHRDHL
Stage 7 HMGPWJ
Stage 8 LDGLTJ
Stage 9 LLJFBG
Stage 1

0

WLJWDN
Stage 1

1

WBWHRW
1
Stage 12 NCCGSP

1 Stage 13 GLITDJ
Stage 14 GJBHNF
Stage 15 MCDGRJ

1 Stage 16 PGPNMG
I Stage 17 NGMSJB
1 Stage 1

8

RLMSWJ
1 Stage 19 SWPMSS

1 Richard Wooten, Daybm, TX

CAMEPItl



Sound Test

^ien vs. Predator

Stage Select

When the game begins, you

I

can snag one of the Lost
I Vikings to drive your racer.

When picking your driver, pre

I

and hold Buttons L, R, and
Select, and then push Right
until a Lost Viking appears on-
screen. He’s got better stats

than the other drivers!
Larry says.

PredBnmwell, Whitby, Canada When the titie

press Select to reach a cor
uration mode. Press Start

once again and the Option
Menu will appear. On Con-
trollerTwo simultaneously
press and hold Buttons L,R,
X, and A. Press Start on Con-
troller One and the Stage
Select will appear.

Chris Smith, W. Hartford, CT

It's the old two-player trick! To

earn an extra set of continues,

begin a one-player game.

When you run out of contin-

ues, but before you lose your

last man, press Start on Con-

troller Two. You can continue

the game as Player Two with a

full set of continues.

PRFilATnO



YOU
ASCIIWARE'S'UITIMATE FIGHTING SYSTEM GiVEAWWI

Lee’s be honest, here. Not

everybody can win. But

wouldn't you feel like a

real loser if you blew

off this sweep-

stakes, and that

kid across the

street - y’know,

the one who’s

always hanging

around - scored

the grand prizd?

Just imagine

watching the delivery

guy, parked in that

other kid’s driveway,

unloading box after box of

the greatest stuff ever hooked

to a TV. And you’d just have to

suck it up, 'cause you were too lazy to

search for a 29c stamp.

Of course, we’d be calling this the 'Pretty Okay Fighting

System Giveaway" if it weren’t for the controllers - two

ASCIIWARE"' Fighter Sticks, the best enhanced joysticks on the

market. Auto Turbo, Turbo Fire (on every button]. Super Slow

Mo-and tough enough to go the distance. If that kid across the

street gets his grubby little hands on one- well, you better

take up bowling.

The odds here are way

better than any of those

Zillion dollar give-

aways that they

don’t let kids

enter, and if you

do win, we pro-

mise not to

send a fat guy

to your house,

armed with a

microphone, hop-

ing to catch you in.

some embarrassing

family moment.

Whether or not the un-

thinkable happens - namely,

the delivery truck pulls up at

that kid's house - there’s only one

guaranteed way to keep on top of all the games

- a subscription to GamePro for less than $20 per year.

That’s B6% off the newsstand price.

Sure, it’s not free, like our giveaway, but who knows? Maybe

your parents will be so impressed with your smart $$ decision,

they’ll buy you an Ultimate Fighting System.

Hey, we all gotta dream.

Te?s?TiwIS'Rf"

The Lit^tle Lawyer’s Corner!
CmImI - Amriiai tl Prliti - Wlniiia Kill ittirminid •• Jim IS, 1994 i< • nidta driwli) bi StniPra ihjuIu. Oddi of itlii-

'flog dofiid epM Ibt iinbor of ill alijiblo oitrloi raoolwd. fiimo titloi aiit bi onllibli it llm of dnNio), aid offielolly llmiod for Ibo roifoo-

lln tiBi lyilia. ;iiH-$4S0. fint Pilto-|60. Sooiid PrIio-dSS. KflMori will bo lotiflod by yboii aod or noil.

VlaiiN iiln lod icoijtim if filH ooiilltitoi rimltiioi to »o tbiic omis. •biloyiofhi, iid libooiii for yarpOMi of idnrtliii) Md yrinolloo oi

bilf of Soni^ro iid or ASCII wllbitl firlhir eonriiiitlii. Wlioor li roipiiiiblo for toy »d ill fidirot, itito, iid loeil tmi if Mcoisory. A wn-
llil if yiln NlMOn will lyyiir lo o fotiri lino of fiiniPri ntooiiM. Eli|lbility - Entiofooi of lofotilimit bfoild, lac., ASCII Eiloitiliniaf

Softwori, lie., lid ill yirlliiyiliaj Hidon, tbilr labiidlirioi, iffillotoi, iirortltlii lyiiilii, iid liiir innodiili fonltioi iri aot ilijibli. Uobilltioi - Tbli

onotioa li oyorotod by lofotiianoil World, iot., md ASCII EotirtiliiMol Softwiri, lie., wblob It lololy riipoiiilble for lit ooidMt, eonylolloi iid iwirdloj of

All dooiiloat if lafotiiinial World, lao„ lad ASCII Eatirliiiniil Sofiwiro, lio., oo all aittiri roiallaj to tbit pronotioo on fiatl. lafataiinaat Warld,

.
tad ASCII Eatartaionaat Softwara, lac., tad yartiilpitiaj ipoaiari iiiaaii at liabllltiii rtiilMa) fran tba iii af tbit ytiia. Eritt Rtttrlttia*i - Alliraitiva

ttirit ar etib will tat bo offoiod in lita of prim diiorlbod ibon. Priti any lol bo labitltalod, trioifirnd, or oiobiayid. Copfiiyktl - *1994 ASCII Ealittilaniat

Softwan, Ih. Auiiwtra, Fishtar Stiok SN, Flybtar Stiib S6-A, iiollpad SN, aid auiiPid S6-6 in tridinarki if Aiell EatartiiiMiat Softwan, lie. Sipar NIatanda

Eitartiliaiiil Syitin It a nylitand tndmirk tf Niatiado of Aiairloi lae. Siyi lad Siiiiii an nyiataiad Indinarki af Sayt EatarprIiai, LT9. All rijbli ntorvid.



HERTS YOUR
CHANCE TO
PROVE USWRONG!

you've got

TWO FlOTAOTC fiG
fflWGGRW^

ftJwCIIWARE SEGA on
mlpro S?r"eet Fighter 11 strategy

guide.

-srrr:SS3a.eP™T..«..

''"ctatS a s“et Rghtar » Strategy Gu^e.

''’i3

Attention Bobby Cooper, you definitely
did not win our $10 Million Brand Prize!

You didn't ewen come close!
No one has lost this hig before!

if

Wi

."Tough luck Bobby,
'*

$t0 MILLION would

have bought a lot

of video games!"

Bobty Cooper
L123 Main Street
Loserville USA 10101

- ASCIIWARE
rre HOWTO wfNL

ssas&air



Super Bombennan I

Shrink Code L

ktlaxmerialn, Umpaal, HT

1

/Indy Seirfor, Tucson, AT

1

Super NES

I

SuperBombennan Stage 2;

Parti:

Part 2:

Parts;

Part 4;

Part 5;

Part 6:

Part?:

0055

4005

0043

5012

7024

5064

0034

Part 6:

Part 7:

4164

0135

I

Here are passwords for every

I

stage in Super Bomberman;

Want a teeny, weeny, itty, bitty
|

Bomberman? When tbe title

screen appears, select the

Password option and press

Start. Enter the code 5656.

Begin a normal game, and

you’ll have tiny Bombermen.

I
Stage 1:

I Parti;

I
Part 2;

I
Parts:

I
Part 4;

I
Part 5;

I
Part 6;

Part 7;

5555

7503

5543

0513

5522

7564

3535

Parti:

Part 2:

Parts:

Part 4:

Part 5:

Parte;

Part?;

5453

7402

3444

0412

2423

0464

4434

Parti;

Part 2;

Part S;

Part 4;

Part 5;

Part 6;

Part 7;

5252

7204

5244

6213

4224

1264

3232

4mfy Senior, Tucson, AZ

Stage 4;

Parti:

Part 2:

Part 3:

Part 4:

Part 5:

6154

4103

7144

5114

1122

Stage 6:

Parti;

Part 2:

Part 3:

Part 4;

Parts:

Part 6:

Part 7;

0652

3605

7645

5615

7623

4665

1635

fticartio Morales,

Hound Hill, Puerto Rleo

GAMIPRO MiPCh 1114



I

Ihe Movie

I TestMode

GAME

^ T Saber control doesnt drain the

I Force Bar;
DDCC-IDDA

1 Bin Hearts heal completely:

1 DC8D-3D04

1 Force Orbs fill Force Bar:

EE8B-3764

(To reach a special Test Mode

fh'll’! wait until

I

the title screen appears and
ttien press Button One, Button

(

Two, One, Two, One, Two

ityouVedone
.™!™i<™rrectly, the Test

I Mode screen will appear and
I you can choose Invincibility
(Stage Selector Sound Test

I Portland, M£

Infinite lives: C28F-0704
Infinite

Worthiness: C2BC-D728

^”>rjm«er,fcfeoyft/m,,se|

Sonic Spinball

1

Start with five lives;

AZBT-4AHR

1

Start on Level 2; the Power-

house: AFBT-5N7G

1

Extra man about every

1,000,000 points;

869A-4AHR &
B69T-4AAA

Super NES

— Booble2

1 A Ml 056-CEE-4CI
TIV trt

PRO
ACTION
REPLAY,

MorbI Kombat

I k-iK rs
'^^'>-CEE-4Q

I Unlimited time: 7E01-2295

1 One-round tight; 7E01-F85E
|

I
Edwanl Contreras, Bronx, NY

T

Zeke or Julie can max out On
Items by standing over them'
C9AE-C404

BaYUetin,stPeteislms,n

^ You Ham a

i Our Pros will review It. If we

1 besUips and secrets to.

CamePro Magazine

Secret Weapons

P 0. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402



\’"anhi994»
The Midwest Super Street
Fighter

II Tournament
Date; March 26, 1994
'’naes.-Cashprizes.t-

snns, and home game can
Rules:

Double-elimination
Location; SuperJust
Lames, Motth Brook ILmo line;

(708)559.87^7
Is promoted as

he ^ggestssf
II tourney

arcn^w. tigtfe somoiam
and the oeSh blows (caiied

fatal Fiflfes) forthe fi(si|ight

characters, (Please Note:i

Some ofthfesecomboSb^re

^itical timj^ cdrr^ -

^t-hit posilMlg, but all are

unbloQtable aftp the first \M

super big!

3) Now throw the

j Power Wave.

1) Press p^tDown-
Away.'Amy^^pwn

Away, To\wm^d
BandCsintilta

2 ) This move woHcs

best when yofr

opponent is close

to you.

2)Whenyittland, hit < 3)Fini|ith'emoff^

yodr^ppo’i^ with a the Rising Dfagon

standing Bgjit "Punch- Punch.

‘la^tross'em up w^fh

^leep Eie’rcd Kick.

1 ) Charge Down three

seconds, then press

tJown-Toward plus

’• ythe B and D buttons.

Thi| move IS best

used when yom'

opponent is throwing t

a fjtojectile at you.

Tournament-Winning Combos and Strategies

m
r



T) Press Toward, Away,

Down-Away, Down,,

Down-Toward,

Toward, and S’and C

simultaneously.

2) This move is best

done when your'

enemy is close tgyou.

Immediately dp theTTJT^

more hits’tf^u’/e lucky.

Ich 6jr at least t^o rpore hits, and uf^to three

Him iCAp -fhtAH

PJumpin With afierce
,

2) Whei^ou land, hit 3) Complete the com!>o V) It’s best to do this^

move when your

opponent is landiftgt

fronjajump. It lands

many hjts! -

1 ) Pres> Down; Sown-.

,Away, Away; Down-

Away, Towarjl, and

hit Band D slmult^

^n^usly.
.^

with a Cr^scqnf

Moon ^sh for

massive hits.
*

'lou can use this'move best'wh»your d|Spo-1) Press Toward, Dowfr'

Toward, Down, Doyi^rf

Away, Toward, and<

an5 C simuRSfl^ou^

2) Whenyoutlan^dft

the Bear Bomber and

you’ll grab them,

. even if they block.

flump at your opp^

ment and press the

Light Kicl<;t6uttOfj.

nent iS^umping 4y6u.



2)

After'ianding, two-in-

,one from the light*

Kick button...

3)

...into the Sene'

' Cnjsher Ciiinch'for

threefhits.

J ) Hold Down-Away for

three seconds, then

y press Down, Toward,
' and B an(BC stmulta-

neously.
'•

n^t your oppo-

imwithadejpj"

tree l<7c|( ^ile \

larging for the

Lsher Crunch.

2) Your projectile "has the same distance as a' *

regular Fireball, so it'rtiest use^ by hitting an

opponent either out of the airor-fromafar

distance on the ground. ”
^

1) Press Tov^d, Away, fll
•

. Down-Awty,£oWri^^
^wn-Toward,‘

.^ward, and 6 and C
simultaneously.*^

Fantlaii^ £»»/?:

^ince this move go'es

all the way across the

screen, try tffcatdp

your opponen>«ff •

guard.
*

« \
K3DE

Super Bodf]

Wheh-^ouHand, do a 3) Now do a Fierce

^standinqlight^ch. ' Dragon Flame Ij Hold Down-Away for

three seconds,‘tjien

press Down, Down-

toWard.andBandC

simultaneously.

2) This move works ju^

JikeJubie’s Body Drpp,

.so remember to be

within !4-inch of your

oppone^

urdyuM ridiTie

Fandango fo«^ to \
fiM ir hifre

^

!raing, ctia^ge

/dr a CcKjkie Cutter

and l|irem vUth a

. crouching Light Punch.

4)

NCw two-in-one from

the crouchingTiera
'

Punch.'.. <1

I )Cros^ up your oppo-

nent with a deep

-Fierce Kick.

3) Do another crouch-

ing Light Punch.

5). ..into the Cookie

' Cutter for a total of

five hits.

GAMEPH Mirck 1994



Now svsilable, tfie trick shooter

designed by Syd Mead.

In our new action-packed shootins same, TerraFormins, you'll travel throush space in

search of a new planet suitable for the human race. But first you must protect your

ship asainst attacks from enemy aliens. It’s one more TTi same that’s suaranteed to

Sive you a rush of adrenaline. Each of our sanies comes with vivid CD s^aphics,

advanced animation and disital sound. If you can't find TurboGrafx^“-1 6 or DUO
software at your favorite retailer, call 1-800-995-9203.

TerraFormins' © 1993 RIGHT STUFF Corporation. © 1991 SYD MEAD & SYD MEAD, Inc. 'TerraFormins' Is a tradernartt of RIGHT STUFF Corporation. • "John
Madden Duo CD Football' O 1990-1993 Electnwic Arts. Licensed to Hudson Soft. 'John Madden Duo CD Football" is a trademark of Electronic Arts. Hudson Soft

and Turbo Technolosies, Inc. arc authorized Electronic Arts distributors. • 'Beyond Shadowgate*© 1993 Viacom New Media. 'Beyond Shadowgate' is a

trademark of Viacom New Media, a division of Viacom International, Inc. • 'Dungeon Explorer M' © 1989, 1993 Hudson Soft • 'Loom' © 1992 Lucas Arts

Entertainment Company • "SImEarth' © 1993 Maxis 8 Will Wright O 1W3 Hudson Soft. Published by Hudson Soft Co., Ltd. under license from Maxis. • 'Shadow of

the Beast" © 1992 Ps^nosis Ltd. O 1992 NEC Technologies, Inc. 'Shadow of the Beast" is a trademark of Psygnosis. • 'Prince of Persia' © 1992 Hudson Soft O
1989, 1992 Broderbund Software, Inc. Jordan Mechner 'pnnee of Persia' Is a registered trademark of Broderbund Software, Inc. • 'Riot Zone" © 1993 Hudson Soft

O 1991 Westone 'Riot Zone' is a trademark of Hudson Soft. • "Dungeon Master - Tberon's Quest* © 1990, 1993 Software Heaven, Inc./FTL Games. Licensed

through an affiliation with J.P. Ihtcmational. © 1993 Victor Entertainment, Inc. 'Dungeon Master - Tneron's Quest" is a trademark of Victor Entertainment, Inc.



TapA,A,LP

MaBty #/: Flaming Bones

Hold 8L, tap U, U, HP (Distaace: one-quarter-screen away)

TheBlow-by-

Bkm
On the following pages

are all the moves we

know of currently in

Mortal Kombatll.'niis

key explains the termi-

nology used.

Tap = Push the dIrechons T= Toward

indicated in sequence.
a = Away

Motion = Press the indi- g _
cated points in one

smooth motion. U = Up

Holds Hold down tile DT s Down-Toward

Indicated buttons for the qa ~ Down-Away
indicated time period, _

HKsHighlGck

LKsLowlOck

When Close = You can

do the move only when
you are dose to your

opponent.

Push all the buttons

simultaneously.
''

*= The move can be done
HP = High Punch

LP slow Punch

SCOftplOM Wf^S



johnNv c/oe,

SAadol

mo^B,DA,A,HP

nLowG^eenflatl^

Painty ffl: The Torso Putt

HoUD,(lf*BL)T, LP {Ol$tanoe: very close)

FaaSu^oa \
"Aif^row,

npA,/l,A,HP



till ^iowAKbanbicycle Kick

TapO, T, A, A, HK (Distance: veiytTap ('T, HK

AAi0£r

Tap A, A, T

BlaBhck

HP s High Puaeh

IP = Lotii Punch

HK^Hi^Ktck

LKsLowKick

When Closes YoueanJothenweeoiHy
¥fhea you an dose to your opponent

(Hoses In Pannibeses) = Push all the



Grab aad-Hit

Tt»mlheeaeavwlttiiP,1bent^Hf^tf»xtni

t*HtBack Breaker
Jmp, Pttsk BL when cfose lik

DizzyHH

' T, TJ^felease U* fiisbp0 Vhty dose) ' Tap T, T, HP when etese

^tSpin

HdilBL, tapU, U,reha99BL, taplJUpSpia
<A,T,IP, then control: ^Joystfcfc Neatral

\fataliltffJf%ittf’Em b^^lf ' ^

Hold BL, T, T, r, LK (Distance; One step awa^ frm ihtfm, Just inside smsp rangi



V

Tap A, A, A, A, BP (DMaacai vary close)

note; Easier to do Ifyoujump tint.

Jimping Punch



^ Can't get past a level? Keep getting killed? Don't get mad...

CHEAT!
Video Game Enhancer for the Super NES

CALL NOW
TO ORDER!

1
-800^1261
Special Offer!
Wireless Remote Gamepad
System for the Super NES

Select Solutions
P.O. Box 6512 • Champaign, IL 61826-6512

Game*Mage'^'^ Features Comparison



RE(>T1L£

HoU BL, Tap U, U, B, HP (Bepeat to nappear)

TapA,A,m^LP^

^ liWe <P/k om-half screen (the distance oi onejump)

RrebalIxS

Tap A, Ail HP



e 1 S94 SEGA. UCENSED BY SEGA ENTERPRISES. LTD.

01994 VIC TOKAI, INC.

Meet Our Soul Survivor.

Our guy looks like tie made It through MANSION

OF HIDDEN SOULS with hardly a scratch. His

wired jaw works pretty well and his new
dentures are shiny white. The iarge bald spot

on the back of his head doesn't seem to bother

him. All of his organs, as far as we know, are

original and still in the same

places. And we don't hear
q

him complain about the hair g
that won't stay down or the <
hands that won't close. Of 0
course, we don't know

^
anything about his mental

state.

SEGACD
SEGA AND SEGA CO ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES.
LTD. MEGA MOUSE' IS ATRADEMARK OF SEGA OF AMERICA. ENHMiCED

p VIC TOKAI INC.
22904 Lockness Ave.

Torrance, CA 90501
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CALL TODAY! ^
QUICK DELIVERY! May Be Subject to Change.
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NINTENDO GAMES

SELLING YOUR GAMES IS QUICK AND EASY!!
Call our friendly PUNCO agents at (61 2) 946-8863 first for

current prices. After you call, you’ll be asked to do these things:

a. Alphabetize the games you wish to sell on this list.

b. Write the number and name of the agent you spoke with.

c. Ship your games A.S.A.P. and your list to:

FUNCO, INC. *10120 W. 76th Street • Minneapolis, MN 55344
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We Also Buy & Sell

Game Boy, Neo*Geo,
Game Gear and

Sega CD Games
and Accessories!

Minneapolis, MN 5S344

To Sell Us Games: Call us first for current prices.

Due to a 3 month lead time to place this ad, our buy
and sell prices may be different. We reserve the right

to refuse any purchase or sale.

May Be Subject to Change.

612«946*8883



Quick Hits on ne Newest Gawest

Towb AB-Stars

(Coilemastas)

This new tennis game comes

with a court full of options.

Play with male and female

players in singles and doubles

competition on a variety of

court surfaces. The action

includes tactical moves for

each player. A behind-the-

player view helps make the

action intense. You can play

a one-player game against a

seven-level computer oppo-

nent, a two-player regular

match, or a four-player

simultaneous game.

(Available April)

SegaCD

BaWecoqts
(Core Design)

You’ll stomp and shoot your

way across 360-degree tex-

ture-mapped moons when you

get behind the controls of

the armored Bipedal Attack

Machine. Play as one of three

characters, each with unique

strengths and weaknesses, and

shoot with 1 2 different weapons

as you tackle more than 30

game objectives and nine 30

bosses. Voice-over commen-

tary provides spoken instruction

throughout the game. This first-

person shoot-em-up uses the

same engine as the acclaimed

AH-3 Thunderstrike.

(Available April)

Soulstar

(Cm Design)

You and your fellow Cryo-

Commandos have a job to do -

chase down and destroy the

deadly Myrkoids. The hunt

BAMEPRO •

takes you from the trackless

wastes of the Great Divide

to the starfields of Maldrum

Tau, and it is highlighted by a

speed-of-light chase through

the Hypergate. Soulstar offers

simultaneous game play for

two players, who can take on

40 missions using three differ-

ent vehicles. The behind-the-

vehicle perspective. 3D graphics,

dramatic music, and continu-

ous game play through three

warp tunnels all help intensify

the battle action.

(AvailaUe May)

End-level bosses punctuate the

action. This one-player game

supports theSNES Mouse,

(Available March)

King Of the Monsters 2
(Takara)

Who is the ultimate King of the

Monsters? Super Geon, Atomic

Guy, and Cyber Woo battle it

out with the aliens in this 16-

meg game, which is coming

to both the SNES and Genesis

(SNES screens are shown here).

Among the special powers at

your command are Flaming

Breath. Aerial Spins, and

Radioactive Blasts, plus other

new Super-Attacks. The seven

levels feature fast-moving

arcade-style action and two-

player competition. either

head-to-head or both players

versus the computer.

(Available September)

The Choplifter series continues

with this four-meg action/

adventure game. You fight

through 16 ieveis of side-

scrolling action as you fly from

the jungles to the sea and to a

city in search of hostages who

were kidnapped by terrorists.

Your craft is the world’s most

sophisticated rescue chopper,

and your arsenal includes guns,

flamethrowers, and napalm.

Choplifter 3
(Absolute)

Super NES
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Si^ier Solitaire

(Abstriute)

Card sharks will want to sink

their teeth into Super Solitaire.

The 1 2 variations on traditional

solitaire in this four-meg game
include Klondike, FVramid, Golf,

and Poker, with themed back-

grounds for each game. Help-

ful hint screens enable novices

to master the games. Tourna-

ment and Championship modes

offer races against the clock.

This is a user-friendly card

game; Control is via a point-and-

click interface, and passwords

enable players to continue

later. This one-player game

supports the SNES Mouse.

(Available January ’94)

FkeStriker

(DTMC)

Combining pinball play with

action/adventure, FireStriker

offers 14 levels of varied chal-

lenges. In this eight-meg, over-

head-view game, Sladerthe

FireStriker must search out and

destroy the villain Wylde, who
has veiled the world in dailtness.

Batting the Trialight across the

playing field like an explosive

pinball, you clear out obstacle-

ridden areas with tennis-like

smashes from your main char-

acter. With Hudson’s Multitap,

up to four players can join in

the frenzied fun.

(Available March)

Time Itax

(T»HQ)

Darien Lambert is no ordinary

police officer. He’s come back

to the present from the year

2193, bringing his futuristic

skills and weapons with him.

Based on the TV show with the

same name, this one-player,

eight-meg action/adventure

cart features Time Stalling, a

mind-control force that puts

time in slow motion. You start

in the 22nd century, then you

follow your adversaries in a

time machine when they

escape to 20th-centuiy Wash-

ington, D.C. In between the

eight side-view, multi-scrolling

levels, helpful advice comes
from Selma, Lambert’s holo-

graphic sidekick,

(AvallaUe March)

Dynastic Hero

(Hudson Soft)

The land of Tarron has seen

better days. The evilDrillkor

Empire is deforesting the lush

kingdom, and gentle Brenna,

300

The Horde
(Crystal Dynamics)
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the benevolent Fairy Maiden

who rules the peaceful people,

has been captured. Only Dyna,

the Dynastic Hero, can save the

A host of Hollywood hot shots

is heading to 3DO. The

Horde, a fast-paced action/

strategy game, boasts Kirk

Cameron (of TV’s Growing

Pains) as the star of its many
full-motion video sequences,

which are being produced by

Emmy-winner MacKenzie

Waggaman. The Horde is set

in a medieval fantasy world

where Chauncey (Cameron)

must protect his village from

an army of razor-fanged

attackers. The nine species of

voracious hordlings will eat

anything, including villagers,

cows, and houses! Plenty of

polygon graphics, 3D texture

mapping, lifelike animation,

and digitized character voices

will enhance the magic and

the humor of the story.

(Available March)
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day and defeat the five reptilian

bosses in this side-view, multi-

scrolling action/adventure

game. Among Dyna’s friends

are the Insektors, cute bugs

with special magic power ups.

(AvaUaUe March)

Godzilla

(Hudsoa Soft)

Godzilla, the original mean

green fighting machine, is

stomping over to the Super

CD. In Godzilla, two players

choose from among 14 classic

monsters, each with its own

special weapon and abilities.

You compete in side-view,

multi-scrolling fighting action.

The fights take place in realistic

settings all around the world.

(Available Second Quarter ’94)

Game Gear

CJ. - Elephant Furtive

(Codemast&s)

Travel through six zones of

run-n-gun fun with the bravest

little elephant ever in this arcade-

style platform game targeted

for younger players. Firing

peanuts from his trunk, C.J.

the kidnapped elephant runs,

leaps, and shoots his way from

a zoo and on through London,

Paris, the Alps, Rome, and

Cairo, finally reuniting with his

herd in Africa. In addition to

this one-player game, the cart

includes a two-player “trunk-

to-trunk” race game.

(AvailabM Now)

Micro Machines
(Cottemasters)

This unique racing game was

a hit in England. Instead of rac-

ing standard cars on the usual

courses, gamers maneuver tiny

vehicles on 27 tracks, such as

breakfast tables, pool tables,

and bathroom floors. Among

the vehicles are miniature Tanks,

Power Boats, and Helicopters.

The overhead view provides a

good look at the brightly col-

ored, obstacle-ridden tracks. A

special mode enables two play-

ers to compete against each

other with just one Game Gear.

(Available First Quarter ’94)

ipping in March

Arcus Odyssey (Renovation)

Columns III (Vic Tokai)

The Incredible Hulk

(U.S. Gold)

NBA Action ’94 (Sega)

NBA Jam (Arena)

Rocko’s Modern Life:

Spunky’s Dangerous Day

(Viacom)

Shanghai II: Dragon’s Eye

(Activision)

Skitchin’ (Electronic Arts)

Socks the Cat (Kaneko)

Sonic the Hedgehog 3 (Sega)

Star Trek; The Next

Generation (Sega)

Sub-Terrania (Sega)

Sylvester & Tweety

(Tecmagik)

SegaCD
Brutal (Gametek)

Hammer vs. Evil Din

Soul Fire (Sega)

TomCat Alley (Sega)

St^NES
Champions World Class

Soccer (Acclaim)

Choplifter 3 (Absolute)

FireStriker(DTMC)

F1-R0C II (Seta)

NBA Jam (Acclaim)

Runes of Virtue (FCI)

SOS (Vic Tokai)

Time Trax (T«HQ)

X-Caliber 2097 (Activision)

300
The Horde (Crystal Dynamics)

Sewer Shark (Virgin)

Neo*Geo
Super Sidekicks II; The World

Championship (SNK)

Ouo
Dynastic Hero (Hudson Soft)

Game Gear
Caesars Palace (Virgin)

GP Rider (Sega)

NBA Action ’94 (Sega)

NBA Jam (Arena)

Poker Face Paul’s

Black Jack (Sega)

Poker Face Paul's

Poker (Sega)

Scratch Golf (Vic Tokai)

Spider-Man/X-Men:

Arcade’s Revenge (Arena)

Game Boy
Prehistorik Man (Titus)

Arcade
Dungeons & Dragons: Tower

of Doom (Capcom)
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4n International View on Viileo Games

Super Godzilla (By to/w)

The New Year in

Japan ushered in a pack of new

games, Here’s a look at a few

promising Super Famicom carts

due out inJapan in the begin-

ning of 1 994.

A one-on-one fighting game

^tarring Godzilla and his many

huge enemies? Wrong!

The Japanese love Godzilla

much as as they love their

strategy/simulation games. In

this one, you roam the Japan-

ese countryside in search of

helpful items and monster-

seeking information. You can

find Godzilla or other famous

movie monsters and take him

on in Battle mode. Theresa

little city trampling and arcade-

style fighting action, but most-

ly you mobilize various mili-

tary forces with a familiar

point-and-dick interface.

Timed to take advantage of

the release of the movie

Codzilfa vs. Mecha-Codzilla,

Toho hopes Super Godzilla

proves their games are as fun

and exciting as their movies.

«rays not just another side-
scrolling action game, it’s a
serious attempt by Ascii to
create a signature character to
rival Mario and Sonic.

They Just might succeed,
too. as Ardy has a lot going
for him, including smooth
moves and super cuteness
(although his constant smiling

In the face of extreme peril

might unnerve some). Reported-
ly there are 17 stages based
around imaginative traps and
obstacles, Ardy has all kinds of
special attack moves, but this is

really a fun, mind-bending game
that pushes your puzzle-solving

abilities to the limit. Ardy could
be a sleeper mega-hit.
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Kamen Rider (By BandaO

SS 1

Most Japanese players, like

most Amerians, can’t seem to

get enough fighting games...

and so we have DBZ2. Based

on the animated series and an

earlier fighting game, there’s

very little new here.

In this one-on-one fighting

format, combatants balance

life and power meters to beat

the other guy. The cart fea-

tures the now-familiar Dragon

Ball Z dual screen display for

I

aerial attacks. Fighters can

ward off special attacks by

counter-attacking with their

own killer techniques. Fans

of Dragon Ball Zand other

fighting gamers shouldn’t be

disappointed.

IMS
I

Unlike Riddick Bowe and
EvanderHolyfield.

Japan’s
boxing hero Katsuya-Spanky-

I Onizuka actually held on to
nis world bantamweight title
prior to the release of the
game bearing his name

However, the main thing
lhat separates this boxing
game contender from some
of the pretenders is the first-

I

P^tson fighting perspective.

Vou actually step into the ring
where you see your gloves
and your opponents up-close

fb ugly. It takes time to
develop a feel for the fighting,
but before long you're cross
mg, jabbing, and uppercuttino
yourwaytoviaory.lfyou ’

don't, you get a good look at
he arena ceiling when you're

laid out on the mat!

ator Shotaro tshimori just

for this game. Trust me, in

Japan, that’s super cool!

There probably aren't

enough Rider fans in the U.S.

to ever convince Bandai to

send this rough-and-tumble

action cart over, and that

would be too bad. Banzai!

Here’s another Bandai cart based on a famous Japanese TV

show. The Kamen Riders are hard-fighting superheroes. In this

fast-paced side-scrolling action/fighting game, the vile adver-

saries also come from the

Rider episodes.

The game’s two-player

mode is the best, since it

takes two fighters to beat

down the opposition. Those

who tough it out to the end

get to take on an original evil

charaaer drawn by Rider cre-
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i
Stores Pull

NigMTrap

I Two weeks before Christmas,

Toys “R" Us, the nation’s

:
largest chain of toy stores,

i pulled Night Trap from its

;
shelves. The controversial Sega

I
CD title is rated MA-17 by Sega

i
for its violence, A few days later,

Kay-Bee, America’s second-

j
largest toy chain, also stopped

i
selling the game. The game

I
depicts a women being pursued

:
and choked by a group of hood-

ied men, and includes live,

i
video-taped footage,

I
Toys “R" Us removed

i Night Trap from its shelves after

: receiving numerous complaints,

i Carol Fuller, spokesperson for

i the chain, said that the com-

:
plaints seemed to be part of an

. orchestrated telephone cam-

:

paign, but she had no further

i

details. Sega offered no com-

i ment on the action. Both Toys

i “R” Us and Kay-Bee will contin-

i ue to sell Mortal Kombat.

1^
Night Trap gets ttw hook.

New Genesis/CD
System from Sega

Sega continues to redesign its

existing video game systems

into new products. The compa-

ny will be showing its Sega
Genesis CDX Multimedia

CD-ROM Entertainment

System at Winter CES in Las

Vegas. The entire library of Gen-

esis cartridges and Sega CD
games can be played on the

compact system. Audio CDs can

also be played on the lightweight

and is small enough to be carried

as a portable audio CD player.

The CDX ($399.95) will be

available in March.

Now you can play Genesis and

Sega CD games on one unit

Reality Check

i Disspelling doubts that Pro*

i ject Reality would ever

I
become a reality, Nintendo is

i
foiging ahead with development

i of its 64-bit ^me machine. The

i unit, which is expected to arrive

^ in 1995, will use chip technology

i supplied by three majorJapanese

i
electronics firms -NEC, Toshiba,

: and Sharp. More than 8 million

: new RISC (reduced instruction

set computing) processors are

: being shipped to Nintendo as it

,
works on what it considers to be

j

the “next generation” video

game system.

Yet One More
32-Bit System

NEC Home Electronics is

joining the race to produce a

successful 32-bit video game

system. The company plans to

have its own 32-bit game
machine on the market by the

end of 1994. The system will

offer a CD-ROM drive and an

advanced color motion picture

board. According to NEC, the

machine will be as powerful as

Sega’s still-unreleased 64-bit

unit, and it will cost approxi-

mately $250.

Mega Cartoon

Mega Man is coming to TV
Capcom announced in late

December that it will be financ-

ing and producing a cartoon

series starring its popular video

game character, Mega Man. The

still-untitled show will most

likely be based on the game

Mega Man X and will feature

most of the characters found in

that SNES title. Capcom
couldn’t say if Dr. Wily would

make an appearance. With the

first show taigeted to air in Fall

'94, Capcom has lined up

Ruby*Spears, a top anima-

tion company, to head produc-

tion. Ruby-Spears is the

award-winning company re-

sponsible for many animated

shows in the last 15 years,

including Alvin and the Chip-

munks, Mr. T, andRoboFoice.

4 *. i-S5?E

/, \

Capeom’s capthah'ng character

now has a cartoon.

Sega Channel Adds
Subscribers

Three more cable companies

have signed on with the Sega
Channel, raising the number

of U.S. subscribers to more than

20 million. The addition of

MetroVision in Atlanta, Geoipa,

National Cable Television Coop-

erative in Lenexa, Kansas, and

Sammons Communications in

Dallas, Texas, added 4 million

new subscribers to the interac-

tive video game TV channel.

The Sega Channel, which
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is set to launch this summer, is

the cable industry^ first interac-

tive service, supplying Genesis

games on demand 24 hours a

day, previews ofupcoming tides,

tips, news, contests, and promo-

tions. “The Sega Channel con-

cept has been enthusiastically

received,” says Stanley B.

Thomas, president and CEO of

Se^ Channel. “We’re delighted

to have attracted such outstand-

ing partners for our launch

plans. Their early commitment

is a testimony to future success."

Accolade Signs On
witbSOO

Accolade, a leading world-

wide publisher of entertainment

software, recently announced

that it will be bringing several of

its top sports ddes to the new
3DO Interactive Multi-

player system. Although it

won't release any game tides yet.

Accolade says it will definitely

have golf, hockey, and football

games for 3DO available by the

end of this year.

Is Jack NIcklaus’ Power Challenge

Golf for the Genesis heading to

3D0? Possibly.

“Sports games lend them-

selves to the 3DO technology,”

said Mike Malhisen, vice presi-

dent of product development

for Accolade. “It is important to

Accolade that we maximize the

realism and take full advantage

of our sports personalities,” he

added, “and the 3DO technolo-

^ will contribtite gready to our

ability to accomplish this."

Megan Humpal of Accolade fur-

ther notes that “if the system

takes off as we hope. Accolade

could conceivably bring some of



ARCADE
ACTION HnS
HOME ON

SUPER NES;

KONAMr

You made your mark in the arcades. Now the lethal

action is available on your Super NES; with intense

graphics and sound. It also hits big on Sega CD™ and
Sega™ Genesis™ So be on the lookout for Lethal

Enforcers™ in your neighborhood.

For one or two top cops.

(2nd player can use controller or mail in for

another game gun. See special offer inside

package for details.)



; its other popular titles, includ-

: ing Bubsy, to 3DO."

3DO Sales Skn^
StockSuffm

! Because of slow sales of the

;
$699 3DO system, stock in the

3DO Com|>any has plummei-

;
ed from over $37 per share in

i
November to around $23 per

;

share in late December. The

i
company remains optimistic,

I
however, and claims that more

i than 100 additional software

i companies have signed licens-

i ing agreements since the first

i system, made by Panasonic, hit

i the shelves in October. More

i than 500 software companies

;
have now signed on to provide

f
software for 3DO.

! Gateway System
! Gets Shanghaied

Nintendo’s Gateway Sys-

tem, the interactive entertain-

ment, shopping, and infor-

mation service that’s found on

select airlines, has begun includ-

ing games from third-party

developers. Among the first

third-party titles is Activision’s

Shanghai II: Dragon’s
Eye for the SNES. Ten Ninten-

do games are already included

in the Gateway S)^tem and are

playable on approximately 20

Northwest, Virgin, and China

Air flights. Included in the ten

are Super Mario World,

Street Fighter II, and Leg-

end of Zelda. Shanghai II

was chosen for its puzzle-solv-

ing aspects in hopes that it

would be more attractive to

adult players.

the sues-

Atlanta Chosen
as Site for New
Trade Show

Atlanta, Georgia, will be the site

of the initial “Electronic

Entertainment Expo, ” the

first international trade show

dedicated exclusively to enter-

tainment software titles, pro-

gramming, and licensed

properties. Scheduled for April

7-9, 1995, the event will be pro-

duced and promoted jointly by

Infotainment World and

Knowledge Industry Pub-

lications. infotainment World

is the company that publishes

GamePro, SWATPro, and Elec-

tnmic Entertainment magazines,

among other projects. Knowl-

edge Industry Publications pro-

duces leading conferences and

annual trade shows such as

Smart Media International and

IMAGE WORLD.

Representatives from all the

major retailers and over 30,000

top-level buyers of interactive

software are expected to attend

the show. More than 300

exhibitors wUl be present to dis-

play their products. With the

thousands of titles debuting in

1994 for an ever-expanding list

of gime systems, Patrick Ferrell,

president of Infotainment

World, feels the time is right for

a new trade show “The content

side of the home electronic

entertainment industry is

exploding, requiring a dedicated

trade-buying event at the right

time of the year for both retaU

buyers and vendors,” he claims.

Adds Eliot Minsker, chairman

and CEO of Knowledge Indus-

try Publications, “Retailers have

pointed to the need for an inter-

pretive event that will help them

make smarter buying decisions

by interacting with a wide range

of publishers, vendors, indusuy

influentials, and opinion leaders

in a focused show selling.”

At the Deadline

The big N will be

showcasing hot new

SNES titles at Winter

CES in Las Vegas. Three of the

most eagerly awaited are Stunt

Race FX, Super Metrold,

and Ken Griffey Jr. Pre-

sents: Major League
Baseball. Nintendo will

also be updating the media on

its new technological products,

including the 64-bii Project

Reality and the aerobiesMdeo

game machine known as Life

Frtness

T*HQ, makers of

Home Alone 2and

Wayne's World for

is Nintendo and Sega

systems, continues to find pop-

ular properties for its games.

Coming later this year will be

Akira, based on the hot Japan-

ese animated movie; The
Mask, taken from the current

comic book; and seaQuest,

spun off from the TV show pro-

duced by Steven Spielbeig. Pre-

views of these three games wUl

be shown at the Winter Con-

sumer Electronics Show.

Coming soon from T»HQ.

Another hot rumor is

the possibility that

American
Sammy will bring its great

Neo*Geo shooter, Viewpoint,

to both the SNES and Genesis. If

current negotiations go well, a

July or August release of a 16-

meg translation is likely

March 1984

Spectrum +

MicroProse =

MicroProse Inc.

MicroProse Inc. is the new com-

bined company that has resulted

from the December merger of

Spectrum HoloByte (makers of

Soldiers of Fortune for the

SNES) and MicroProse (Super

Suike Eagle for the SNES). The

new MicroProse Inc. will devel-

op, license, publish, and market

interactive entertainment soft-

ware primarily for use on Nin-

tendo’s and Sega^ video game

systems, as well as for IBM-com-

paiible personal computer.

Micronose 's Super Strike Eagle

for the SNES.

Virgin, best known

as the publishers of

Aladdin and Super

Slap Shot for the SNES, has

formed a new company that’ll

focus exclusively on CD-ROM
entertainment. As its first objec-

tive, Vii^n Sound & Vision

will publish non-gpme interactive

software and interactive music

products for lads and adults.

Virgin’s Super Slap Shot for the

SNES.

Jumping into the 16-

bit arena is Play-

mates, the com-

pany best known for making

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

action figures. The first offering

from the company will be Star

Trek: Deep Space 9 (based

on the popular TV show), and

186 6AMEPRI



SMAIPRO
From the PASSWORD
to the LAST WORD!

Get SWATPRO, the magazine

dedicated to strategies, tips,

tactics, and passwords,

delivered to your door and

pay half the cover price. A
winning strategy!

Don’t miss a single issue!

SWATPRO
Half-price Coupon

y^ES!<
_ Enter my one-year subscription to SWATPRO for the unbeatable
^ low price of just $1 4.97 - a savings of 50% off the cover price.

^ That's just like getting two issues for the price of one!

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

O Bill Me O Payment Enclosed

Send to; SWATPRO, P.O. Box 50309, Boulder, CO 80322-0309

Magazine delivered bimonthly. Send foreign and Canadian orders prepaid, in U.S. funds, with SI 0/year additional

postage. Annual newsstand rate; S29.70. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of your first issue.

543C9



2. KIrby'e A<lventure

3. Ren & 5tlmpy SViovv; 3uckeroes

4. Tetris 2

5. Jurassic Park

6. Tecmo NBA Basketball

7. WWF King of the Ring

8. Mario Is Missing!

9. Battletoaris/Double Dragon:

The Ultimate Team

10. flintstones 2

2. Clayfighter

3. Disney's Alaririin

4. Tecmo Super Bowl

5. Mega Man X

6. John Madden NFL ’94

7. Jurassic Park

&.

Super Empire Strikes Sack

9. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:

Tournament Fighters

10. Mario's Time Machine

2. Mortal Kombat

3. Street Fighter II Special

Champion Edition

4. Disney's Aladdin

5. Eternal Champions

6. Joe Montana NFL Football '94

7. Tecmo Super Bowl

8. John Madden NFL '94

9. Lotus II R.E.C.S

10. Lethal Enforcer

2. Ground Zero. Texas

3. Joe Montana NFL Football '94

4. SMI Walsh College Football

5. Dracula Unleashed

6. Stellar Fire

7. Prize Fighter Video Boxing

8. Jurassic Park

9. Mad Dog McCree

10. Lethal Enforcer

Tliis information was provided exclusively to CamePro courtesy of Blockbuster Video.

Exo Squad (a futurisdc

action game based on the car-

toon). The two games will be

released for both the SNES and

Genesis, and will be available in

September. David Perry,

acclaimed producer of the

Aladdin games for Virgin, has

signed on to develop the com-

pany's future 16-bit games.

Quick - what’s the

aU-time money-mak-

ing arcade game? Is it

a classic oldie, like Mario Bros,

or Ms. Pac-Man? A recent

fighter, like Mortal Kombat or

Samurai Shodown? Rejected!

According to the Amusement
& Mumc Operators Asso-

ciation, NBA Jam, released

approximately one year ago, is

the highest-earning arcade game

in the history of the industry. In

this era of ultra-violent games,

the irony is that NBA Jam has

reached the number-one posi-

tion without including any vio-

lence whatsoever.

Janmin' its way tothetopofOie

arcade pile.

Nintendo NES Super Nintendo Sega Genesis Sega CD
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JAGUAR SYSTEMS

GENESIS ACCESORIES
Prce Title

$124 System W/Sonic II

$124 Syst. W/St. Rage II

$229 CD Player \SwrShark
$ 69 MenacerW/T2
$ 52 Menacer
$ 24 Ascii Pad
$ 29 Turbo Touch 360
$ 54 Game Genie
$ 34 STD Program Pad
$ 79 Proaction Replay
$ 19 6 Button Controller

$ 29 E.A, 4-Way Play

$ 49 ASCII Fgtng Pwr Stic

GENESIS GAMES
In-stock & Coming soon
Price TlilB

$49 Aladdin

$55 Barkley Basketball

$46 Barney the Dinosaur
$38 Ban’s Nightmare
$52 Battletech

$52 Btl Toads/Dbl Dragon
$24 Bio Hazard Battle

$44 Blades of Vengeance
$36 B.O.B.
$54 Brett Hull Hockey
$49 Bubsy
$29 Bulls Vs Blazers NBA
$46 Castlevania Bloodline

$50 Ceasar's Palace
$40 Chakan
$51 Clay Fighter

$43 Crash Dummies
$41 Dashin’ Desperadoes
$51 Dracula
$37 Elemental Master
$55 E.S.P.N. BBS, FB
$56 Eternal Champions
$49 F15; Strike Eagle II

$49 F-117 Night Storm
$43 G-Loc
$49 FIFA: Intntl Soccer
$46 Gauntlet IV

$38 General Chaos
$29 Haunting

$54 Incredible Hulk
$43 Itchy & Scratchy
$53 J. Maddon ’94

$43 James Pond 3
$19 Jewel Master
$46 Joe & Mac
$29 John Maddon ’93

$46 Jungle Strike

$46 Jurassic Park

$45 King of Monsters 2
$49 Legends of Ring
$69 Lethal Enfrcr w/gun
$36 LHX Attack Chopper
$44 Lost Viking

$49 Lotus II

$53 MORTAL KOMBAT
$29 Mutant League F-Ball

$51 Mutant League Hockey
$53 NBA Jam
$49 NFL Sprst talk FB94
$49 NHL '94

$31 NHL Hockey '93

$48 Nigel Mansell
$10 Omcal Aquattic Gms
$50 Out of this World
$50 PGA Tour III

$59 Phantasy Star II & III

$69 Phantasy Star IV

$49 Pirate's Gold
$43 Road Rash 2
$20 Shadow Blaster

$46 Shinobi III

$43 Socket
$54 Soldier of Fortune
$56 Sonic III

$43 Sonic SpInball

$52 Sportstalk baseball
$52 Star Quest
$49 Star Trek Nxt Gen
$50 Stichin

$62 St. Fghtr 2 Champ Ed
$44 Strider Returns
$45 Supr Baseball 2020
$43 T-2 Judgement Day
$54 Techmo NBA Bsktb
$43 Toe Jam & Earl II

$33 Tony Larusa Bball

$20 Toxic Crusaders
$58 Uncharted Waters
$43 Virtual Pinball

$56 Virtual Racing
$53 Vital Basketball

$49 World Series Bball

$49 Wrath of Gods
$49 WWF Royal Rumble
S36 X-Men
$46 Zombies ate Nghbrs

GENESIS Look for soon..
$50 Fievel Goes West
$45 Road Riot

$49 World Series Bball

ISEGAE

GENESIS CD GAMES
$45 Adv. of W. Beamish
$35 After Burner III

$52 B. Walsh Col. Fball

$38 Batman Returns
$48 Chuck Rock II

$50 Cool Spot
$43 Dark Wizard
$50 Dracula
$49 Dragon’s Lair

$43 Dungeon Master
$43 European Racer
$51 ESPN Fball & Bball

$43 Final Fight

$49 Ground Zero Texas
$43 Hi-tech Aircraft

$44 INXS
$49 J. Montana NFL
$51 Journey Ctr Earth
$49 Jurassic Park
$51 Last Action Hero
$47 Lunar
$46 Mad Dog McRay
$43 Monkey Island

$43 Mortal Kombat
$49 NBA Basketball

$49 NFL Greatest Teams
$52 NHL '94

$49 Night Trap
$50 Out of this World
$43 Powermonger
$43 Rage in Cage
$46 Rebel Assault
$43 Rise of the Dragon
$38 Road Avenger
$49 Sonic Hedgehog II

$43 Star Wars 3D
$45 Stellafire

$50 Terminator
$43 Wing Commander
$48 World Series
$39 Wonder Dog

$149 GG Sports System
$129 System W/Sonic II

$119 TV Tuner
$ 49 Rchgble B. Pack
$ 29 Axe Battler

$ 39 David Robinson
$ 39 Ecco the Dolphin

$ 39 Jurassic Park
S 34 Land Illusion w/MM
$ 39 X-Men

SmUHIHEBO,

SUPER N Accessories
Price Title

$141 System W/SMario
$ 79 Proaction Replay
$ 41 Ascii Supr Aovntge
$ 24 Ascii Pad
$ 29 Turbo Touch 360
$ 34 STD Program Pad
$ 64 Fighting Powerstick

SUPER NINTENDO
In-Stock & Coming Soon
Prce Tllle

$52 Actracer II

$49 Arcus Odyssey
$56 Aladdin
$58 Art of Fighting

$54 Asternix

$50 Battle Cars
$31 Battle Clash
$50 B. Walsh C. Fball

$55 Btle Tds/Dbl Dragon
$48 Blues Brothers
$50 Beastball

$55 Brett Hull Hockey
$51 Bubsy
$38 Bulls Vs Blazers
$44 Championship Pool
$48 Chavez Boxing
$44 Choplifterlll

$55 Clayfighter

$49 Claymates
$51 Daffy & Marvin
$48 Dennis the Menace
$51 Dracula
$49 Dream Probe
$59 Empire Strikes Back
$55 ESPN Baseball Fball

$58 Eye of Beholder
$49 First Samurai
$54 Flashback II

$59 Golden Empire
$53 Goof Troop ImSm
$50 G.Prix Mtrcycle
$56 Hard Battle III

$54 Incredible Hulk
$49 Itchy & Scratchy
$50 Jaguar
$54 Jim Power 3D
$38 John Maddon '93

$52 John Maddon '94

$56 Jurrasic Park
$50 Kendo Rage
$43 Lamborghini AC
$69 Lethal Enfrcr w/gun
$54 Lord of the Rings
$60 Lufla

$52 Mario Time Machine
$51 Meca Robot Golf

$58 Mega Man X
$53 Mickey's Playtown
$55 Might & Magic II

$57 Might & Magic III

$50 M.LB.A. Baseball
$59 Mortal Kombat
$44 Musya
$62 NBA Jam Session
$57 NBA Showdown
$52 NHL '94

$53 Operation Logic
$45 Pac Attack

$50 Pink Panther
$44 Power Moves
$53 Ranma 1/2 Hard Btle

$51 Ren & Stimpy
$59 Return of Jedi
$50 R. Bowe Boxing
$58 Secret of Mana
$55 Seventh Saga
$49 Shanghai Showdown
$39 Skulljagger

$50 Sky Blazer
$48 Snow White
$44 Solitaire

$56 Speed Racer
$50 Speedy Gonzales
$59 Star Trek
$45 Street Combat
$39 Street Fighter II

$44 Super Solitaire

$62 St. Fighter II Turbo
$46 Super Battleship

$53 Super Battle Tank II

$59 Super Bomber Man
$29 Super High Impact
$54 Spr Mario All Stars
$42 Super Ninja Boy
$50 Super Valis IV

$55 Suzuka 8 hours
$50 T-2 Judgement Day
$57 Techmo Super Bowl
$49 Techno Wrestling
$59 TMNT Trnmt Fighter

$53 Turn & Burn
$56 Ultima: False Prophet
$51 Utopia
$51 Wicked 18
$49 WCW Superbrawl
$60 WWF II Ryl Rumble
$49 Zombies ate Neighbors

Super N. Look for soon
$50 Equinox
$60 Golden Fighter

$49 Hyper Volleyball

$52 Radio Flyer

$50 Robo Saurus
$56 Sports ill. F&Bball
$55 Ultimate Fighter

$54 Warrior of Roam 3
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CHIPS & BITS
PO BOX 234 ROCHESTER VT 05767 DEPT 10038

Call 802-767-3033 Fax 802-767-3382

Source 10038

‘SONIC THE
HEDGEHOG 3'

stars the most
popular video

game personality In

history and fea-

tures new Badniks

for Sonic and Tails

to rescue. Also

features 7 all-new

levels, never-be-

fore-seen special

stages. 1 or 2
player, split-screen

action, 16Meg car-

game save feature

and new powers-up

and moves. SS6

‘BARKLEY; SHUT
UPANDJAMl'Isn't
a game Of polished

wood and shiny
paint. It's a game of

tough street ball.

The kind of ball

Barkley played as a

kid. No bleachers

filled with fans, -

just you and the

guys on the graffti

covered asphalt.

Features 4 player

adaptor support, 2-

on-2 basketball, 16

different street play-

ers & single game or

tournament. S56

GENESIS HARDWARE

4 Way Play Adaptor $29
6 Bttn Arcde Pow Stick $44
6 Button Control Pad $19
F-16 Wireless CntI Pad $42
Genesis Activator $89
Genesis CO System 2$229
Genesis CDX System $399
Gen System Sonic 2 $119
Genesis Team Player $28
Mega Mouse $36
Power Plug $34
Remote Arcade System$36
Turbo Touch 360 $24

GENESISADVENTURE

Addams Family $44
Adven Willie Beam CO $34
Aladdin $49
Allen CD $49
Alien Vs Predator $49
Asterix & Great RescueS49
BatmanRevnge Joker $34
Beavis & Butt Head $49
Belle's Quest $46
Blades of Vengeance $42
Bubsy $46
CasVevania $46
Chester Cheetah 2 $46
Chuck Rock 2 or CD $49
CliffhangerorCD $49
Dashing Desperados $42
Demolition Man CD $54
Desrt Demoltn Rd Run $43
Dolphin CO $39
Dracula or CO $49
Dracula Unleashed CD $43
Dragons Lair $46
Dragons Lair 1 or 2 CD $49
DuneiBattleforArrakis $49
Golden Axe 3 $49
Haunting $36
HelmdallCD $49
High Seas Havoc $46
Hook $49
Hurricanes $49
Impossible Mission $54
Incredible Hulk $54
Indiana Jones CD $39
lndyJc»ies4CD $44
Indy Jones Last Crusde$46
Interplanetary Lizards $49

GENESIS ADVENTURE

Jungle Book $52
Jurassic Park CD $49
LawnmowerManCD $52
Mad Dog McCree CD $49
Mansn Hiddn Souls CD $49
Mickeys Magical Quest $52
Out ot this World or CD$49
Pink Panther $47
Pirates of Dark Water $54
Pitfall $52
Prince of Persia $49
Radical Rex $49
Rebel Assault CD $46
Return to Zork CD $49
Ren & Stimpy Show $46
Rtse of the Dragon CO $43
Rise of Robots or CD $49
Roar of the Beast $43
Robocop Vs Terminator $56
Rolling Thunder 3 $49
Secret Monky Isind CO $42
Sherlock Holmes 2 CD $43
Shinobi 3 $46
Sonic Hedgehog CO $46
Space Ace CD $49
Space Pirates CD $49
Spidermn v Kingpin CD$36
Spiderman: Venom $54
Splatterhouse 3 $52
StarTrek:Oeep Space 9$54
Star Trek Next Qenrtn $49
Star Trek Next Gen CD $64
Steven Seagal $54
Switch CD $49
T2:Judgement Day $42
Technoclash $36
Terminator CD $49
Time Killers $56
TimeGal CD $39
Tin Head $49

Toe Jam & Earl 2 $46
Vikings $46
Who Shot John Rck CDS49
Yng Indy Jones Chron $43
Zombies Ate Neighbors $46
Zool $49

GEN KICK & PUNCH

Akira $52
BatiteToads/Dble Drag $49
Best of the Best $49

GEN KICK & PUNCH

Brutal CD $52
Clayfighter $52
Deadly Moves $47
Eternal Champions $56
Fatal Fury 2 $54
Final Fight CD $39
King of the Monsters 2 $46
Kung FuiLegnd Contin $56
Mortal Kombal 2 $69
Mortal Kombat CD $46
Ninja Warriors CO $49
Power Instinct $52
Rise of the Robots $49
Rise of the Robots CD $46
Street Fight 2 Cham Ed$62
Streets of Rage 2 $54
Streets of Rage 3 $59
TMNTToumamnt Fightr $56
World Heroes $49
World Heroes 2 $56

GEN ROLE PLAYING

Battletech $52
Battletech CD $42
Dark Wizard CO $43
Dungn Mstr Skll Kp CD $42
Eye of Beholder CD $54
Genghis Khan 2 $59
Lunar CD $46
Lunar 2 CD $49
Might & Magic 3 $59
Phantasy Star 2 or 3 $59
Pirates! Gold $49
PowermongerCD $43
Rings of Power $56
Shadow Run $49
Shining Force $48
Star Quest $52
Unehtd Wtrs New Horiz$59

Vay CD $46

GENESIS SHOOTERS

Battle Fantasy CD $42
Black Hole Assault CD $42
Crime Patrol CD $49
Drug Wars CD $49
Exo Squad $54
Gauntlet 4 $46
Grindstormer $46

GENESIS SHOOTERS

Lethal Enforcers w/gun $69
Lethi Enforc w/gun CD $64
Mad Dog McCree 2 CD $49
MegaTurrican $46
Silpheed CD $43
Skeleton Krew $46
Soldier of Fortune $54
Soul Star CD $46
Stellar Fire CD $46
Subterrania $49
T2:Arcade Game CD $49
Third World War CD $42
Total Carnage or CD $49
Viewpoint $54

GEN SIMULATIONS

AH-3FirehawkCD $44
Battle Corps CD $46
Fit 7 Night Storm $52
F15 Strike Eagle 2 $48
Formula 1 $49
Ground Zero Texas CD $54
Jaguar Racing CD $39
Lotus Turbo Chalinge 2 $44
Mario Andretti Racing $54
Monster Truck Wars $49
Nigel Mansell WCR $49
Pacific Theater Ops $57
Pow Mod:EuroCarCD $42
Racing Aces CD $36
Road Avenger CO $39
Road Rash lor 2 $42
Road Riot 4WD $44
Sea Quest DSV $56
Skitchin' $49
Speed Racer $56
Super Battletank 2 CD $44
Tomcat Alley CO $49
Top Gear 2 $46
Virtua Racing $79
Wing Commander 2 $56
World Champ Rally CD $49

GENESIS SPORTS

Bill Walsh Coll Football $50
Bill Walsh Coll Ftbll CD $52
Bowling $42
Brett Hull Hockey $54
Brutal Football $49

GENESIS SPORTS

Double Dribble $52
ESPNBsballorFball $54
ESPN Bsbil or Fball CDS49
FIFA Internatnl Soccer $52
Greatest Heavyweights $49
Jammit $56
Legends of the Ring $49
Links Pro Golf CD $54
MLPBA Baseball $52
MLPBAGmd Slam 8bll$54
Madden Football 94 $54
Mutant League Fball $36
Mutant League Hockey $49
NBA Basketball or CD $49
NBA Showdown $58
NFL Greats! Teams CO $49
NFLSportsTalkFB94 $49
NHL Hockey 94 $49
NHL Hockey 94 CD $52
PGA Tour 2 $49
PGA 3: Europe $52
Pebble Beach Golf $46
Pele Soccer $54
Prize Fightr ViO Box CD$49
RBI 94 $46
Side Pocket $39
Tecmo Baseball $54
Tecmo Hockey $54
Tecmo Super NBA $54
WWFSW2:Royal Rumb $49
WWF:RageCageCD $46
Wimbledon Tennis $39
Winter Olympics $54
World Champn Soccr 2 $46
World Cup USA 94 $54

GENESIS STRATEGY

Aero Biz Super Sonic $59
Caesars Palace $49
Columns 3 $46
Dragons Fury 2 $46
Dune CD $49
General Chaos $36
Jeopardy 1 or 2 $49
Jeopardy Sports Editn $49
Jeopardy CD S49
Liberty or Death $59
Nobunaga’s Ambition $49
Operation Europe $59
Risk $52
Romn 3 Kingdm 2 or 3 $59

GENESIS STRATEGY

Shanghai! 2 $44
Sonic Spinball $43
Star Wais Chess CD $49
Triple Score $34
Virtual Pinball $43
Warrior of Home 3 CD $52
Wheel ot Fortune 2 $49
Wheel of Fortune CD $52

GAME GEAR

Game Gear System $129
NBA Basketball $32
NBA Jam $38
NFL Fball Joe Montana $36
Sonic 3 $32

JAGUAR

Jaguar System $249
Alien V Predator $54
Checkered Flag 2 $54
Crescent Galaxy $44
Raiden $44

NEO GEO

NG Gold System $569
3 Count Bout $169
Fatal Fury 2 $199
Samurai Showdown $199
World Heroes 2 $199

TURBO QRAFX

Turbo Duo $269
Air Zonk $42
Dragon Slayer CD $42
Madden Football CD $44
SImearlhCD $42

3DO

3DO System $699
Battle Chess $46
Dragons Lair $49
Escape Monster Manor$49
NightTrap $52

GP0394



ItVthe stereo amplifying,

screen magnifying, night light-

ing, fire button enlarging, thumb

stick controlling, compacting, easy

carrying accessory for your Game
Boy®—whew! Try saying that three

times fast—it's a mouthful! But that’s what

you get when you have it all. Other Game
Boy® accessories leave you with nothin' to

say. Hey, there’s only one worth talkin’ about.

Handy Boy™—don’t settle for less.

best



Licensed by Nintendo* for use wUh the

CNintendo)
Licensed Product

fj, Also Avattablet

^ TheSN
programmable with
battery back-upf
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Hunt\afey,MD21030

410/785-5661

Street Fichter IITheHjjH<»jNf iiii«it‘i blasts through vnurl
& liRlRfaniMI opposition one Dv one. Ydii'can do
DragoiT^fch*, Spinning Pile Driver*, Sonic Boom*,
Hurricane Uppercur*, Bum Knuckle**, Dragon Bullet** &
many more by hitting one button. When you're done
sticking it to these tough games, use the ProgramPad's 6
memory smces to program your favorite moves from
pniilt . jiSltStand other hot games. But moves aren't

all you get. "Activate the secret code to play any character
against himself. And check out the LCD screen,
independent auto-fire, slow motion & extra long cord!
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SUPEIJAmmEL
per second), hands-free AUTO TURBO

and SLOW-MOTtON CONTROL. With all

That “it's not whether you win or lose, it's how these killer features and cool styling,

you play the game'' stuff is a bunch of garbage. it's no wonder they're the #1 enhanced

That's why we've oot two ways controllers for the Super
ASCII WARE 1

to keep you winning: the L——^—— — —J,« NES. So take your pick, and

Super Advantage and asciiPad,™ both for then take on the neighborhood. With

the Super NES.® They've got the kind of this kind of power, you'd just better

enhancements you need for today's fiercest learn how to be a gracious winner.

games—features like TURBO-FIRE [up to 32 shots IT’S HOW TO WIN.
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 years out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


